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Abstract
Recent earthquakes have highlighted that the consideration of isolated seismic events, al-
though necessary, may not be sufficient to prevent building collapse. In fact, the occurrence
of a large number of aftershocks with significant intensity,as well as the occurrence of
tsunamis, fires, and explosions, poses a safety threat that has not been addressed properly
in the design and assessment of building structures over thelast decade. Although research
has been developed in order to evaluate the impact of multiple and/or cascading hazards in
structural safety and economical losses, there is no established framework to perform such
analysis. In addition, the available numerical tools lack aunified implementation in a widely
used software in order to allow for the development of large numerical simulations involving
these hazard events.
This work proposes a probabilistic framework for quantifying the robustness of struc-
tures considering the occurrence of a major earthquake (mainshock) and the subsequent cas-
cading hazard events, namely fire and aftershocks. These events can significantly increase
the probability of collapse of buildings, especially for stuctures that are damaged during
the mainshock. In order to assess the structural performance u der post-earthquake hazards,
it is of paramount importance to accurately simulate the damage attained during the earth-
quake, which is strongly correlated to the residual structural capacity to withstand cascading
events. In this context, the influence of ground motion characte istics, namely ground mo-
tion duration, has been identified as one of the parameters that may induce significant bias
on damage patterns associated with the mainshock. Thus, ground motion duration influence
on structural damage is analyzed in this work.
Steel moment resisting frame buildings designed accordingto pre-Northridge codes are
analyzed using the proposed framework. These buildings arerepr sentative of the design
practice in the US and Europe for decades, and the conclusions of this work can be signif-
icant in the assessment/retrofit of thousands of buildings.Fragility curves and reliability-
based robustness measures are obtained using the proposed fram work. The fragility curve
parameters obtained herein can be used in the development offuture probabilistic-based
studies considering post-earthquake hazards. The resultshighlight the importance of the
post-earthquake hazard events in the structural safety assessment. Further work is needed
in order to better characterize these hazards as to include them in the code-based design and
assessment methodologies.
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Título em Português: Análise da Robustez de Estruturas em Cenários Pós-Sismo Con-
siderando Exposições Múltiplas
Nas últimas décadas a ocorrência de eventos sísmicos de elevada intensidade tem ex-
posto a necessidade de considerar os eventos secundários que normalmente se seguem ao
sismo principal, i.e. ao sismo de maior intensidade. Estes ev ntos secundários, como ré-
plicas do sismo principal, incêndios, tsunamis e explosões, colocam em risco os edifícios
que, resistindo ao sismo principal, se encontrem danificados e, consequentemente, com a
sua capacidade resistente diminuída face ao considerado emprojeto. Embora tenham sido
desenvolvidos recentemente esforços no sentido de desenvolv r métodos de análise e di-
mensionamento que consideram eventos múltiplos e/ou sequenciais, não se encontra es-
tabelecida nenhuma ferramenta de análise para avaliar a segurança estrutural em cenários
pós-sismo. Além disso, para executar tal avaliação é necessário dispor de modelos numéri-
cos cuja implementação em ferramentas de simulação estrutural permitam a realização de
análises neste tipo de cenários.
Neste trabalho é desenvolvida uma nova metodologia probabilística de análise da ro-
bustez de estruturas considerando a ocorrência de um eventosísmico (sismo principal) e
de eventos secundários, nomeadamente réplicas e fogo. De modo a avaliar a resposta es-
trutural em cenários pós-sismo é fundamental que o dano induzido pelo sismo principal
seja simulado de forma fidedigna. A capacidade resistente residual pós-sismo encontra-se
correlacionada com o dano estrutural devido ao sismo. Assim, as características do sismo
principal, em particular a sua duração, e a sua influência no da estrutural é estudada neste
trabalho.
A metodologia proposta é aplicada ao estudo de edifícios metálicos porticados dimen-
sionados de acordo com regulamentos pré-Northridge. Este tipo de edifícios é representativo
de uma elevada percentagem dos edifícios de estrutura metálica existentes nos E.U.A. e na
Europa. Desta forma, as conclusões deste trabalho poderão ser úteis para a avaliação fu-
tura da segurança e/ou reforço desses edifícios. Usando a metodologia proposta são obtidas
curvas de fragilidade e indicadores de robustez baseados emconceitos de fiabilidade. Os re-
sultados obtidos indicam que os eventos pós-sismo poderão ter uma influência significativa
na segurança e, como tal, será importante a sua consideraçãoem futuros estudos de risco
pós-sismo. No entanto, investigação futura é necessária deforma a melhor caracterizar estes
riscos no sentido de os incluir nos regulamentos de análise edimensionamento.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
The study of the behavior of earthquake damaged structures still po es several challenges to
the scientific community. This is, in part, due to the complexity of modeling the accumulated
deterioration attained during the earthquake and taking itinto account on the simulation of
post-earthquake behavior. Additionally, the occurrence of an earthquake is hardly ever an
isolated event. In fact, an earthquake is usually preceded by foreshocks (or premonitory
earthquakes) and followed by aftershocks of the main earthquake, designated as mainshock.
Moreover, other secondary events, such as fires, blasts, andtsu amis, are often recorded
following a major earthquake.
Recent earthquakes have highlighted the potential risk arising from earthquake after-
shocks [1]. According to data provided by the United States Gological Survey (USGS), the
2010 M8.8 Chile earthquake on February 27 triggered approximately 90 aftershocks with
magnitudes of at least 5.0 in the next 24 hours. After the 2011, Great Tohoku earthquake
in Japan, about 588 aftershocks with moment magnitudes of 5.0 or greater were recorded.
The M8.6 Indonesia earthquake on April 11, 2012, was followed by several aftershocks
with the largest measured at M8.2 just over two hours after thmainshock. In addition, a
large number of aftershocks were recorded after the M7.9 earthquake in Nepal on 25 April
2015. As of 7 June 2015, over 304 aftershocks have occurred, th largest one having a mag-
nitude of M7.3. Otherwise, in what concerns fire following earthquake, in the 1971 M6.6
San Fernando earthquake, 109 post-earthquake fires were recorded. After the 1989 M7.2
Loma Prieta earthquake, 67 fires were recorded, in the M6.7 1994 Northridge event, 97 fires
broke out after the earthquake, while in 1995, 285 fires followed the M6.9 Kobe seismic
event. Finally, the fire at a nuclear plant after the M9.0 2011Tohoku earthquake induced
great social, economic, and environmental losses [2]. Alsotsunamis, have devastated entire
regions after major earthquakes. After the M9.1 Sumatra earthquake in 2004 and the 2011
Tohoku earthquake there was, apart from the social and economic l sses, a great number of
human losses. As a consequence, the evaluation of the structural safety in post-earthquake
scenarios should account for these multiple hazards that may affect the mainshock-damaged
structures.
Although research has been developed in order to evaluate the impact of cascading haz-
ards in structural safety and economical losses, there is noe tablished framework to perform
such analysis. In addition, the available numerical tools lack a unified implementation in a
widely used software in order to allow for the development oflarge numerical simulations
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Figure 1.1: A three-story RC building collapsed during an aftershock (M5.7) of the 2010
M6.2 Taiwan earthquake (left; source: NCREE) and a fire at an oil refinery after the 2011
Tohoku earthquake (right; source: The Times)
involving these hazards. In this thesis, the assessment of structural behavior under post-
earthquake hazards is carried out. In particular, two secondary events are studied, earth-
quake aftershocks and fire following earthquake. Methodologies are developed in order to
study the influence of these hazard events on structural safety. As extremely rare events are
being studied, the most effective way to assess the influenceof these events on structural
safety is to compute robustness metrics associated with themainshock-damaged structure
and the intact structure, considering the secondary multiple hazard events. Reliability-based
measures that allow for estimation of the structural capacity to face these extreme events are
used.
This work focuses on Steel Moment Resisting Frame (SMRF) structu es designed ac-
cording to pre-Northridge codes. Although these have long been identified as source of
major uncertainties and possible problems, SMRF’s still persist as a large percentage of
the existing steel buildings in the US and Europe. During thelast decade, the seismic per-
formance of SMRF buildings has raised many concerns regarding the occurrence of unex-
pected collapse mechanisms. Even in cases in which collapseis not reached, the behavior
of steel buildings can change significantly during an earthquake, mainly due to deterioration
of strength and stiffness of the structure, which results inhe reduction of the capacity and,
ultimately, leads to the failure of the structural system [3]. To quantify the structural suscep-
tibility to sequences of events, reliable analytical toolsthat capture component deterioration
need to be considered [4].
In order to accurately simulate structural response under sequences of events triggered
by an initial earthquake, structural models should be developed so that: (i) the main phe-
nomena influencing structural behavior of SMRF’s are taken into account; (ii) accumu-
lated damage is simulated accurately on the different structu al components (on SMRF’s the
most relevant are: beams, columns, and beam-to-column conne tio s); (iii) different hazard
events can be sequentially simulated, in a flexible way; (iv)large number of simulations
require a rational amount of time, namely by allowing parallel processing using computer
networks. The first part of this thesis is devoted to the development of numerical models
that comply with these requirements. The Open System for Earthquake Engineering Sim-
ulation (OpenSees) framework, which is an open-source framework, is used mainly due to
its versatility and flexibility in simulating combined hazard events and accumulated dam-
age. The fact that the OpenSees is a open-source framework was a m jor point of this work.
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Changes to the OpenSees source code were made as a result of the developed work, making
these new contributions available to other users and to the public. The new implementations
solved incongruences in previous models and made them usable in different finite element
formulations. In addition, a new finite element formulationwas proposed and implemented.
The application of the proposed methodologies to assess thestructural capacity to resist
post-earthquake hazard events is exemplified by assessing the response of the 3-, 9-, and
20-story buildings designed as part of the SAC Steel Project[5] using pre-Northridge codes.
Different designs were carried out in this project for Los Angeles, Seattle, and Boston. Due
to this, different seismic hazard scenarios must be considered when analyzing these build-
ings. The various seismic hazard sources must be consideredwh n defining the seismic
scenarios. In this context, ground motion duration has beenr ferred as an important vari-
able to be considered in structural performance assessment, namely due to the potential to
trigger additional structural damage. In spite of this, no consensus exists on the influence of
ground motion duration on structural ductility and damage.Thus, a study of the influence
of ground motion duration on structural damage is carried out in this work. The conclu-
sions of this study are important to identify deformation and energy dissipation patterns
that produce increases in accumulated damage and significantly affect their post-earthquake
structural damage. The study of the 3-, 9-, and 20-story Seattle SAC Steel Project buildings
is presented as a representative case study.
In what concerns the aftershock hazard, the application of the proposed methodology
is exemplified through the study of 3-, 9-, and 20-story Los Angeles SAC Steel Project
buildings. Otherwise, the application of the proposed methodology for post-earthquake fire
assessment was hindered by the validation and verification of the OpenSees models used to
simulate structural response under fire. Moreover, the probabilistic structural response as-
sessment under fire is still an open topic, in which several variables are involved. Due to this,
it was decided that, prior to the application of the methodolgy to study post-earthquake fire,
a sensitivity analysis should be carried out in order to identify the most important parame-
ters influencing the structural response under fire. Due to this extra work that was required
to develop, the application of the methodology is still on goin and is not presented in this
thesis and should be part of future works.
The following section summarizes the main objectives and tasks of this work.
1.2 Objectives and Tasks
The main goal of this work is to contribute to the performanceassessment of building struc-
tures under cascading events occurring after an earthquake. In this work reliability-based
metrics are used to assess the structural robustness under the considered cascading hazards.
Structural robustness is a key measure to ensure an adequateresilience [6]. In fact, the phys-
ical resilience dimension strongly depends on the robustnes of the infrastructures. Thus,
the study of structural robustness is seen as the first step towards the quantification of the
community resilience to cascading hazard events triggeredby an earthquake. However, the
accurate assessment of the other resilience dimensions (economical, social, and organiza-
tional) is fundamental in order to develop strategies to increase community preparedness to
these events. In spite of this, the study of these other dimensions falls outside the scope of
this work.
In this work, a review of the state of the art, namely in what concerns performance-
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based engineering methods, structural performance under seismic events, post-earthquake
risk scenarios, and structural performance under cascading hazards is first carried out. Then,
the work is divided into three main parts, described next andsummarized in Figures 1.2
(general outline), 1.3 (part I), 1.4 (part II), and 1.5 (partIII). A brief description is provided
next:
Part I - Development of enhanced finite element formulationsand models for seismic anal-
ysis
A new plastic hinge calibration procedure for force-based finite-length plastic hinge
(FLPH) beam-column elements is developed, so that empirical moment-rotation re-
lationships may be used in defining flexural behavior of theseelements (Task I.1.1).
The use of empirical relationships proved to be fundamental, as the reproduction of
observed experimental behavior at element level is the mostefficient yet credible way
to simulate structural response. A unified implementation of a widely used empirical
model is made in the OpenSees (Task I.1.2). This implementation allows for the use
of this model in both concentrated plasticity models, whichis the reference approach
for simulating structural response under earthquake action, and finite-length plastic
hinge (FLPH) models, making use of the proposed calibrationpr cedure. A model
extension is proposed for considering connection fracture. This extension uses FLPH
elements to simulate member behavior, including nonlinearb havior, and zero-length
fracture springs at both ends of the member to simulate connectio s (Task I.2). Af-
ter validating the model, a probabilistic study is carried out t assess the influence of
fractured connections on the structural performance and fragility assessment.
Part II - Assessment of the influence of ground motion duration on structural damage.
A methodology for studying the influence of ground motion duration on structural
damage is developed. A large database of earthquake recordsfr m different sources,
namely from short-duration, shallow crustal, and long-duration, subduction zone,
ground motions, is created. The combined influence of spectral acceleration and
significant duration on structural performance is evaluated in this part. Next, pairs
of spectrally equivalent short and long duration ground motions are created and the
isolated influence of duration is assessed. The relationship between structural defor-
mations and damage is assessed for the different ground motion types, allowing for
establishing comparison between damage pattern for short and long duration ground
motions and between the three buildings analyzed.
Part III - Development of a framework for the robustness assessm nt of structures subjected
to post-earthquake cascading hazards.
The last part of the research program is devoted to the development of a framework
methodology, based on reliability metrics, that allows forthe robustness assessment
of structures subjected to post-earthquake cascading hazards. An application is pre-
sented to study mainshock-aftershock sequences (Task III.1). An application of the
proposed framework is made by studying the 3-, 9-, and 20-story L s Angeles SAC
buildings under artificial mainshock-aftershock sequences. In the case of fire fol-
lowing earthquake, an extension of the PEER PBEE formulation is presented (Task
III.2.1). A sensitivity analysis is carried out to study the most important parameters
that influence steel structural response under fire (Task III.2.2). Then, an incremental
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fire analysis is performed to assess the structural responseunder fires with different
intensities (Task III.2.3). These studies are necessary before proceeding to the impl-
mentation the proposed framework for fire following earthquake, which is envisioned
for a near future.
The dissemination of the developed research is done mainly through the publication
of technical papers in international scientific journals. Accordingly, the following papers,
which are detailed at the end of the corresponding chapter, ar written as a results of the
work developed during the time of this research project:
• 4 Papers published in international scientific journals.
• 2 Papers being prepared to be submitted to international scientific journals.
• 3 Papers in national conferences.
• 3 Papers in international conferences.
• 2 Papers in international workshops.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The present chapter is devoted to the introductory review ofthe research topic in which this
work is integrated. The main objectives of the work are summarized and the associated tasks
are described. In addition, a concise review of the main concepts involved in this work is
presented next, including the concepts of structural resilience and robustness, as well as the
formulation and the main steps of the Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE).
In the following, the thesis is divided into chapters that follow the tasks described in the
previous section. Thus, the thesis is divided in three main prts. The first part presents the
development of numerical tools. The second, the analysis ofthe influence of ground motion
duration on structural damage. Finally, the third part present the developed methodologies
to assess the post-earthquake structural safety considering fire and/or aftershocks.
The development of numerical tools that are able to simulatethe behavior of SMRF’s
under multiple cascading hazard events is divided into three chapters, which correspond to
the three tasks identified in the previous section. Chapter 2presents the new formulation and
implementation of a finite-length plastic hinge integration scheme that allows for the use of
empirically calibrated moment-rotation laws to define hinge section behavior in force-based
finite element integration. Chapter 3 builds on the formulation proposed and performs a cali-
bration, as well as a new implementation, of recently develop d empirical models (Modified
Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler models, ModIMK in short) [4] in order to be used in both finite-
length plastic hinge elements and in the traditional concentrated plastic hinge approach.
Chapter 4 is the last one associated with the first part of the work. This chapter presents the
proposed modeling approach to add fracture elements that simulate fragile connections in
SMRF’s. A case study of 3- and 9-story buildings is presentedto illustrate the assessment of
the influence of fragile connections on the fragility curvescomputation and in the estimated
repair cost.
After the development of the numerical tools used in this work, a comprehensive study
on the influence of earthquake ground motion duration on structu al damage is performed
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Figure 1.2: PhD research program - general outline
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Figure 1.3: PhD research program - part I outline
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Figure 1.4: PhD research program - part II outline
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Figure 1.5: PhD research program - part III outline
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and presented in Chapter 5. A case study of the 3-, 9-, and 20-story Seattle SAC Steel
Project buildings is presented.
Finally, Chapters 6 and 7 present the proposed methodologies to assess the robustness of
structures under post-earthquake multiple hazards, namely aft rshocks and fire, respectively.
The conclusions of the developed research, as well as the envisioned future developments,
are presented in 8.
Each Chapter follow a sequential organization composed by:(i) scope; (ii) introduction;
(iii) literature review; (iv) framework description/analysis methodology; (v) case study; and
(vi) conclusion.
1.4 Resilience to Catastrophic Events
1.4.1 Concept of Resilience
Resilience is usually seen as a measure of strength and flexibility. Ecologists were the first
to introduce the notion of resilience. Holling [7] defined resilience as a measure of the
systems persistence and their ability to absorb change and disturbance and still keep the
same relationships between populations and state variables. In certain disciplines, such as
sociology and psychology, resilience can be defined as the ability to recover quickly from
illness, change, or misfortune. The dictionary also provides us an alternative vision by
defining resilience as a property of a material that enables it to assume its original shape or
position after being bent, stretched, or compressed (New International Webster’s Dictionary,
1996). Wildavsky [8] defines resilience as the capacity to cope with unanticipated dangers
after they have become manifest, and learning to bounce back. Home and Orr [9], in turn,
define resilience as the ability of a system to withstand stres es of environmental loading.
Extensive discussions on the concept of resilience and community resilience were presented
by Ainuddin and Routray [10] and Longstaff et al. [11]. Bruneau et al. [6] made the first
approach into bringing resilience to the earthquake engineeri g field. This will be discussed
on Section 1.4.4.
Resilience is thus seen as an intrinsic characteristic of systems or communities. Re-
silient communities and systems are generally associated with high capacity to either pre-
vent hazard-related damage and losses through execution ofpre-event measures and cope
with and minimize disaster impacts by following post-eventstrategies.
The development of disaster-resilient communities are oneof the topics that have gath-
ered more attention of agencies and groups engaged in disaster mitigation. The main goals
of enhancing community resilience are to minimize losses, in terms of lifes, injuries, and
economic losses. Improvement of seismic resilience, for example, can be achieved by im-
proving the performance of the community’s infrastructureduring and after an earthquake,
as well as through post-disaster response that efficiently cope with and minimize losses and
recovery strategies that allow communities to bounce back to the pre-disaster functioning as
quickly as possible.
In spite of the work that has been done in the last decades, no ge eral strategies and
methods have been proposed to improve awareness and preparedness of communities to
catastrophic events, such as earthquakes, floods, and others. This is also due to the fact
that cultural, economical, and organizational characteristics that differentiate communities
inhibit the proposal of a unified approach. Due to this lack ofstrategies, community’s re-
sponse to these events remains largely unknown. To overcomethes issues, new projects
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have been launched. Among others of interest, the TACTIC project (2014-2016), a 1.3Me
European Union funded project, aims at increasing preparedness to large-scale and cross-
border disasters among communities and societies in Europe. This project focuses on iden-
tifying and categorizing good practices of communication and education practices for pre-
paredness. Four types of disasters are considered, namely terrorism, floods, epidemics,
and earthquakes. The European Union Framework Programme for Research and Innova-
tion (2014-2020) has also funds available for studying resilience, for example through the
"DRS-14-2015: Critical Infrastructure Protection topic 3" which aims at developing a criti-
cal infrastructure resilience indicator, as well as perform analysis and develop methods for
assessing resilience.
One of the main challenges in achieving high community resilience is that it involves a
continued work, thus not being possible to set a final deadline or an expected end for the
project. For example in the United States, the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires
communities to engage in mitigation and preparedness planning and offers incentives for
disaster mitigation, thus bringing community into the center of the action. The community
enrollment is fundamental for enhancing high resilience tocatastrophic events.
1.4.2 Resilience Quantification
According to Bruneau et al. [6] resilience is strongly correlat d to complementary mea-
sures such as failure probabilities, consequences from failures, and time to recovery. High
resilience usually leads to low values of these measures.
Resilience loss can be assessed through a functionality measure that takes into account
the consequences of a disaster and the time to re-establish the normal performance. This
functionality function, Q(t), vary in time and range from 0%to 100%, where 100% means
perfect condition in service and 0% means total disruption.An example of the variation of
this function throughout the life time of an infrastructuresystem is presented in Figure 1.6.
In this Figure it is possible to see that a disaster (e.g., an earthquake), occurred at timet0,
causing a significant damage and thus reducing infrastructure functionality to 70%. Service





























Figure 1.6: Representation of the functionality function (adapted from Bruneauet al. [6])
According to this definition, resilience lossRL induced by the event can be computed
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where[100−Q(t)] represents the decrease in the infrastructure functionality over time until
complete recovery. This is the base of the MCEER triangle [12].
It is worth noting that, in many cases returning to the pre-evnt state of the infrastructure
is not enough, especially in communities with low disaster-resilience. In these cases efforts
must be made to ensure that rehabilitation or reconstruction includes measures to improve
seismic resistance as represented by the dashed line in Figure 1.6. Consideration of several
disasters and the associated probabilities over the life-cycle of the infrastructure, as well as
a meaninguful definition ofQ(t) is fundamental to accurately access resilience.
A similar proposal for resilience quantification was made byFranchin and Cavalieri
[13] that stated, through a comprehensive probabilistic study, that resilience is well pre-
dicted based on the normalized efficiency drop[Ef,0−Ef (0)]/Ef,0, whereEf,0 is the initial
efficiency andEf (0) is the efficiency immediately after the disaster event, i.e.at timet0.
The authors stated that the normalized efficiency drop relation, presented by the following
equation, presents a very low dispersion around a clear, geometrically explainable linear
trend:





Resilience can be analyzed through the study of quantitative measures, namely robustness,
rapidity, resourcefulness, and redundancy [6,14]. Robustnes is defined as the ability of a
system to sustain an initial damage without suffering dispropo tionate loss of functionality
[15]. Resourcefulness is provided by the capacity of the system to respond after functional-
ity has been affected due to some event. This implies the capacity to identify problems, to
establish priorities and, finally, to mobilize resources (human, monetary, physical, techno-
logical, and informational).
Rapidity is associated with the capacity to meet prioritiesand achieve goals in a time
interval that minimize losses and avoid future functionality disruption. Finally, redundancy
is related to the existence of multiple paths within the system o respond to the demand.
The framework proposed by Bruneau et al. [6] integrates these measures into the four
dimensions of community resilience. These are the technical, organizational, social, and
economical dimensions. All of these dimensions can draw performance targets that allow
to evaluate resilience of communities and system with different organizational and physical
complexities. Examples of performance targets are presentd by Bruneau et al. [6]. It
is worth noting that different performance targets are requir d for different systems. An
example of system and community seismic resilience performance targets associated with a
university campus are presented in Figure 1.7.
In structural engineering redundancy is provided by the capa ity of redistributing load
between structural members in case of failure of any of them without global loss of func-
tionality. For buildings, the existence of alternative load paths are the primary mechanisms
providing robustness, thus highlighting the correlation between redundancy and robustness.
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Figure 1.7: Example of performance targets associated witha university campus
1.4.4 Seismic Resilience
The potential of earthquakes to produce high losses and extensive community disruption
has given earthquakes high priority in efforts to enhance community disaster-resilience. Al-
though the consequences of an earthquake are usually seen asunavoidable, efficient mit-
igation strategies can increase seismic resilience and minimize vulnerability and expected
losses due to earthquakes. This can only be achieved with thesupport of governmental in-
stitutions that have the capability to implement mandatorypolicies aimed at reducing the
consequences of an earthquake. Communities should also be encouraged to engage in train-
ing and preparedness actions to optimize their capacity to respond after a seismic event. The
first framework to define and quantify seismic resilience wasproposed by Bruneauet al.[6].
This defines community seismic resilience as the ability of social units (e.g., organizations,
communities) to contain the effects of earthquakes when they occur by dealing with the
abrupt reduction of functionality, and carry out recovery activities in ways that minimize so-
cial disruption and mitigate the effects of future earthquakes. Figure 1.8 shows the seismic
resilience diagram. The area on which the present work is focused is highlight with dashed
line.
This methodology assumes that resilience dimensions can bessessed by means of the
measures mentioned above, i.e. robustness, rapidity, resourcefulness, and redundancy. For
a building structure subjected to earthquakes, technical and organizational resilience dimen-
sions can be quantified by assessing the robustness and rapidity of the system and com-
munity performance. Robustness and rapidity assessment corresp nds to the analysis of
the structural behavior under seismic events, the associated losses and the time needed to
restore pre-event functionality. This analysis renders a probability indicating the global re-
silience reliability of the structural system. If the obtained value is below the target value,
mitigation procedures can be implemented, namely improving preparedness and recovery
response (resources) and modifying the system to enhance its r s lience. The social and
economic resilience dimensions can be evaluated in a similar anner, i.e. by computing
the expected economic losses and the associated probabilities. The evaluation of the ob-
tained probabilities for the considered scenarios provides a good indication of system and
community resilience.
Besides the definition of an appropriate resilience metric,another key element of re-














































Figure 1.8: Resilience diagram [6]
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niques, such as the framework developed by Silvaet l.[16], provide assessment of building
damage and casualties within a few minutes after an earthquake event, thus improving the
reduction of losses, accelerating the recovery process andincreasing the community re-
silience.
1.4.5 Increasing Resilience
New frameworks have been proposed to assist building ownersand decision makers in de-
veloping mitigation strategies that respond to the specificneeds of each community and
embrace their own characteristics and particularities. One of them was proposed by Zobel
[17], based on the resilience framework proposed by Bruneauet al. [6] and consists in a
methodology for adjusting the resilience prediction givensome preferences and priorities
for a given decision maker. In addition, Alesch et al. [18] developed a platform combining
a probabilistic model of ground shaking, engineering fragility curves, statistical estimates
of potential damage costs, and a financial model of the costs and benefits of rehabilitation.
These frameworks support seismic rehabilitation decisions.
1.4.6 Contribution to Resilience Quantification
This work is focused on quantifying structural capacity to sustain damage introduced by
earthquakes, including different seismic sources, and secondary events such as aftershocks
and fires. To this end, the work builds on a set of finite elementmodels that are able to
capture degradation introduced by the earthquakes and secondary events, as well as an anal-
ysis methodology that allows for quantification of the influenc of these events on structural
safety. The main outcomes of this work are intended to help ident fying structural weak-
nesses that may increase vulnerability and improve design and assessment regulations by
studying these secondary events that are not addressed by codes. In the near future, these
shall be integrated in broader frameworks to evaluate global system resilience.
1.5 Structural Robustness
1.5.1 Concept of Robustness
Robustness is related to system’s capacity to limit consequences of a damaging action, thus
avoiding disproportionate consequences [15]. Minimizingdirect and indirect losses and
maintaining functionality are also desirable results of anadequate robustness [19]. Another
definition of robustness is proposed by Starossek [20], who state that robustness can be seen
as insensitivity to local failure, where insensitivity andlocal failure are to be quantified by
the design objectives. The robustness of a system is a consequence of choices made during
design, construction, and service phases. Improving system’ robustness requires physical
interventions. For example, structural robustness to fire loading may be improved by adding
sprinklers. For an electrical system, modifying system’s architecture is the main way of
improving robustness. A good robustness allows the system to inimize damage through
its automate performance.
As stated in the previous section, robustness is fundamental for guaranteeing an adequate
system resilience. In fact, the extent of consequences thata community faces after a disaster
event is strongly correlated to the robustness of their infrastructures.
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Research has turned attention into robustness due to the fact that society is highly depen-
dent on several complex systems. The failure of one of these syst ms leads to devastating
social, economic, health and political consequences. As a result, the importance of mini-
mizing the risk of failure of these system’s infrastructures demanded research to be devel-
oped. Moreover, robustness has also been studied due to econmical reasons [21]. In case
retrofitting actions are to be planned, prioritizing strategies must be employed in order to
defined the structures in need of more urgent and/or deeper intervention.
The case of structural collapse after a localized damage/failure, designated as progres-
sive collapse, has been addressed during the last decades anhas become a main concern
of the structural engineering research community. Well-know failures, such as the partial
collapses of the Ronan Point Building (1968) and the Charlesde Gaulle Airport Terminal
(2004), shown in Figure 1.9, remind us of the importance of robustness in structural design.
However, a deeper research on structural robustness started after the collapse of the WTC
in 2001. In addition, the acknowledgment that the possible losses associated with global
structural collapse are much greater than the ones associated with the initial damage is one
of the main boosters of robustness interest. Robustness concepts have been applied to study
progressive collapse resulting from errors, explosions, deterioration or harmful human ac-
tions (e.g., [22,23], among others). However, robustness can also be useful in the analysis of
structures subjected to multiple cascading hazards, namely those associated with multiple
severe events such as post-earthquake cascading hazards.
Figure 1.9: Partial collapses of the Ronan Point Building (left) and the Charles de Gaulle
Airport Terminal (right)
1.5.2 Quantifying Robustness
Among the different methodologies that have been presentedto valuate structural robust-
ness, two groups can be identified [24,25]. The first group integrates methodologies that
consider robustness as a property of each structure. The second group of methodologies
includes the ones that define robustness in terms of the structure and the surrounding en-
vironment, including activities/actions that may cause damage and the associated losses.
According to Neves and Cruz [25] the assessment of structural robustness can be executed
by comparing indicators of structural performance associated with the intact structure and
the damaged structure. These comparison can be made throughthe load bearing capacity,
the reliability index, the probability of failure, among others.
Robustness can be quantified using deterministic, reliability or risk-based indicators. De-
terministic indicators are based on the comparison of structu al response parameters (e.g.,
16
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displacements, stiffness, or dissipated energy) between the damaged and undamaged struc-





whereK0 is the stiffness matrix of the undamaged structure andKj the stiffness matrix of
the structure after removal of thejth element or connection. Although simple and adequate
for implementation in engineering practice, these response parameters cannot be considered
as indicators of the ability of different structures to sustain damage. In fact, these response
parameters are not real indicators of structural safety andno correlation between their values
and structural safety or resilience can be found across different structural designs.
Risk-based indicators involve the most accurate methods for quantification of robust-
ness, as both probability of failure and the consequences offailure are explicitly addressed
and computed. Baker et al. [15] proposed a robustness index define in terms of direct and





whereRdir is the risk associated with the initial event only andRdir + Rind is the sum of
direct and indirect risk, also labeled as the total risk. Although not developed for seismic
risk analysis, this measure could be used in the present problem. However, the definition
and quantification of consequences in seismic risk analysisis extremely complex, requiring
not only the analysis of the structure, but also of its surrounding environment.
Reliability or probabilistic-based measures of robustness, which compare safety indices
of the damaged and undamaged structure and explicitly accounting for uncertainties, have
been proposed among others by Frangopol and Curley [27] and Lind [28]. It should be
noted that these measures are not direct indicators of robustness, as the consequences of
partial or global failures are not explicitly considered, but are, in fact, structural redundancy
indicators. To clarify how redundancy can be linked to robustne s, Starossek [29] described
that there are two main alternatives to improve robustness:(i) increased redundancy, and
(ii) increased compartmentalization. The first is associated with the existence of alternative
load paths, achieved through improvements in ductility and/or resistance of structural com-
ponents and their connections. The second alternative is associ ted with the compartmental-
ization of the structure, which reduces the consequences offailure by limiting damage to a
restricted part of the structure. However, for multi-storybuildings, compartmentalization is
rarely an alternative, and robustness can only be achieved through the existence of alternate
load paths. As a consequence, for buildings, reliability-based measures are an acceptable,
albeit indirect, indicator of robustness.
The redundancy indicator proposed by Frangopol and Curley [27], which is considered





whereβintact andβdamaged are the reliability index considering the intact and damaged struc-
ture, respectively. The index varies between 0, corresponding to a structure without ability
to sustain damage, and∞, corresponding to a structure that suffers no reduction in safety
due to the initial damage - indicating that in fact no damage was sustained.
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Lind [28] proposed a generic measure of system damage toleranc , based on the increase
in failure probability resulting from the occurrence of damge. The vulnerability (V) of a





whererd is the resistance of the damaged system,r0 is the resistance of the undamaged
system,S is the applied loading, andP (.) is the probability of failure of the system. The
index varies between 1, corresponding to the ideal system where damage does not increase
the probability of failure, to∞ when the probability of failure of the damage system is
several orders of magnitude above that of the intact system.
In the context of robustness assessment, structural damageis usually induced by direct
removal of a principal structural member [30]. In fact, thisapproach has been proposed in
some codes as a reference method for assessing robustness (e.g., [31]). If structural collapse
is avoided for a period of time that is long enough to allow forrehabilitation and restora-
tion of the structural state, a positive response is recorded. This procedure was applied to
several structures by Starossek and Wolff [29]. In this work, which focuses on the post-
earthquake structural performance, damage is directly introduced by seismic loading. This
is accomplished by performing nonlinear dynamic time-history response analysis that allow
for simulating the post-earthquake structural damage stat.
A key aspect for adequately evaluating the safety of structues when computing a ro-
bustness measure is the ability to develop computational models capable of capturing com-
ponent and system structural collapse mechanisms. Thus, these models must combine com-
putational efficiency of numerical methods and algorithms with ability to accurately model
damage to collapse.
1.5.3 Robustness in the Design and Assessment of Structures
Structural engineering design has been based mostly on individual member safety verifica-
tions. Each member has been designed to resist the calculated lo ds based on design actions.
Although this approach is present is almost all current codes, consensus has been reached
among the scientific community in respect to its unsuitability n guaranteeing an adequate
system robustness. According to Faber [19], it is fundamental that the current codes and
design methodologies, exclusively based on individual verifications, can integrate a global
assessment of structural robustness, independently of thedesign of structural members. The
inefficiency of the current codes in guaranteeing structural robustness to accidental events
has been highlighted by Starossek [20]. In this context, theCapacity Design Method that
analyzes the structures as a whole by defining the sets of members that may experience non-
linear deformations and the ones that should remain elastic, presents a great achievement in
structural design practice. This method, albeit indirectly, is a first step into a global analysis
of the structural system, thus guaranteeing an adequate structural robustness.
As referred above, robustness is usually seen as being depennt on structural redun-
dancy, i.e. the existence of alternative load paths, energyabsorption capacity, as well as
member and material ductility [25]. However, generalization on the positive effect of these
characteristics in avoiding progressive collapse is not possible [30]. Depending on the sys-
tem, these characteristics may have a positive or negative influ nce on structural robustness,
as the examples studied by Izzuddin et al. [30] show.
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1.5.4 Structural Robustness Under Seismic Events
Structures that have been designed considering seismic action usually have an adequate ro-
bustness [32]. However, strategies to improve structural robustness may in some cases be
prejudicial to seismic performance [33]. In addition to withs and seismic events, structures
must be designed taking into account possible cascading events, i.e. events that usually
follow a major earthquake, designated as mainshock. Examples of cascading events are
aftershocks, fires, blasts, and tsunamis. Safety assessment of structures in post-earthquake
scenarios can only be accurately performed when these events are aken into account. Ro-
bustness is important to ensure that, after an earthquake, structures remain safe, and prefer-
ably functional. This infers that structures have the capacity to not only resist the main
seismic event, but also the post-earthquakes hazards.
Current codes do not consider cascading events or combined hazard in the design and
assessment of structures. Research focusing on cascading eve ts and multi-hazard safety
assessments has shown current design can be unconservative. As a consequence, strategies
to include multi-event/multi-hazard risk scenarios in current regulations have been devel-
oped [34–36]. However, an efficient formulation for structural robustness assessment in
post-earthquake scenarios considering cascading hazard events is lacking in the literature.
1.5.5 Robustness Assessment Considering Multiple Hazard Events
A methodology for computing robustness measures under multiple hazards, namely post-
earthquake cascading hazard events, is developed in this work. This methodology has been
used by Belejo and Barbosa [37], who studied mainshock-aftershock seismic sequences for
a 3D plan-asymmetric structure, and has recently been adapte for simultaneous actions (for
any type of hazard but under a deterministic approach) by Asprone et al. [21]. Although the
proposed formulation for post-earthquake hazards will be described later on in this work,
the approach presented by Asprone et al. is summarized next.
This methodology considers a set ofn different hazardous events that may trigger dam-
age in a structure. Each event is characterized by an intensity measureIM , and an intensity
demand valueD, which depends onIM and is imposed by design codes to ensure the re-
quired safety level. For each eventi, an appropriate model is developed in order to compute,
as a function ofIM , the corresponding structural capacityCi. The developed model should
account for all possible resisting mechanisms, and should neglect all safety factors that are
considered in design. Accurate simulation of structural performance at damage states close
to collapse is fundamental as the aim of this methodology is to define the maximum struc-
tural capacity to withstand the considered hazards. Moreover, the model should also be able
to simulate any possible combination of eventsi− j, which requires an extremely versatile
software to be used. In this case of event combination, structural capacity to face eventj
assuming that an eventi with intensitydi is applied on the structure isCj(di).
Once the structural capacities for all events and all combinatio of events have been de-
fined, structural capacity over demand ratios (C/D) are calculated. These can be represented
in aCi/Di-Cj/Dj plot, as illustrated in Figure 1.10. This plot represents aninteraction di-
agram between each two events. The area inside the solid lines corresponds to the capacity
domain but the structure is safe only in the grey area.
Based on these measures robustness can be quantified. Following a deterministic ap-
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Figure 1.10: Interaction Diagram - Graphical representation of the capacity over demand
ratio to simultaneous hazard events (adapted from [21])
main with the axes, i.e.Ri = Ci/Di. This represents the capability of the structure to face
eventi, overcoming the reference demandDi. On the other hand, robustness against events
i andj, Ri,j, is given by the grey area, i.e. the area within the capacity domain and outside
the unsafe area. This value corresponds to an integral measure of the capability of the struc-
ture to withstand simultaneous events, overcoming the referenc intensity used by structural
codes. Although it is desirable that the shape of the unsafe area represent exactly the de-
mand actions, so that the shaded area can be accurately computed, this is not necessary and
the assumption of a square area in Figure 1.10 is enough to compute robustness measures.
Assuming that the eventsi andj are simultaneousRi,j = Rj,i, robustness measuresRi,j
can be aggregated in a symmetric matrix named robustness matrix R, of dimensionn. In
casei = j, matrix element represent the robustnessRi against a single eventi, whereas if
i 6= j matrix elementR(i, j) represents the robustness against simultaneous eventsi andj.
1.6 Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering
1.6.1 Overview
Traditional earthquake design is based on a three-level philosophy: (i) prevent damage in
low-intensity earthquakes; (ii) limit damage to repairable levels in medium-intensity earth-
quakes; and (iii) prevent collapse in high-intensity earthquakes. Historical earthquakes have
shown evidences that his philosophy is necessary but not sufficient. For example, during
the 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe earthquakes, an unacceptabl amount of damage, eco-
nomic loss due to downtime, and repair cost of structures wasrecorded. Moreover, the
2009 L’Aquila and the 2010 Chile earthquakes also exposed problems in what concerns
functionality of vital buildings. A traditionally designed hospital building was evacuated
immediately after L’Aquila earthquake, at the same time that ambulances were arriving
with injured people. After the Chile earthquake some hospitals were evacuated due to non-
structural damage and damage to infill walls. In addition, some people refused to return to
their homes despite satisfactory performance according tothe available codes.
In the last decades the concept of Performance Objectives has been introduced as a
way to achieve a desired system performance at a given seismic hazard. Several projects
contributed to the development of Performance-Based procedures, namely the Vision 2000
project [38], a project of the Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC), as
well as the Guidelines and Commentary for Seismic Rehabilittion of Buildings [39], a
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Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) project being jointly executed by the
Applied Technology Council (ATC), the Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC) and the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). In Figure 1.11 the performance objectives
matrix is shown, which is the basis of the PBEE. The upright positions correspond to an
unacceptable performance, while the bottom left positionsare associated with different lev-
els of earthquake resistance and different performance targ ts. This approach allows for a
differentiation to be considered in the structural performance for the same hazard level.
Figure 1.11: Performance Objectives in a performance-based pproach (adapted from [40])
The first generation of PBEE methods developed following this approach presented sev-
eral shortcoming, namely due to fact that the performance ass ssment was purely determin-
istic, thus ignoring any source of uncertainty. Moreover, the evaluation at the element level
was not consistently tied to a global system performance. Asa consequence, it results in a
reduced contribution to stakeholders in the decision process [40].
To estimate the displacement limits when a performance-basd design is followed, a
probabilistic assessment, which takes into account the variability of seismic input, material
and geometrical properties, level of gravity loads and financial consequences associated with
damage, collapse or disruption time, has to be performed.
The Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) center dev loped a PBEE frame-
work in the past decades (Moehle and Deierlein 2004, Porter 2003). Figure 1.12 presents
an overview of the PEER’s PBEE framework that includes four main analytical steps (white
boxes): (i) probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, (ii) probabilistic seismic demand analysis,
(iii) probabilistic seismic damage analysis, and (iv) lossanalysis. For each of the analytical
steps, the outcomes are organized into four generalized variables, which are respectively: (i)
ground-motion intensity measure (IM), (ii) structural engineering demand parameter (EDP),
(iii) structural damage measures (DM), and (iv) decision variables (DV). The final decision
making is based on variables of interest, such as downtime orcost to repair. The outcome
of each analytical step corresponds to a probability or a mean annual rate (MAR) of ex-
ceedance of the generalized random variable. The total probability theorem allows for the
consideration of the propagation of the uncertainty observed in each analytical step, and




P (DV |DM)dP (DM |EDP )dP (EDP |IM)dν(IM) (1.7)
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whereν(IM) corresponds to the seismic hazard curve, which correspondst the MAR of
exceeding a specified IM, anddν(IM) is its derivative;dP (EDP |IM) is the probability of
EDP conditional on IM,dP (DM |EDP ) is the probability of DM conditional on EDP, and
dP (DV |DM) represents the probability of DV conditional on DM.
Equation 1.7 involves pair-wise sequences of the four random variables IM-EDP-DM-
DV. It assumes a one-step memory in the individual components a d presumes that the last
component is sufficient to describe the current step [41]. For example, in the seismic damage
analysis step, EDP is said to be sufficient to characterize the DM and thus the IM does not
need to be considered, which, in mathematical terms, corresponds toP (DM |EDP, IM) =
P (DM |EDP ) and DM is thus a function of EDP only.
Figure 1.12: Framework for performance-based assessment of structural (adapted from [42])
The PEER PBEE presented several improvements to the original PBEE methods, namely
by assessing performance in a rigorous probabilistic manner, i.e. considering uncertainty,
and by defining performance decision variables which reflectthe global system perfor-
mance. So far, several researchers have concluded that among all uncertainties, the ground
motion input has the highest influence on structural reliability, especially in the case of per-
formance levels associated with severe structural and non-structural damage [43,44]. In
order to extend this framework to include other seismic-related hazards, such as fire, the
corresponding influence on structural response uncertainty need to be estimated.
In addition, the framework linearity and flexibility allow for potential applications to
other types of extreme loading. Although the framework is stll not particularly popu-
lar among practicing engineers, Performance-Based Engineering Design (PBED) methods,
which are based on the same approach as the PEER PBEE framework, are being increasingly
used for standard design codes [40].
The codes that have been used in the last decades (e.g., [45])are based on limit states
design approach. Nevertheless, an approximation to performance-based design has been
made over the last decades. The main methods present in the codes aiming at filling the
gap between force-based design and performance-based design are the Capacity Spectrum
approach [46] and the N2 Method [47]. Other methods, such as te Direct Displacement-
Based Design (DDBD) Method [48] are becoming increasingly used and are making their
way into current practice.
Finally, reference should also be made to the Capacity Design approach, which con-
sists in a performance-based design methodology that allows f r explicit consideration of
structural performance at the initial stage of the design process. When applied to an indi-
vidual structural element, the Capacity Design approach explicitly considers the problem
of determining member’s failure mechanism. The basic idea is to force the member to fail
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in a ductile manner by making the capacity of the member in other possible failure modes
greater. It involves the simple application of plastic analysis on an element-wise basis as
shown below. Otherwise, when applied to the global structural system, the Capacity Design
approach defines which members will be permitted to yield (ductile components) and which
ones will remain elastic (brittle components). Once ductile and brittle systems are defined,
design process should provide ductile components deformation capacity so that they may
satisfy adequate displacement-based demand-capacity levels, and brittle components suf-
ficient strength levels so that they may satisfy strength-based demand-capacity levels. In
order for Capacity Design to work, it is vital that reasonable, accurate capacities for each
structural member be determined.
As a conclusion, one should note that performance-based design is expected to indi-
rectly contribute to a better structural capacity to face extreme loading conditions and, as a
consequence, to resist multiple hazard events that induce accumulated damage, in particular
seismic-triggered sequences of events.
1.6.2 Hazard Analysis and Ground Motion Selection
The first step in the PEER PBEE lies in the computation of the seismic hazard. The output
of this step is a single or vector-valued intensity measure [41]. The calculation of the in-
tensity measure follows broadly the methodology employed in probabilistic seismic hazard
analysis (PSHA). Although PSHA usually calculates a rate ora p obability of exceeding an
intensity measure, the calculation required for the PEER framework results in a mean an-
nual probability of exceedance. In this step, uncertainty is considered, for example, in fault
locations, magnitude, recurrence rates, and level of attenuation.
The PSHA is usually divided in three main steps: (i) determine the potential fault loca-
tions; (ii) determine the magnitude-recurrence relationships for the faults, i.e. rate of each
possible magnitude; and (iii) for all the potential earthquake scenarios defined by [Magni-
tude, Rate, Location]:
1. Using ground motion prediction models, calculate the mean and standard deviation
(µ, σ) of intensity measure, IM, as a function of Magnitude and Distance.
2. Determine the probability distribution function (PDF) and probability of exceedance
(POE), of IM usingµ andσ.
3. Multiply POE and Rate to compute the annual frequency of exce dance (AFE) of IM:
4. Sum AFE for all possible scenarios to obtain the total annul frequency of exceedance
(TAFE) of IM (Figure 1.13(a)). Alternatively, a simpler wayof representation of
TAFE is the return period of exceedance RPE, given by RPE=1/TAFE.
5. From Poisson’s model, calculate the POE of IM in T years from TAFE (Figure 1.13(b)):







































p P P(IM )= (IM )- (IM )m m m+1
(c).
Figure 1.13: Characterization of intensity measure (IM) as: ( ) total annual frequency of
exceedance; (b) probability of exceedance in T years; and (c) probability of occurrence in T
years (adapted from [40])
6. Calculate the probability of IM in T years from POE (Figure1.13(c)):
for m = 1 : nIM
if m = nIM
p(IMm) = P (IMm)
else
p(IMm) = P (IMm)− P (IMm+1)
(1.9)
wherenIM is the number of IM data points.
The most commonly used IMs are the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), the Peak
Ground Velocity (PGV), and the Spectral Acceleration at thefundamental period of vibra-
tion (Sa(T1)). For these measures, a large amount of ground motion prediction equations are
available. Alternative IMs have been proposed, among many others, by Tothong and Cornell
[49], who proposed the Inelastic Spectral Displacement as an efficient intensity measure.
Sa(T1) has been found to be an effective IM [50], but among records with the same
value ofSa(T1), there is still a large variability in the response of multi-degree-of-freedom
(MDOF) structural models. If some of this remaining record-to-record variability could be
accounted for by an improved intensity measure, then the accur y and efficient of structured
response assessments could be improved. In this context, Baker and Cornell [41] proposed a
vector-valued intensity measure consisting in a two-parameter definition of the intensity of
a ground motion. The first parameter is the spectral acceleration, similarly to what is usually
done, while the second one is theepsilonparameter, which is defined as a measure of the
difference between the spectral acceleration of a record and the mean of a ground motion
prediction equation at the given period. This parameter is in fact an indicator of the spectral
shape and predicts with significant accuracy the structuralresponse.
After choosing the most adequate IM, the selection of groundmotion time histories to
perform nonlinear dynamic time-history response analysesis a fundamental step. The se-
lected ground motions must be compatible with the hazard curve for each intensity level,
i.e. each IM value, and with the seismic hazard sources at thelocal. An adequate num-
ber of ground motions should be selected in order to provide meaningful statistical data in
the structural analysis phase. In addition, the use of unscaled ground motions is preferable
whenever possible. However, the need for performing a largenumber of numerical simu-
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lations usually leads to the use of scaled ground motions. Due to this, record selection and
scaling is of major importance in the PBEE application process [51].
1.6.3 Structural Modeling and Performance Assessment
The structural analysis is based on the simulation of the structu al response through the
development of nonlinear models. Although complex methodologies have been proposed
for performing nonlinear static analysis, it is recognizedthat nonlinear dynamic time-history
analysis provides the most insightful results and information about structural behavior [52].
However, the complexity and computational costs associated with this type of analysis have
hindered its use in practical applications. The development of large sets of numerical tools
and earthquake databases that became available to the general public in the last decades has
allowed the development of analysis that are expected to make their way into the design
practice in a near future.
The output of the structural analysis is a response measure of th structure which will
be related to the damage analysis which follows in subsequent stages of the framework. A
typical example of engineering demand parameter is the inter-story drift.
The structural analysis should reflect the response of the structure across the whole vec-
tor of the Intensity Measure. In this step, uncertainty is considered, for example, in ground
motion type, material properties, damping, and modeling considerations.
The structural analysis often relies on a catalogue of earthquake records to determine
the likely response given a peak ground acceleration (or other intensity measure). How-
ever the calculation of the structural response is based on the contents of entire records of
earthquakes and not just the variable which is chosen to reflect th intensity measure [53].
The following dynamic structural analysis procedures are oft n used to assess the structural
response to the selected earthquake ground motions:
• Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) [54] - a suite of groundmotions is repeatedly
scaled in order to find theIM level at which each ground motion leading to violation
of the limit state function.
• Truncated IDA [55] - perform IDA only up to some level,IMmax, above which no
further analyses are performed. Ifn ground motions are used in this analysis, there
will be m ground motions that caused collapse atIM levels lower thanIMmax, and
n−m ground motions that did not cause collapse prior to the analyses being stopped.
• Multiple Stripe Analysis (MSA) [56] - analysis is performed at a specific set ofIM
levels, each of which has a unique ground motion set. It is comm nly used with
Conditional Spectrum or other approaches to select ground motions representative
of a specific site andIM level (because the target properties of the ground motions
change at eachIM level and thus so do the representative ground motions) [57–59].
The influence of ground motion records on structural performance assessment has been
investigated in the past [60–62]. These studies concluded that a significant variability arises
from the different type of ground motion (real or artificial)nd the scaling process [51]. To
avoid such variability, current codes usually define a minimum number of ground motions to
be used in performance-based assessments. The influence of the c de-based record selection
and scaling methods proposed by different codes on median seismic demands was analyzed
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by Araujo et al. [63], who concluded that American regulation (ASCE 41-13) [64] leads to
more conservative estimations than the Eurocode 8 [45] and the New Zealand codes (NZS
1170.5:2004) [65].
1.6.4 Damage Assessment and Loss Analysis
Following the structural analysis, a damage analysis should be carried out in terms of the
direct interest of not only engineers, but also various stakeholders. This is achieved by defin-
ing a Damage Measure (DM) at the component or system levels asa function of structural
response.
In the damage analysis, fragility functions are used to represent the POE of a DM for
different values of EDP. In Figure 1.14 a graphical representation of a fragility function
is shown. In this figure four Damage States (DS) are representd. These damage states
correspond to predefined levels of the chosen DM, and are usually associated with physi-
cal thresholds (e.g., loss of functionality, non-reparable structural damage, collapse of the
building). In the damage and loss analysis, uncertainty is considered, for example, in dam-
age type and distribution capacity, damage levels, and corresponding direct and indirect
consequences.






































Figure 1.14: Representation of damage measures (DM) as: (a)fragility curves (POE of
DM|EDP); (b) probability of exceedance of DM (P(DM|EDP)); and (c) probability of DM
(P(DM|EDP))
Damage sustained by a structure during an earthquake is a result of several phenom-
ena, typically described as a function of deformation, ductility, energy dissipated, stiffness
degradation, strength degradation, among others. To account f r the complex combination
of these parameters, different damage measures have been proposed in the literature. These
damage measures, also designated damage indices (DI), provide an indication of the ac-
cumulated damage sustained by the components of the structure or by the entire structure.
Usual DIs are directly correlated to damage levels corresponding to repair measures needed
to restore components of a facility to the original conditions [40]. DI’s are often calibrated
based on experimental data for each loading condition and for a set of failure modes. The
indices associated with the entire structure are usually based on a weighted average of the
damage indices for components.
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Damage Indices
The main damage indices used for seismic damage assessment can be divided into three
main groups: (i) indices based on peak drift-based responsemeasures; (ii) indices based on
measures related to the inelastic cyclic response; and (iii) ind ces that combine peak drift-
based response measures and inelastic cyclic response measures. For example, in the first
group, Veletsos and Newmark [66] proposed a damage index, which is based on the peak in-
elastic deformation. Lybas and Sozen [67] incorporated theconcepts of cyclic deterioration
and proposed a damage index that consists in the ratio of the initial stiffness to the secant
stiffness corresponding to maximum deformation. Roufaielnd Meyer [68] defined a local
index for components, based on the ratio between the minimumsecant stiffness recorded
and the secant stiffness at onset of failure, but also for global measures, based on peak roof
displacement and roof displacement at failure. In the second group, some damage indices
consider, explicitly, the energy dissipated as the measureof the severity of inelastic response
[69,70], while some others consider the number and amplitude [71,72], or even the history
of the inelastic cyclic response [73]. These indices, whichfocus on the effects of cumu-
lative loading, combine inelastic measures of the responseto account for fatigue, namely
low-cycle fatigue [74]. In the third, and last group, the response parameters considered in-
dividually in each of the former groups are merged into single indices. For example, Park
and Ang [75] defined a damage index, which is a linear combinatio of the ratio of the peak
observed to ultimate deformation and hysteretic energy dissipated. Reinhorn and Valles [76]
developed an index, entitled Fatigue Based Damage Model, that relates to low plastic cy-
cles fatigue. The index, which was calibrated with experimental data, is based on an initial
development by Park and Ang [75].
The damage index proposed by Park and Ang [75] is based on the linear combination of
the ratio of the maximum to ultimate deformations and the ratio of the maximum hysteretic









wheredm is the maximum attained deformation,du is the ultimate deformation under mono-
tonic loading,βs is the empirical non-negative strength deteriorating constant, and
∫
Eh de-
notes the hysteretic energy dissipated during the cyclic loading, andFy is the yield strength.
According to FEMA355 [77] the ultimate deformation,du, for steel structures can be as-
sumed as11 × dy, wheredy is the yield deformation.βs depends on the value of shear and
axial forces in the section and, for RC components, on the total amount of longitudinal and
confining reinforcement. Available test data for 402 RC compnents of rectangular cross-
sections and 132 steel specimens of H-shaped sections tested in the US and Japan, were
used to estimateβs, resulting in a value ofβs = 0.05 for concrete structures andβs = 0.025
for steel structures
The index proposed by Reinhorn and Valles [76] is based on theproduct of the ratio of
the maximum to ultimate deformations and a low inelastic cycli fatigue rule calibrated by

















, (dm − dy) > 0 &
∫
Eh < 4× (du − dy)× Fy
1,
∫
Eh ≥ 4× (du − dy)× Fy
(1.11)
where4 × (du − dy) × Fy represents the reference hysteretic energy dissipation capacity
associated with the low inelastic cyclic fatigue.
While the Park and Ang,DIPA, and the Reinhorn and Valles,DIRV , indices have been
extensively used, for example by Loh et al. [78] and Kunnath et al. [79,80], the main
disadvantage of these indices is that it is not possible to take into account the history of
the inelastic cyclic response, but to consider only the global amount of dissipated energy.
Observed structural damage of nine reinforced concrete buildings and calibration of damage
indices performed by Park et al. [81] are presented in Table 1.1, as well as the degree of
observed damage in the structures.
Table 1.1: Physical Interpretation of the Damage Indices [81]
Degree of Damage Damage Index, DI State
Collapse > 1.0 Loss of building
Severe 0.4 - 1.0 Beyond repair
Moderate < 0.4 Repairable
Minor/Slight < 0.2
Analytical fragility function computation based on structural analysis
Collapse fragility functions are increasingly popular in structural assessment procedures
[82,83]. Analytical fragility curves can be computed basedon results obtained through nu-
merical simulation. In this context, fragility function computation is basically the process
of fitting a function to the data produced in the structural analysis. One of the main chal-
lenges in this procedure is to perform structural analysis,which are often computational
expensive, in a way that fragility functions computation cabe optimized while the num-
ber of required structural analysis is minimized. As a consequence, a methodology, such
as the one proposed by Baker [55], to evaluate the efficiency of different analysis strategies
is fundamental. Nonlinear dynamic analysis has been, in thelast decade, greatly used in
the fragility function computation procedure, mainly due to the amount of information that
can be gathered in this type of analysis. However, it is not requi d that structural analysis
output is generated through nonlinear dynamic analysis. Figure 1.15 presents a conceptual
framework of the tasks involved in the fragility function computation.
A lognormal cumulative distribution function is often usedto define a fragility function:






whereP (C|IM = x) is the probability that a ground motion withIM = x will cause the
structure to collapse,Φ() is the standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF),
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Figure 1.15: Assessment of the efficiency of dynamic structural analysis for computing
fragility curves
θ is the median of the fragility function (IM with 50% probability of collapse), andβ
is the standard deviation ofln(IM) (sometimes referred to as dispersion ofIM). The
assumption that IM values are lognormally distributed has been confirmed by several authors
(e.g., [84–86], among others). Fragility function computation consists in the estimation of
the parametersθ andβ that best fit the analysis results obtained for a specific structu e.
These parameters do have unavoidable uncertainty due to record-to-record variability, which
causes ground motions with the sameIM level to produce different demands.
An estimated fragility function can also be combined with a ground motion hazard curve
to compute the mean annual rate of structural collapse [84,87–89].
Estimating fragility function parameters
There are two commonly used statistical approaches for estimating parameters from data:
(i) method of moments [85]; and (ii) maximum likelihood method [55]. The first method
finds parameters such that the resulting distribution has the ame moments (e.g., mean and
standard deviation) as the sample moments of the observed data. The second method finds
parameters such that, given a candidate function, the resulting distribution has the highest
likelihood of having produced the observed data.
The most appropriate method vary according to the analysis strategy. When IDA is
performed, the method of moments provides good estimates ofthe fragility function param-
eters. However, when truncated IDA is performed, the obtained data can only be used to
estimate fragility functions with the maximum likelihood method. Finally, if MSA is per-
formed the maximum likelihood method should be used, althoug with some modifications.
IDA produces a set ofIM values associated with the onset of collapse for each ground
motion. The probability of collapse can be estimated as the fraction of records for which
collapse occurs at a level lower thanx. Fragility function parameters are then estimated
from this data as the mean and standard deviation of the logarithms of theIM ’s associated





















whereθ̂ andβ̂ are the estimatedθ andβ, n is the number of ground motions considered, and
IMi is theIM value associated with onset of collapse for theith ground motion. Alterna-
tively, fractiles of theIMi values can be used, rather than their moments, to estimateθ and
β [90].
When truncated IDA is performed, for them ground motions that recorded collapse,
theirIM values at collapse (IMi) are known. The likelihood that an arbitrary ground motion







whereφ() is the standard normal distribution probability density function (PDF). Then−m
ground motions that did not cause collapse atIMmax (recall that in truncated IDA, IDA
is only performed up toIMmax level, above which no further analyses are performed) are
called censored data, as we only know thatIMi is greater thanIMmax.
The likelihood that a given ground motion can be scaled toIMmax without causing
collapse is the probability thatIMi is greater thanIMmax:






Making the reasonable assumption that theIMi value associated with each ground mo-




















Using this equation, the fragility function parameters areth n obtained by varying the
parameters until the likelihood function is maximized. It is mathematically equivalent and
numerically easier to maximize the logarithm of the likelihood function:























In the particular case where all then ground motions cause collapse atIM values lower
thanIMmax, this equation has an analytical solution for the valuesθ̂ andβ̂ that maximixe
the equation, and the solution is equivalent to that of Equations 1.13 and 1.14, except that
the "n − 1" in equation 1.14 is an "n" in this equation. It is worth noting that the normal
distribution PDF and CDF in Equation 1.18 can be replaced by other distribution, in order
to fit the fragility function to any other distribution.
In case the MSA strategy is followed, the approach presentedabove cannot be used
because theIMi values associated with the onset of collapse of a given ground motion is
not available. Instead, the structural analysis results provide the fraction of ground motion
at eachIM level that cause collapse. The appropriate fitting technique for this type of data
is to use the method of maximum likelihood [55], as noted by several authors [91–93].
At eachIM = xj , the probability of observingzj collapses out ofnj ground motions is:
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wherepj is the probability that a ground motion withIM = xj will cause collapse of the
structure. The objective of the method is to identify the fragility function that will predict
pj .
When analysis is performed at multipleIM levels, the product of the binomial proba-


































Estimates of the fragility function parameters are obtained by maximizing this likeli-
hood function. As referred above, it is equivalent and numerically easier to maximize the
logarithm of the likelihood function:





























It is worth noting that this formulation is valid in the particular case of singular observa-
tions at eachIM level, i.e. whenni = 1. This is useful, for example, when fitting a fragility
function using unscaled ground motions, each having uniqueIM amplitudes. Furthermore,
this formulation assumes independence of observations, sothat the overall likelihood is the
product of the likelihoods at eachIM level. This independence may not be strictly true if
the same ground motion is used for structural analysis at more than onexi level, although
quantifying this dependence may be somewhat challenging and anecdotal evidence suggests
that relaxing this assumption typically makes no significant in the estimated parameters [55].
In fact, Baker [55] example analyses appear to indicate thatthe approach produces effec-
tive fragility estimates even with IDA data, where identical ground motions are used at all
IM levels. Straub and Kiureghian [93] discuss a generalization of the maximum likelihood
method that allows for consideration of dependent samples,though the formulation is more
complex to implement than the one described above.
As a conclusion, it appears that an effective strategy for fragility fitting is to focus on
structural analyses at a limited number ofIM levels using MSA, rather than doing IDA
[55]. This observation is consistent with the recommendations of Eadset al. [86]. That
strategy also has the benefit of allowing the analyst to use diff rent ground motions at each
IM level, which allows for more accurate representation of ground motion characteristics
[41]. Results suggest that choosingIM levels near the lower tail of the fragility function
and up toIM levels slightly above the median would be a generally effectiv strategy [55].
Loss Estimation
Loss analysis is the last step of the PEER PBEE framework and is based on the considered
damage measure. In fact, it consists in converting damage information obtained from dam-
age analysis in final decision variables DVs. Commonly used DVs are fatalities, economic
losses, repair cost or duration, and injuries.
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The loss analysis therefore relies on the results of the damage analysis to derive conse-
quence curves based on whether or not a damage state exists given the EDP hazard curve. In
PBEE consequence curves are used to provide an estimate of the annual impact of an earth-
quake for, e.g. budgetary reasons in order to allow developers to better assess the impact of
performance based structural engineering decisions on their own project. The outcome of
the loss analysis is a loss function, which provides a POE of aDV for different damageable
groups and DMs.
A specific value of DM corresponds to various DVs with different probabilities, thus
accounting for uncertainty in loss analysis. The lack of information about structural and
nonstructural components, their monetary values, can be considered as sources of uncer-
tainty in loss analysis. In addition, uncertainty arising from the economical values, such as
fluctuation in the market prices, can also be account for.
One convenient way to represent the expected losses is to compute average repair cost
ratios (RCR) of the damaged buildings. Each DM is associatedwith an expected RCR,
which can be given for example by statistical treatment of past d mage on similar building






RCRi × P (DM = dmi|IM) (1.23)
1.6.5 PBEE in the Design and Assessment of Structures
Important solutions have mostly been achieved for the assessm nt problem, which are influ-
encing the new generation of seismic codes dealing with the ass ssment of existing struc-
tures, such as Eurocode 8 [45] and ASCE/SEI 41-06 [95], and the establishment of design
parameters for seismic force-resisting systems, e.g. FEMAP-695 [83] and FEMA P-795
[96]. In particular, PEER PBEE finds excellent uses but it is presently limited to assessment,
i.e. forward derivation of a given structural performance [97]. A proper performance-based
design would mean at least inverting such equation to allow deriving the desired proper-
ties of the structure that would satisfy a given value ofDV . In order to accomplish such a
goal, Vamvatsikoset al. [97] suggest that, from an engineer point of view, it would bemore
productive to considerDV andDM as simple indicator variables that become 1 when a
given limit state (LS) is exceed, and thus transform Equation 1.7 to estimateλLS, the Mean




Then, closed-form approximation of the integral can provide significant help in doing so.




Development of Enhanced Finite
Element Models for Seismic Analysis.
Part I: Formulation
2.1 Scope
PBEE methodologies rely on accurate nonlinear finite element odels that can capture the
full range of structural response associated with various performance targets. This Chapter
is focused on the never ending problem of finite element simulation of member response.
The main challenge in this area is the simulation of deteriorat n phenomena that affects
member capacity. In this Chapter, a plastic-hinge calibration approach is presented. This
calibration procedure allows for member modeling through finite-length plastic-hinge ele-
ments that use themodifiedGauss-Radau integration scheme and make use of recent multi-
linear moment-rotation constitutive laws that have been derived from experimental results.
This calibration procedure can be used as an alternative to the traditional concentrated plas-
tic hinge approach. It can be implemented in a finite element framework, decreasing the
user’s modeling effort, while providing accurate and reliable results.
The proposed calibration procedure includes the definitionof section flexural stiffness
modification parameters at the beginning of the nonlinear structural analysis. These modi-
fication parameters are computed as a function of the plastichinge to span length ratio by
comparison of the element flexibility and the target flexibility. The calibration procedure is
validated using a set of simply supported beams and a steel frame.
2.2 Introduction
In the development of realistic finite element models, two main aspects need to be taken into
consideration. First, modes of strength and stiffness deterioration due to damage accumu-
lation that could lead to local or global collapse need to be identified. Second, the models
for structural components need to be reliable, robust, and computationally efficient for the
entire range of the analysis.
The use of empirically calibrated moment-rotation models that account for strength
and stiffness deterioration of steel frame members is paramount in evaluating the perfor-
mance of steel structures prone to collapse under seismic loading. These deterioration
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models are typically used as zero-length springs in a concentrat d plasticity formulation;
however, a calibration procedure is required when they are used to represent the moment-
curvature(M − χ) behavior in distributed plasticity formulations because th resulting
moment-rotation(M − θ) response depends on the element integration method. A plas-
tic hinge integration method for using deterioration models in force-based elements is de-
veloped and validated using flexural stiffness modifications parameters to recover the ex-
act solution for linear problems while ensuring objective softening response. To guarantee
accurate results in both the linear and nonlinear range of response, the flexural stiffness
modification parameters are computed at the beginning of theanalysis as a function of the
user-specified plastic hinge length. With this approach, moment-rotation models that ac-
count for strength and stiffness deterioration can be applied in conjunction with force-based
plastic hinge beam-column elements to support collapse prediction without increased mod-
eling complexity.
The proposed calibration methodology improves the qualitynd reliability of the re-
sults obtained without a notable increase either in computation cost or in the complexity
of structural model. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the influence of other effects that
are typically considered in 2-D frame modeling of built infrastructure still need to be taken
into account. Examples of relevant effects are slab stiffness and strength deterioration on
cyclic performance of beams, diaphragm action, load distribu ion, and mathematical rep-
resentation of damping, among others [101]. The validationof the calibration approach
is performed for nonlinear static (pushover) analyses. However, for full implementation
in finite element software, nonlinear cyclic static and dynamic analyses including strength
and stiffness deterioration are needed in the future, as these cases fall outside the scope of
this work. In addition, the proposed calibration scheme wasonly developed for themod-
ified Gauss-Radau scheme, as it is found to be advantageous over other methods, namely
by avoiding localization issues, in the analysis of structures to seismic loading and is im-
plemented in a finite-length plastic hinge (FLPH) element [102]. The application of the
calibration approach to other integration methods falls out ide the scope of this thesis.
2.3 Literature Review
Idealized beam and column models for nonlinear structural an ysis vary greatly in terms
of complexity and computational efficiency, from phenomenological models, such as con-
centrated plasticity models and distributed plasticity beam-column elements, to complex
continuum models based on plane-stress or solid finite-elements.
Concentrated plasticity models (CPH) [103], consist of twoparallel elements, one with
elastic-perfectly plastic behavior to represent yieldingand the other with elastic response
to represent post-yield hardening. Following the formal proposal by Giberson [104], where
nonlinear zero-length moment rotation springs are locatedboth ends of a linear-elastic
beam-column element, this type of approach became the referenc model in the develop-
ment of the CPH models. Many hysteretic laws have been proposed in the last decades
accounting for the most relevant phenomena influencing member response up to collapse:
cyclic deterioration in stiffness [105] and strength [106,107], pinching under load reversal
[68], among many others have developed different phenomenological models that define the
behavior of the concentrated plastic hinges. Even though these models were developed sev-
eral years ago, they have been recently proposed as the main method for estimating seismic
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demands of frame structures [84,88,108] and have been presented as the preferred modeling
approach in the ATC-72 guidelines [109]. These models allowfor reliable estimation of the
seismic demands in structures up to the onset of collapse with limited computational cost.
On the opposite end of the spectrum toCPH models, continuum models are generally
accepted as the most reliable approach for estimating the seismic demands of structures to
localized and global collapse. However, these models are typically complex and require very
time-consuming computations. Distributed plasticity finite elements offer a compromise
between CPH models and continuum finite element models.
Three formulations for distributed plasticity elements have been proposed in the lit-
erature: force-based beam-column elements [110,111], displacement based beam-column
elements [112,113], and the mixed formulation based beam-column elements [114]. Mixed
formulations typically yield the best results in nonlinearstructural analysis, but they have not
been widely adopted in the finite element software typicallyemployed in PBEE analyses.
Force-based beam-column elements have been shown to be advantageous over displacement-
based elements for material nonlinear frame analysis [111,114,115] by avoiding the dis-
cretization of structural members into numerous finite elemnts, thereby reducing the num-
ber of model degrees of freedom. In these formulations, the behavior of a section is de-
scribed by a fiber model or a stress resultant plasticity model [116].
Despite these advantages, localization issues related to non-objective strain-softening
response [117] led to the development of FLPH elements by Scott and Fenves [102] and
Addessi and Ciampi [118]. Conceptually, these elements arecomposed of two discrete
plastic hinges and a linear elastic region, all of which are incorporated in the element in-
tegration method. Through the selection of experimentallyca ibrated plastic hinge lengths






Figure 2.1: Representation of member simulation approaches us d in this work
The main advantages of theFLPH elements are: (i) the explicit definition of the plas-
tic hinge length, which allows for the recovery of meaningful local cross-section results
(e.g. curvatures and bending moments), (ii) a clear distinctio between beam-column in-
elasticity from the nonlinear behavior of connections, and(iii) a reduced number of nodes,
elements and degrees of freedom. These advantages motivatethe s arch for alternate cal-
ibration approaches as presented in this chapter. Althoughthese elements have been used
successfully in simulating the seismic response of structues [119], they require the defi-
nition of a moment-curvature relationship and plastic hinge length to represent a desired
moment-rotation behavior.
2.3.1 Review on Concentrated Plasticity Hinge (CPH) Models
The empirical models described above can be used directly inthe zero-length moment-
rotation springs ofCPH elements. In the case of double curvature or anti-symmetricbend-
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ing, which is the reference case for the empirical moment-rotation models used by Ibarra and
Krawinkler [84] as well as by Lignos and Krawinkler [4], the global element initial flexural
stiffness of the one componentCPH becomes6EI/L, whereEI is the cross-section flexu-
ral stiffness andL is the element length. The flexibilities of the zero-length moment-rotation
springs and the element interior are additive, giving the total element flexibility:
f = fI + fint + fJ (2.1)
wherefint is the flexibility of the linear-elastic element interior and fI andfJ are the flexi-
bilities of the springs at endsI andJ , respectively.
The correct linear-elastic solution for the entire elementis only obtained if the end rota-
tional springs are approximated as rigid-plastic. Thus, linear elastic cross-section stiffness
of the springs at both ends are affected by a constantnFactor (typically greater than 10)
such that the initial stiffness of the springs is large, but not so large as to pose numerical
instability. Since the elastic stiffness of the member is related to the elastic stiffness of the
rotational springs and the beam-column element, which are connected in series, the stiffness









, m = I, J (2.3)
Following the methodology by Ibarra and Krawinkler [84], the ratio of post-yield to
elastic stiffness of the spring,α′ (ratio of the tangent stiffness,kTm, to the linear elastic






1 + nFactor × (1− α)
(2.4)
whereα is the nominal post-yielding to elastic stiffness ratio andα′ is assigned to the end
springs in theCPHmodel to reproduce the correct moment-rotation behavior ofthe member.
The ratioα′ is thus defined such that the correct nonlinear moment-rotation s iffness of the
member, defined asα× 6EI/L, is recovered.
Error in the model elastic stiffness associated with the CPHsprings elastic stiffness
amplification factor
In CPH models, thenFactor should be chosen carefully as an excessively large value would
pose numerical problems, while a value that is not sufficiently large will lead to erroneous
results in the elastic range.
Considering that each member can be represented by two end rotational springs and an
elastic frame element in series, the flexibilities of the springs and the frame element in a
CPH element are additive. Using the tangent stiffnesses,kTI andkTJ , of each rotational






















To recover the correct linear-elastic solution for the entir CPH model, the end rota-
tional springs need to be approximated as rigid-plastic with an initial stiffness that is large,
but not so large to pose numerical instability. This is akin to the selection of large penalty
values when enforcing multi-point constraints in a structural model [120]. The ratio of flex-
ibility coefficient fb(1, 1) to the exact linear-elastic solutionL/(3EI) is plotted in Figure
2.2 versus the elastic stiffness amplification factor, which s ales the characteristic element
stiffness6EI/L (kI = nFactor × 6EImod/L).
As shown in Figure 2.2, the ratio between the elastic stiffness r covered using different
nFactor values for theCPH model and the target elastic stiffness (L/3EI) varies from
0.9545 (4.55% error) fornFactor = 10 to 0.9995 (0.05% error) fornFactor = 1000. Thus, to
recover the elastic solution with negligible errors, it is suggested that a value ofnFactor =
1000 be used.
Although the suggested value ofnFactor ≥ 1000 allows for recovery of the elastic
stiffness, several authors have highlighted that there is an increased likelihood of non-
convergence of nonlinear time-history response analyses if such a large value ofnFactor
is used. For this reason, Zareian and Medina [121] have suggeted the use ofnFactor = 10.
However, the use of such a low value ofnFactor can lead to underestimating the elastic
flexibility of the elements up to 4.55%.


































































Figure 2.2: Computed elastic flexibility coefficient of conce trated plasticity model versus
rigid-plastic approximation of end springs
2.3.2 Review on Finite Length Plastic Hinge (FLPH) Models
TheFLPH element developed by Scott and Fenves [102] is based on the force-based beam-
column finite element formulation by Spacone et al. [122] anduses alternative numerical in-
tegration schemes to account for user-defined plastic hingelengths. The force-based beam-
column finite element is formulated assuming small displacements in a simply-supported
basic system free of rigid-body displacements. Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic system in
which the vector of element-end forces,q, the vector of element deformations,v, the inter-
nal section forces,s(x), and section deformations,e(x), are shown for a two-dimensional
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element. Section forces correspond to the axial force and being moments, while the sec-
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Figure 2.3: Basic system for two-dimensional frame elements
Equilibrium between the section forcess(x) at a locationx, and basic element forcesq
is given by:
s(x) = b(x)q + s0(x) (2.6)
whereb(x) is the interpolation function matrix, ands0(x) corresponds to a particular so-
lution associated with element loads. Equation 2.6 can be expanded into different forms
depending on the number of dimensions of the problem and the beam theory selected.
For the two-dimensional Euler−Bernoulli beam-column element, the basic forces areq =
{q1, q2, q3}
T and the section forces ares(x) = {N(x),M(x)}T , all of which are shown in






The element flexibility matrix is obtained through lineariztion of the element deforma-







b(x)T fS(x)b(x) dx (2.8)
wherefS is the section flexibility, equal to the inverse of the section stiffnessfS = k
−1
S .
The section stiffness is obtained from linearization of theconstitutive relationship between
section forces and section deformations,kS = ∂s/∂e, at the current element state. The
implementation details of the force-based element formulation into a displacement-based
software were presented by Neuenhofer and Filippou [111] and are not reproduced here for
brevity.









whereNP is the number of integration points over the element length,andξi andwi are the








The main issue related to use of this formulation is the localization of strain and displace-
ment responses that can be obtained in the case of strain-softening response of force-based
distributed plasticity elements [117]. Scott and Fenves [102] and Addessi and Ciampi [118]
proposed methods for force-based finite length plastic hinge (FLPH) integration, where the
element is divided in three segments, two corresponding to the plastic hinges at both ends,
with lengthLpI andLpJ , and a linear segment connecting both hinges (see Figure 2.4).











Various approaches were proposed to evaluate this integralnumerically; however, the
focus herein is theModifiedGauss-Radau integration scheme which retains the correct lin ar
elastic solution while using the specified plastic hinge lengths as the integration weights at
the element ends.
In this method both end sections are assigned a nonlinear behvior, whereas the element
interior is typically assumed to have an elastic behavior, although this assumption is not











whereLint is the length of the element interior (although not necessary, usually assumed as
linear-elastic).
Using themodifiedGauss-Radau integration scheme for the plastic hinge regions, Equa-













whereNpI andNpJ are the number of integration points associated with the plastic hinges
at the element ends. For themodifiedGauss-Radau integrationNpI = NpJ = 2. The
element interior term can be computed exactly when the element interior is elastic and there
are no member loads. Nonetheless, the element interior can also be analyzed numerically.
In this case, the Gauss-Legendre integration scheme is appropriate to integrate the element
interior. If two integration points are placed in this region, a total of six integration points are
defined along the element length. The locationξi of the integration points associated with
themodifiedGauss-Radau plastic hinge integration, represented in Figure 2.4, are given by:


































The corresponding weightswi are given by:
w = {wI,wint,wJ} (2.16)
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Figure 2.4: Modified Gauss-Radau integration scheme
where:








wJ = {3LpJ ;LpJ}
(2.17)






where this equation is consistent with points and weights shown in Figure 2.4.
2.4 Calibration of Force-Based Finite-Length Plastic Hinge
Elements
TheFLPH formulation requires the definition of moment-curvature relationships in the plas-
tic hinge region, and subsequent procedures to relate theserelationships to the moment-
rotation response of the element. In this section, a novel method for calibration of the
moment-rotation behavior of finite-length plastic hinge force-based frame elements is pro-
posed for arbitrary plastic hinge lengths. With this approach, moment-rotation models that
account for strength and stiffness deterioration can be applied in conjunction withFLPH
models to support collapse prediction of frame structures.The approach includes an auto-
matic calibration procedure embedded in the numerical integra ion of the element, freeing
the analyst of this task. The calibration procedure is formulated for themodifiedGauss-
Radau integration scheme. However, it can be applied to other plastic hinge methods pro-
posed by Scott and Fenves [102] and Addessi and Ciampi [118],function of the weight and
location of the integration points used in the calibration.
2.4.1 Calibration Procedure
The main goals of this procedure are to:
1. Use empirical moment-rotation relationships that account for strength and stiffness
deterioration to model the flexural behavior of the plastic hinge region;
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Figure 2.5: Modified Gauss-Radau integration scheme with section flexural stiffness modi-
fication parameters
2. Guarantee that the flexural stiffness is recovered for thenominal prismatic element
during the entire analysis; and
3. Allow the definition of arbitrary plastic hinge lengths bythe analyst.
The presented calibration procedure is performed at the element level through the in-
troduction of section flexural stiffness modification parameters at internal sections of the
beam-column element making it possible to scale a moment-rota ion relation in order to ob-
tain moment-curvature relations for the plastic hinge regions. Defining the moment-rotation





and making use of a user-defined plastic hinge length at either end of the element (LpI and





As highlighted by Scott and Ryan [123], the moment-rotationand moment-curvature rela-
tions are identical forLP{I,J}/L = 1/6. However, for any other plastic hinge length, the
definition of the moment-curvature via direct scaling of themoment-rotation given by Equa-
tion 2.20 yields incorrect section stiffness, which in turnlead to incorrect member stiffness.
The calibration procedure presented herein compensates for the incorrect stiffness of the
plastic hinge moment-curvature relationship by modifyingthe flexural stiffness of each of
the four internal sections (integration pointsξ2, ξ3, ξ4 andξ5 in Figure 2.4), assumed to
remain linear elastic throughout the analysis, using one ofthree different parameters,β1, β2,
andβ3, shown in Figure 2.5.
The β modification parameters are quantified such that the elementflexibility matrix
is: (i) within the elastic region, equal to the analytical soution for an elastic prismatic
element; (ii) after yielding, identical to the target flexibility, i.e. is similar to the user-
definedM − θ behavior. The target flexibility matrix in the elastic and nonlinear regions
can be provided by theCPH model using Equations 2.1 to 2.4. Then, the modification
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parameters are defined based on the equivalence of the flexibility matrices associated with
theCPH andFLPH models. The target flexibility can be computed using different models
and herein the models defined by Lignos and Krawinkler [4] areused in the derivations. In
the calibration procedure, double curvature or anti-symmetric bending is assumed to obtain
the elastic stiffness of the structural element. This is a comm n result of the lateral loading
and boundary conditions considered in seismic analysis of frame structures. In this case, the
elastic elementM − θ stiffness is6EI/L. However, the calibration procedure shown herein
is valid for any element moment-rotation stiffness and moment gradient.
2.4.2 Derivation of Modification Parameters
For the 2D beam-column element, a system of three integral equations corresponding to
each of the unique flexural coefficients of the element flexibility matrix is constructed. The
flexibility matrix coefficients obtained from Equation 2.18, corresponding to theFLPH, are
equated to the flexibility matrix coefficients obtained fromEquation 2.1, associated with
a CPH model and the empirical model. From this system of equations, the three elastic
stiffness modification parameters,β1, β2, andβ3, can be computed as a function ofLpI ,LpJ ,
L andnFactor, which is the elastic stiffness modification parameter of theCPH model. The
code for solving the system of equations, which is implemented in thewxMaximasoftware




3 − 6LpI (60LpI + 60LpJ )L2 + 6LpI(96L2pI + 288LpILpJ + 96L2pJ )L− 6LpI (256L2pILpJ + 256LpIL2pJ)
L(3L − 16LpJ )(L2 − 20LLpI + 4LpJL+ 64L2pI )
β2 = −
3(4LpI − L+ 4LpJ )(3L2 − 12LLpI − 12LLpJ + 32LpILpJ )




3 − 6LpJ (60LpI + 60LpJ )L2 + 6LpJ (96L2pI + 288LpILpJ + 96L2pJ )L− 6LpJ (256L2pILpJ + 256LpIL2pJ)
L(3L − 16LpI )(L2 − 20LLpJ + 4LpIL+ 64L2pJ )
If both plastic hinges have the same length, i.e.Lp = LpI = LpJ , Equation 2.21 simpli-
fies significantly to:
β1 = β3 = −
6
(


















It is worth noting that in Equation 2.22 there are singularities inβ1 andβ3 for Lp/L =
1/8 and inβ2 for Lp/L = 3/16, which correspond to cases in which: (i) the length of the
elastic element interior,Lint, is equal to zero and (ii) the two internal integration points ξ2
andξ5 shown in Figure 2.5 are co-located.
In Figure 2.6 the flexural stiffness modification parametersof Equation 2.22 are rep-
resented as a function of the plastic hinge length to span ratio Lp/L. Both parametersβ1
andβ3 are equal for allLp/L ratios, as both plastic hinges have the same flexural stiffness
α16EILp/L = α26EILp/L. Note that the calibration procedure is valid whenLint < 0,
i.e. Lp/L > 1/8.
The proposed calibration procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.7 for the specific case of
a nonlinear static (pushover) analysis. The pushover analysis is conducted by controlling
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Figure 2.6: Flexural stiffness modification parametersβ1, β2 andβ3 as a function of the
plastic hinge length to span ratioLp/L
a jth degree of freedom (DOF). Furthermore, the displacementUf and pseudo-timeλ are
initialized to zero, and the displacement incrementdUf for the control DOF and the refer-
ence load patternPref are also initialized. The stiffness matrixKS is computed in theform
stiffness matrixprocedure (see Figure 2.8) at the beginning of each analysisstep and each
Newton-Raphson (NR) iteration. In this procedure, the parametersα1 andα2 are calculated
based on the committed (converged in a previous step) element forces and deformations,
as well as the tangent stiffness. In the first analysis step, the section stiffness modification
parametersβ1, β2 andβ3 are computed, as shown in Figure 2.8. Once the stiffness modifi-
cation parameters are computed, the stiffness matrix is computed through inversion of the
flexibility matrix. The stiffness matrix is obtained considering the integration points (IPs)
of themodifiedGauss-Radau integration scheme shown in Figure 2.5. Transformation from
the basic to the local coordinate system is performed with the matrixAf . From this point
onward a traditional NR algorithm is used, repeating the above procedure at the beginning
of each analysis step and at each NR iteration. Different stra egies can be used in updating
the model state determination, namely: (i) update state of the model domain (displacements,
pseudo-time, forces) using the residual tangent displacement from the previous iteration; (ii)
decrease the displacement increment and update the model domain trying to overcome con-
vergence problems; (iii) change the numerical method used (either for this analysis step only
or for all remaining steps); and (iv) change the tolerance crit ria (if that is admissible for
the case being analyzed). In case the NR method is not able to converge after a user-defined
maximum number of iterations,imax, the analysis is stopped, and is considered not to have
converged. Illustrative examples are presented in the following sections. Different solu-
tion algorithms may be used to solve the nonlinear residual equations [125,126]. The (NR)
algorithm is one of the most widely used and is a robust methodfor solving nonlinear alge-
braic equations of equilibrium. In this figure (Figure 2.7) the flowchart for the calibration
procedure is exemplified using the NR algorithm.
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START n=1; Uf f ref=0; =0; dU ; Pλ
Calibration procedure
form stiffness matrix (see Fig. 2.8)
n ; i=1; P ; K ; U ; ; Panalysis step ref f f Rλth
f f fUpdate displacements: U =U +dU
form stiffness matrix (see Fig. 2.8)
λ-pseudo-time
P - load patternref
j - control DOF
i Newton-Raphson iteration
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Figure 2.7: Calibration procedure for a nonlinear static structural (pushover) analysis
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The proposed calibration procedure was applied to a set of simply supported beams sub-
jected to end moments and considering different plastic hinge lengths, as well as a simple
steel frame structure. The beams are analyzed considering apushover analysis, where rota-
tions are incremented until reaching an ultimate rotation.For the first beam, equal moments
are applied at each support, while in the second case, the moment applied at the left support
is half of that applied to the right support.
In these examples the flexural member behavior is defined throug the multi-linear em-
pirical model proposed by Lignos and Krawinkler [4]. This model allows for defining the
moment-rotation relationship of steel members based on geometrical and physical proper-
ties. This is possible after an extensive calibration performed by Lignos [127] of hundreds of
experimental test results. The model is based on a backbone curv , shown in Figure 2.9, that
defines the behavior for monotonic loading and defines the boundaries for cyclic response.
The backbone curve is characterized by: yielding moment androtation (My andθy); capping
moment (Mc); plastic rotation capacity (θp); post-capping rotation capacity (θpc); residual
moment (Mr = κ × My); and ultimate rotation (θu). The model parameters used in these
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Figure 2.9: Moment-rotation model proposed by Lignos and Krawinkler [4]
Table 2.1: Element properties for numerical examples
Geometric parameters Moment-rotation model parameters
Inertia (m4) Area (m2) My (kNm) Mc/My θp (rad) θpc (rad)
Example 1 and 2 0.0002 0.0073 320.78 1.05 0.0692 0.168
Frame Beams 0.0111 0.0551 1911.0 1.05 0.025 0.25
Frame Columns 0.0111 0.0551 969.0 1.05 0.03 0.35
2.5.1 Example 1
A simply supported beam is analyzed considering equal moments and rotations applied
at both ends. Three models, corresponding to three different plastic hinge lengths,Lp =
{L/16, L/10, L/6}, are tested. Figures 2.10(a), 2.11(a), and 2.12(a) show theelement end
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moment plotted against the element end rotation. A local respon e, corresponding to the
rotation of a section at a distanceLp from the support is also plotted against the end moment
in Figures 2.10(b), 2.11(b), and 2.12(b). The rotation at a distanceLp from the support, in
theCPH model, must consider the rotation of the zero-length springa d the deformation
of the elastic segment of lengthLp. In these figures, the plastic rotation of theCPH model
is computed obtained by adding the rotation of the zero-length spring to the rotation of the
elastic element over a length ofLp. The former is obtained by multiplying the curvature (χ)
of the end section of the element byLp.
TheCPH curve denotes the results obtained using a concentrated plastic hinge model,
following the procedure employed by Lignos and Krawinkler [128], and serves as a bench-
mark. Figure 2.10(a) shows that end rotations obtained using theCPH model present an ini-
tial linear elastic response up to the yielding point, defined by the yielding moment-rotation
pairMy,CPH − θy,CPH . Then, a linear hardening region connects the yielding point t the
capping point (Mc,CPH − θc,CPH) and a linear softening region links the capping point to
the residual moment-rotation point (Mr,CPH − θr,CPH), which is followed by a plastic re-
gion that extends toθu. The second model considered (FLPH S) corresponds to the use of
finite length plastic hinge elements, defining the moment-curvat re relation through direct
scaling of the rotation parameters (θy, θc, θpc, θr, andθu) by the plastic hinge lengthLp
and no further calibration. The results show that this approach leads to erroneous results,
as the elastic stiffness obtained is significantly lower than the target, and higher rotations
are obtained in the softening branch. If the moment curvature is calibrated (curveFLPH
M) using the proposed method, it is possible to reproduce theCPH behavior of the beam
exactly for the entire analysis. Although the global response is in perfect agreement, Figure
2.10(b) shows that the local response is different when theCPH or theFLPH M models are
used. For theFLPH models, local response in Figure 2.10(b) corresponds to thein egration
of the end section curvature (χ) over the plastic hinge lengthLp (χ × Lp). This result is
equal for theFLPH Sand theFLPH M models since the end sections of both models are de-
fined in a similar manner (only the interior sections are affected by the flexural modification
parameters).
Figure 2.11, which is associated with a plastic hinge lengthLp = L/10, shows simi-
lar results. In turn, Figure 2.12 shows that in case plastic hinge length isL/6 the correct
moment-rotation response is obtained. This is in accordance with the findings of Scott and
Ryan [123] for elasto-plastic behavior. In this case no calibr t on is required as the relation-
ship between moment-rotation and moment-curvature is direct. Due to this fact, the local
response in Figure 2.12(b) is also similar for both models.
Figure 2.16(a) shows the errors associated with the different models and different plastic
hinge lengths. The errors are defined as the ratio between thecomputed slopes of the elastic,
hardening, and softening branches, and the respective targt moment-rotation defined in
Lignos and Krawinkler [4]. The results show that: (i) theFLPH M calibration procedure
provides accurate results when compared to the results obtained usingCPH for the elastic,
hardening and softening ranges of the response; (ii) theFLPH Sprocedure, where a scaled
moment-curvature relation is used without further calibration, results in significant errors.
It is worth noting that only forLp/L = 1/6 does theFLPH S model result in the exact
moment-rotation at yielding and at the capping point, as previously shown by Scott and
Ryan [123]. The results from this example highlight the the advantages of the calibration
procedure proposed herein, namely showing that accurate results can be achieved for varying
lengths of the plastic hinge and for cases considering softening.
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Figure 2.10: Example 1 - basic system with equal moments at both ends and plastic hinge
lengthLp/L = 1/16




















































































Figure 2.11: Example 1 - basic system with equal moments at both ends and plastic hinge
lengthLp/L = 1/10
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Figure 2.12: Example 1 - basic system with equal moments at both ends and plastic hinge
lengthLp/L = 1/6
2.5.2 Example 2
To show calibration for other moment gradients in the beam elem nt, an identical beam to
that from the previous example is analyzed considering the left moment equal to half of the
right moment. As a result the left end of the beam is always in the elastic range, and the
beam does not deform in double curvature. However, as shown in Figures 2.13, 2.14, and
2.15, the results obtained for these three plastic hinge lengths (Lp/L = {1/16, 1/10, 1/6})
are consistent with those obtained in Example 1. In fact, theresults obtained with the scaled
moment curvature relation without calibration (FLPH S) show significant errors from the
elastic range, propagating over the entire range of analysis. When calibration is consid-
ered (FLPH M) the results are corrected and perfect agreement is found betweenCPH and
FLPH M models. Figure 2.16(b) shows the results obtained considering several plastic
hinge lengths. The errors are computed by comparing the slope f the elastic, hardening
and softening branches of the twoFLPH elements with theCPH model. Results show that
the analysis presented forLp/L = 1/16, 1/10, 1/6 is valid for all values of the plastic hinge
length. Furthermore, the results show that the proposed calibration procedure is applicable
to different moment gradients besides anti-symmetric bending.
2.5.3 Frame Structure
A single-bay three-story frame with uniform stiffness and strength over its height (see Fig-
ure 2.17) is used to illustrate the application of the calibrtion procedure described above. A
dead load of 889.6kN is applied to each story, giving a total structure weightW of 2669kN.
The flexural stiffnessEI is identical for beams and columns with values given in Table2.1.
Plastic hinges form at beam ends and at base columns. The other columns are assumed
to remain elastic. Pushover analyses of the frame are conducted in the OpenSees frame-
work [129] using a P-Delta geometric transformation for thecolumns. Results obtained
with modelFLPH M are compared to results obtained using theCPH models. It is worth
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Figure 2.13: Example 2 - basic system with different momentsat both ends and plastic hinge
lengthLp/L = 1/16

















































































Figure 2.14: Example 2 - basic system with different momentsat both ends and plastic hinge
lengthLp/L = 1/10
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Figure 2.15: Example 2 - basic system with different momentsat both ends and plastic hinge
lengthLp/L = 1/6

























































































































Figure 2.16: Errors in the slopes of the elastic, hardening and softening regions for theCPH,
FLPH SandFLPH M models during a monotonic analysis
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noting that in steel W-shape beams with shape factors (k = Mp/My) of approximately 1.12,
the plastic hinge length is taken as 10% of the distance between the point of maximum mo-
ment and the inflection point [130]. This value is slightly larger, approximately 12.5%, at
the center of beams that are subjected to distributed loads.Thus, for members in a state of
anti-symmetric double curvature, it is suggested that a plastic hinge length betweenL/20
andL/16 be used.
Figure 2.18(a) shows the normalized base shear (V/W ) versus roof drift ratio for the
three models and Figure 2.18(b) illustrates the beam moment-rotation response. The results
obtained for this frame show that the conclusions drawn for the two previous examples hold,
namelyFLPH Sshould not be used as a procedure for converting from empirical moment-
rotation relations to moment-curvature relations whenFLPH elements are used, andFLPH




Figure 2.17: Steel moment frame
2.6 Conclusion
The present Chapter presented a calibration procedure for the use of finite-length plastic
hinge (FLPH) force-based beam-column elements with empirically calibr ted moment-
rotation relationships describing the entire range of respon e. This allows for accurate mod-
eling of steel moment frames that exhibit softening response at the section and element lev-
els. The use of scaled but uncalibrated moment-curvature relationships inFLPH elements
leads to significant errors in both local and global responses and is therefore not adequate for
structural analysis. The new calibration procedure is performed at the element level through
the introduction of section flexural stiffness modificationparameters (β), which are com-
puted at the beginning of the analysis as a function of the user defined plastic hinge lengths.
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Figure 2.18: Example three-story frame used to demonstratethe proposed calibration pro-
cedures
The modification parameters are obtained by equating element flexural coefficients of the
flexibility matrix and a target flexibility matrix, where thelatter is given by the user-defined
moment-rotation relation and is computed in this work usingaCPH model.
Nonlinear static analyses of two simply supported beams andpushover analysis of a steel
moment-resisting frame were performed considering different plastic hinge lengths. The
results illustrate that the exact linear elastic stiffnesscan be recovered for linear problems
while ensuring objective response after the onset of deterioration. The cases studied as well
as error analysis based on analytical expressions show thatthe calibration procedure is valid
for any moment gradient. Even though the proposed calibration procedure has only been
validated for multi-linear moment-rotation relationships, it is, in principle, possible to use it
with other constitutive laws, where moment-rotation can berelated to moment-curvature by
a user-defined plastic hinge length.
The calibration procedure was validated at the section level for bending moments and
rotations only, but similar approaches may be used for casesin which the interaction between
bending and axial deformations is considered. The accuracyand stability of the proposed
calibration procedure remains to be studied for nonlinear dynamic time-history analysis of
steel moment frame buildings.
2.7 Dissemination
This part of the research program resulted in the following outputs.
1. Scientific paper published in the Journal of Structural Engineering
Scope:Presentation of the plastic-hinge calibration approach that allows for simula-
tion of structures using FLPH elements that use the modified Gauss-Radau integra-
tion scheme and make use of recent multilinear moment-rotation constitutive laws
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that have been derived from experimental results. The proposed methodology was
applied to a set of simply supported beams subjected to end moments and considering
different plastic hinge lengths, and a simple steel frame structure.
Complete reference:Ribeiro, F., Barbosa, A., Scott, M., and Neves, L. (2015). "De-
terioration Modeling of Steel Moment Resisting Frames Using Finite-Length Plas-





Development of Enhanced Finite
Element Models for Seismic Analysis.
Part II: Implementation
3.1 Scope
Due to the importance of using empirical models in the simulation of member response
for seismic analysis of building structures, a calibrationprocedure was proposed in Chap-
ter 2 making use of multi-linear moment-rotation constitutive laws. In this Chapter, the
implementation of that calibration procedure is performedbased on recently developed phe-
nomenological relationships. . For example the Modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (Mod-
IMK) [4,131] deterioration model that have been derived from experimental results. The
general ModIMK model is versatile and has been applied to steel, r inforced concrete, and
timber structures. The proposed implementation allows forthe use of these recently pro-
posed models in both finite-length plastic hinge elements and in concentrated plastic hinge
models. The proposed unified implementation also overcomesadditional accuracy issues
related to the update of model parameters due to cyclic deterioration. Results from included
examples validate the proposed algorithms, which were imple ented in OpenSees. Addi-
tionally, results highlight that FPLH models avoid errors and convergence pitfalls of CPH
models.
3.2 Introduction
Accurately modeling the behavior of structural members under large cyclic deformations is
paramount for the quantification of the seismic performanceof structures with some degree
of confidence. However, the behavior of structural elementsu der these extreme loading
conditions is extremely complex. As a consequence, severalsimulation approaches have
been proposed which include models of varying complexity and computational cost.
The main objective of this chapter is to present a unified imple entation algorithm of the
ModIMK deterioration models for use in CPH and FLPH models. For the CPH model, new
implementations are provided for updating the unloading stiffness and the post-yield hard-
ening ratio, as well as, the computation of the committed member displacements and the
updated spring displacements. For the FLPH models, the proposed calibration procedure
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(see Chapter 2), which updates the flexural stiffness of the interior sections of the mem-
ber, is implemented to provide objective and consistent elem nt responses when empirically
calibrated moment rotations rules are employed for cyclic analysis. The formulation and
implementation proposed was included in a modified version of the Open System for Earth-
quake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees, [132] 2.4.3, r5695) framework. Results from
included examples validate the proposed algorithms. Additionally, results highlight that
FPLH models avoid errors and convergence pitfalls of CPH models.
3.3 Literature Review
3.3.1 Empirical Laws for Simulating Member Behavior
Many hysteretic laws have been proposed in the last decades to model the performance
of different structural elements and structural materialssubjected to large cyclic displace-
ments. The main observed nonlinear phenomena include cyclic deterioration in stiffness
[105] and strength [106,107], and pinching under load reversal [68]. Among these mod-
els, the Modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler [127], denotedModIMK, was selected herein
for its versatility. The ModIMK model has been applied to RC [88], steel [4], and timber
structures [84].
Based on a large database of experimental results, Lignos and Kr winkler [4] have devel-
oped and validated multi-linear moment-rotation relationships that can be used to capture
plastic hinge behavior in simulating the deteriorating response of steel structures to col-
lapse. The multi-linear moment-rotation relationships are based on the ModIMK model.
This model is based on: (i) a backbone curve defining the reference monotonic behavior, (ii)
a set of rules defining the hysteretic behavior between the positive and negative backbone
curves; and (iii) a set of rules that define up to six modes of deterioration of the hysteretic
behavior. Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the parameters that define the backbone curve of this
model. This curve is defined by three strength parameters: effective yield strength (or ba-
sic strength),Fy, capping strength,FC (or post-yield strength hardening ratioFC/Fy), and
residual strength,Fr; and four deformation parameters: yield deformation,dy, pre-capping
plastic deformation for monotonic loading,dp, post-capping plastic deformation,dpc, and ul-
timate deformation capacity,du. The six modes of cyclic strength and stiffness deterioratin:
(i) basic strength, (ii) post-yield hardening ratio, (iii)post-capping strength, (iv) unloading
stiffness, (v) reloading stiffness, and (vi) pinching behavior. Figures 3.1(b) to 3.1(d) illus-
trate three models that have been proposed in the literaturebas d on different combinations
of these six modes of deterioration. All three models share the same backbone curve. The
models are:
• Bilinear hysteretic response (Bilin) model with strengthdeterioration (Figure 3.1(b));
• Peak-oriented model with strength and stiffness deteriorati n (Figure 3.1(c));
• Pinching model with strength and stiffness deterioration(Figure 3.1(d)).
In the ModIMK models, the rates of cyclic deterioration are controlled by a charac-
teristic total hysteretic energy dissipation capacityEt and an energy based rule developed
by Rahnama and Krawinkler [133]. The characteristic total hysteretic energy dissipation
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P - Pinched response
Figure 3.1: Modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler deterioration models: (a) backbone curve,
(b) Bilin model, (c) Peak-oriented model, and (d) Pinching model.
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The energy based rule developed by Rahnama and Krawinkler [133] expresses the cyclic









whereEi is the hysteretic energy dissipated in excursioni, and
∑
Ej ≤ Et is the hysteretic
energy dissipated in all previous excursions in both positive and negative directions. The
exponentc defines the rate of deterioration. According to Rahnama and Krawinkler [133],
a reasonable range of values forc is between 1.0 and 2.0.βi ranges between 0 and 1.
The generalized stiffness or strength parameter,X, can be updated through:
Xi = (1− βk)×Xi−1 (3.2)
whereXi is the value of the parameter in excursionandβk is the value of deterioration
parameter.
3.3.2 Using Empirical Laws in CPH and FLPH Models
CPH models are used herein as a reference modeling approach,considering the vast experi-
ence on the use of these in the modeling of buildings under seismic loads [84,88,108,109].
In these models, each structural element is modeled as the associ tion of a linear elastic
beam element and a nonlinear spring at each member end. The correct linear-elastic solu-
tion for the entire member is only obtained if the end rotational springs are approximated as
rigid-plastic. This is usually achieved using an ad-hoc stiffness modifier parameter,nFactor,
for the zero-length springs. However, the definition of the id al valuenFactor is not trivial,
as a low value leads to erroneous results and a high value results in numerical instability
and convergence issues. As discussed in detail in this work,the use ofnFactor also increases
significantly the complexity of the implementation of nonlinear deterioration models.
The moment-rotation(M − θ) relationships described in the previous section can be
used directly in concentrated plastic hinge (CPH) elementsfollowing approaches presented
in Ibarra and Krawinkler [84]. In this case, moment-rotation relationships are employed to
define the nonlinear zero-length springs that control element fl xural response. Although
approaches to avoid the use of ad-hoc penalty functions (nFactor) in zero-length spring ele-
ments exist (e.g., [134]), the methodology proposed hereinallows for consistency with the
reference modeling approach for design and assessment of building structures under seismic
actions defined in ATC-72 [109].
Otherwise, in what concerns finite-length plastic hinge elem nts, plastic hinge behav-
ior can be defined through explicit fiber sections or by assigning moment-curvature and
axial force-deformation (and shear force-distortion) relationships. When compared to the
CPH approach, this model has been shown to be advantageous, namely in what concerns
modeling effort, computational cost, clear separation betwe n member and connection non-
linearity, and more realistic modeling of yielding progression and hinge rotations. Despite
the enumerated advantages, the FPLH models assume that the plastic hinge length is con-
stant throughout the analysis, which past experimental studies have demonstrated not to be
accurate. In addition, when empirically calibrated deterioration models are used to define
FLPH hinge sections flexural behavior, a moment-curvature relationship should be defined.
The direct scaling of the moment-rotation relationship by the plastic lengthLp in order
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to obtain a moment-curvature(M − χ) relationship (i.e., by dividing each rotation byLp
(χi = θi/Lp)), at first may seem a logical approach. However, this leads to erroneous results
when no further calibration is performed, as shown by Scott and Ryan [123] for the common
case of elasto-plastic behavior with linear strain hardening under anti-symmetric bending.
As a consequence, a calibration procedure is needed in FLPH models. A calibration proce-
dure was proposed in Chapter 2 for sections exhibiting softening response under monotonic
loading.
The ModIMK is used herein to model the behavior of plastic hinges. However, the im-
plementation of this model within a finite element frameworkis complex and dependent on
the type of finite element used. In the following sections thedetails regarding a consistent
and unified implementation of these models is provided for CPH and FLPH models. This
work focuses on description of the flexural behavior of the finite length plastic hinges. For
certain problems, axial-flexure-shear coupling is important, such as in reinforced-concrete
columns and several authors proposed finite element models combining axial force-shear-
flexure interaction (e.g., Saritas and Filippou [135,136],Elwood and Moehle [137])). How-
ever, often these are not considered in state-of-practice modeling efforts and guidelines.
3.4 Implementation of ModIMK Models for Cyclic Analy-
sis
Figure 3.2 shows the general procedure used to update the ModIMK model parameters.
This procedure is a direct application of the proposal by Ibarraet al. [131], and it is detailed
here for completeness of the discussion on the new implementatio that follows in the next
subsections. At the beginning of the analysis, the model parameters are initialized. In the
elastic range, no change in these parameters occurs and no upate of the deterioration model
law is required. The unloading stiffness is the only parameter which is updated when a load
reversal takes place in the inelastic range. In a finite element implementation, the stiffness
must be known before the reversal, requiring the updating ofthe unloading stiffness in all
steps in the inelastic range. Furthermore, this is the only deterioration mode for which a
common deterioration parameter,βi is used in both loading directions.
The remaining parameters are updated at the end of the unloadi g branch (Fn−1 ×Fn <
0), denoted by point Y in Figure 3.1. At this point, dissipatedenergy in the previous ex-
cursion is computed. This allows for updating of the reloading stiffness, the basic strength,
the strain hardening ratio, the capping point, and the pinching parameters for the current
excursion. The procedure is then repeated for each excursion reaching the nonlinear range.
3.4.1 Implementation in CPH Models
As referred in Chapter 2, in CPH models, to guarantee the rigid plastic behavior of the
springs, the initial stiffness is given by:
ks,m = (nFactor + 1)×Kmem, m = I, J (3.3)
whereKmem is the elastic stiffness of the member. In the case of double curvature,Kmem =
6EI/L, whereEI the is cross-section flexural stiffness, andL is the member length. Since
the elastic stiffness of the member is related to the elasticstiffness of the rotational springs
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Figure 3.2: General procedure for updating model parameters during cyclic analysis
and the interior elastic element, which are connected in serie , the stiffness of the interior











EI is the modified elastic stiffness of the element interior.
In the post-yielding region, member stiffness is computed by multiplying the elastic
stiffness by the post-yielding ratio,α. Since the elastic stiffness of the zero-length spring is
affected by thenFactor, an adjusted post-yielding ratio of the spring,α′ (ratio of the tangent






1 + nFactor × (1− α)
(3.5)
The introduction of annFactor in the definition of the zero-length springs requires that
several modifications are considered in the ModIMK implementation and general deteri-
oration model given in Equation 3.2. The adjusted implementation details when defining
moment-rotation empirical relations in CPH models are presented next for each of the six
deterioration modes. For comparison purposes, a simplifiedimplementation, where the ef-
fect of nFactor is not considered in the updating of model parameters, is denoted as CPH-
original. In general, two main adjustments are made. First,the stiffness of the nonlinear
spring is updated so that the stiffness of the entire elementis equal to the objective stiffness.
Second, the displacements of the springs need to be updated so hat the correct target dis-
placements (rotations) of the element are achieved. In whatreg rds strengths, since the force
(moment) in the spring is equal to the force (moment) in the elem nt ends, no adjustment
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Figure 3.3: Procedure for updating post-yielding ratio during cyclic analysis for Concen-
trated Plasticity Hinge model
is required. Therefore, the basic and post-capping strength deterioration follows the general
form of Equation 3.2. Thus, the update of the yielding momentis performed by:
My,i = My,i−1 × (1− βi) (3.6)
Post-yielding stiffness update implementation
The zero-length spring stiffness is affected by thenFactor and the post-yielding ratio of
the spring defined in Equation 3.5 is used. When computing thedet rioration of the post-
yielding hardening ratio the general model described in Equation 3.2 is not applicable. In-
stead, the deterioration of the post-yielding hardening ratio is computed using the new pro-
cedure shown in Figure 3.3. In this procedure, first, the member hardening ratio of the
previous excursion is computed using the inverse of Equation 3.5. Second, givenβi, the
member post-yielding stiffness is updated. Lastly, Equation 3.5 is used to compute the up-
dated hardening ratio of the nonlinear springs.
Unloading stiffness update implementation
Since the unloading stiffness deterioration depends on theenergy dissipated up to the be-
ginning of the unloading branch rather than that dissipatedin a complete excursion, an
implementation different from that proposed by Ibarra and Krawinkler [84] is used herein








× (1− βk,n)×K0 = γk ×K0 (3.7)
wherei is the total number of inelastic excursions up to load stepn, βk,j is the deterioration
parameter associated with completed inelastic excursionj, βk,n is the deterioration param-
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eter computed considering the energy dissipated in excursion i up to load stepn, γk is the
cumulative deterioration of the unloading stiffness andK0 is the member initial elastic stiff-
ness. The procedure starts by computing the residual energydissipation capacity,Et−
∑
Ej
and the damage parameterβk. Equation 3.7 is then used to update the unloading stiffnessof




1 + nFactor × (1− γk)
)
×K0 (3.8)
whereK0 andKspringu,n are the original member elastic stiffness and updated unloading stiff-
ness of the zero-length spring in loading stepn.
Reloading stiffness and target displacement update implementation
The reloading stiffness deterioration is modeled by increasing the absolute value of the
target displacement of the member,di, corresponding to the horizontal coordinate of point
Y in Figure 3.1c, in each direction as:
di = (1 + βi)× d
max
i−1 (3.9)
wheredmaxi−1 is the maximum displacement observed up to thei − 1 excursion in the same
direction. The implemented algorithm for computing the reloading stiffness deterioration in
CPH models is presented in Figure 3.4. Firstly, the maximum displacement of the member
in previous excursions,dmax,memberi−1 , is computed using the general relation between spring
and member rotations:
dspring = dmember − delastic = dmember − F (dmember)×Kmember (3.10)
whereF (dmember) is the force associated with the displacementdmember, obtained with the
backbone curve computed for the current step of the analysis. F (dmember) × Kmember is
thus the elastic deformation of the member, associated withthe forceF (dmember) under the
assumption of double curvature.
The updated member maximum displacement is then updated using Equation 3.9. Then,
the updated backbone curve for this excursion is defined, based on the updated basic strength,
post-yielding ratio, and post-capping strength. This is then used to compute the force
F (dmax,memberi ). The maximum deformation of the zero-length spring can thenb calcu-
lated using Equation 3.10. Finally, the reloading stiffness is defined using point Y in Figure
3.1 and the new maximum deformation point (dmax,springi ; F
i(dmax,memberi )). The maximum
deformation is monitored in each load step.
Pinching parameters update implementation
The implementation of updates of the pinching parameters issimilar to that described for the
reloading stiffness. The additional notable point in reloading (see point P in Figure 3.1(d))
is computed by multiplying the yielding displacement and the corresponding force by pa-
rametersApinch andF±p , respectively. Firstly, the maximum deformation in the memb r is
calculated, using the relationship presented in Equation 3.10. Then, the intermediate point
for pinching response is computed for the member by multiplying factorsApinch andF+p
(for positive loading direction) to the maximum deformation and associated force, respec-
tively. Once this intermediate point is found, the corresponding intermediate point for the
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Figure 3.4: Procedure for updating reloading stiffness during cyclic analysis for Concen-
trated Plasticity Hinge model
zero-length spring is computed using Equation 3.10. Finally, the stiffness associated with
the two branches that characterize pinching response can becomputed for the CPH member.
3.4.2 Implementation and Calibration in FLPH elements
If the deteriorating models described herein are applied toFPLH elements, the imple-
mentations developed by Ibarra and Krawinkler [84] do not require modifications, as the
objective stiffness and displacements can be directly assigned to the member. This results
in a much simpler implementation based on the general algorithm presented in Figure 3.2
and the general updating Equation (Eq. 3.2). This is one of the main advantages of using
FLPH models, i.e. that the original hysteretic laws do not need adjustments as is the case
when CPH models are used.
As shown by Scott and Ryan [123], employing a moment-rotation deterioration model
law dividing the rotations by the plastic hinge length to obtain a moment-curvature relation
produces inconsistent results and the objective moment-rota ion response is not recovered.
Thus, Scott and Ryan [123] proposed a calibration procedureto address this issue. How-
ever, the calibration procedure was developed for hardening responses only. An alternate
calibration procedure developed in Chapter 2 was proposed for both hardening and soften-
ing responses under monotonic loading.
The flexural stiffness modification parameters (βi, i = {1, 2, 3}) that were obtained in
the previous chapter are independent of the assigned section behavior, as they are computed
based on the comparison between the FLPH flexibility matrix and reference flexibility
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matrix provided by the CPH model. Therefore, these parameters are constant during the
analysis and Equation 2.22 only needs to be applied once at the beginning the analysis,
implying a very limited computational cost.
For theFPLH model, in terms of calibration, the only other parameter that needs ad-
justing is the total energy dissipation capacityEt. This term is defined empirically for the




All other parameters follow the general models developed and implemented by Ibarra
and Krawinkler [84]. Since the proposed calibration of the FLPH elements is done for
the various segments of the force-deformation section response, the objectivity between
target empirical energy dissipation modeled by the CPH models and the energy dissipation
modeled using FLPH elements is achieved, regardless of the plastic hinge length considered.
3.5 Numerical Examples
In this section a simple structure subjected to a set of cyclipushover analyses is used
to evaluate the accuracy and stability of the proposed impleentations. The algorithms
and procedures discussed were implemented in a modified version of the Open System for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees [132], v2.4.3, r5695) framework.
3.5.1 Example 1 - Validation
As examples, a set of simply supported beams and a plane frameare analyzed under cyclic
pushover analyses. The beam, subjected to different end moments (see Figures 3.5 to 3.13),
is analyzed under cyclic displacement control consideringthe three material models dis-
cussed. The beam has a 24 feet (7.33m) span and the model parameters for all material
models are presented in Table 3.1. The ultimate rotation,θu and the plastic hinge length,
Lp, were taken equal to 0.4 rad andL/16, respectively, for all cases. For the Pinching model,
three additional parameters that define the mid-point in thereloading branch are assumed to
be equal to 0.4.
Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 show results for analyses performed using the pinching model
for moment gradients defined with one end moment, two anti-symmetric end moments, and
two symmetrical end moments. The first set of results compares the results obtained using
the CPH model, both considering direct application of Equation 3.2 (CPH-original) and us-
ing the proposed implementation (CPH-updated), with thoseobtained with the finite length
plastic hinge model (FLPH) and an analytical solution. For the CPH-original,nFactor was
taken equal to 10 to reduce numerical instabilities, following recommendations in Ibarra and
Krawinkler [84] and Zareian and Medina [121]. For CPH-update nFactor was taken equal
to 10 and 1000. Results show that all implementations lead tocceptable results. However,
the CPH-original and CPH-updated, considering anFactor equal to 10, lead to a noticeable
over-estimation of the elastic stiffness. This error propagates to the entire analysis, as can be
seen at the end of the unloading branch. Moreover, as a resultof no updating the stiffness of
the elastic element interior during analysis, the CPH-original also leads to significant errors
in the unloading and reloading stiffness. The analysis using the FLPH elements provide the
results closest to the theoretical results, being clearly the most accurate model. Figures 3.5,
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Figure 3.5: Pinching model - cyclic analysis considering a single end moment
3.6, and 3.7 show that the amplitude of observed errors decrease with increase in the mo-
ment gradient along the element length, being smaller for the anti-symmetric loading and
larger for the symmetric loadings. In addition, it is clear that the use of the CPH-original
model does not allow for obtaining accurate results as the direct application of Equation
3.2, i.e. not considering the implementation procedures proposed herein, is not enough for
correctly updating model parameters during the analysis. For the three examples studied,
the errors between the energy dissipated using the calibrated FLPH elements and the CPH
elements (considering anFactor = 1000) are: 8.9× 10−5 for the symmetric end moments,
8.6× 10−5 for the anti-symmetric end moments, and8.7× 10−5 for the single end moment.
Figures 3.10 to 3.13, which show the results obtained for thePeak-oriented and Bilin mod-
els indicate that the conclusions drawn for the pinching model hold for the other material
models.







(kN.m2) (kN.m) (rad) (rad) (kN.m)
All models 2.33× 106 1911 1.05 0.233 0.156 0.4 2255
3.5.2 Example 2 - Stability and Numerical Errors
In Figure 3.14 the errors in the elastic stiffness are plotted for the FLPH model and for
the CPH-updated implementation withnFactor values between 10 and 1000. Results show
convergence of the error when the CPH-updated implementatio is used. However, even
for largenfactors the CPH-updated produces the largest errors when estimating the elastic
stiffness. It is clear that the FLPH model results in very small errors, only comparable with
those obtained for the CPH-updated with annFactor equal to 1000. The results presented
refer to the Bilin model, but conclusions hold for all implemnted models.
To compare the numerical stability of different implementations, results of an elementary
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Figure 3.6: Pinching model - cyclic analysis considering anti-symmetric end moments
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Figure 3.7: Pinching model - cyclic analysis considering symmetric end moments
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Figure 3.8: Peak-oriented model - cyclic analysis considering a single end moment
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Figure 3.9: Peak-oriented model - cyclic analysis considering anti-symmetric end moments
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Figure 3.10: Peak-oriented model - cyclic analysis considering symmetric end moments
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Figure 3.11: Bilin model - cyclic analysis considering a single end moment
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Figure 3.12: Bilin model - cyclic analysis considering anti-symmetric end moments
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Figure 3.13: Bilin model - cyclic analysis considering symmetric end moments
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of error in the elastic stiffness for CPH-updated with different
values ofnFactor and FLPH
assessment are shown in Figure 3.15. The models were analyzed considering the Krylov-
Newton algorithm [126] under displacement control analyses. Pseudo-time steps between
1 × 10−7 and1 × 10−3 are used in the analyses. The norm of the displacement increment
convergence test is used with a threshold of1 × 10−8. Figure 3.15 shows that FLPH and
the CPH-original withnFactor equal to 10 converged for all time steps. However,nFactor
values between 100 and 500 required a pseudo-time step smaller th n1×10−5 for achieving
convergence. For anFactor equal to 1000, a pseudo-time step of1 × 10−7 was necessary to
achieve convergence. Although this is not an exhaustive convergence stability analysis, the
results indicate that the FLPH is significantly more stable.Similar stability is obtained for
the CPH-original model only ifnFactor is taken equal to 10 which, as shown above, leads to
significant overestimation of the elastic stiffness.
3.5.3 Example 3 - Frame Structure
The implemented models were also used to simulate the response of a 3-story steel moment
resisting frame, represented in Figure 3.16, which was design d for Los Angeles by using
pre-Northridge codes [138]. A detailed description of the building is presented in [77,139].
In this work, a two-dimensional centerline model of the external frame of the building is
developed and used for structural analysis. The structuralbuilding model was developed
considering columns modeled as distributed plasticity beam-column elements and a set of
four different cases are considered for capturing the nonliear behavior of the beams. For
the first two cases, the CPH model is used, whereas the other two cases make use of the
FLPH model. These alternatives are described in Table 3.2. For each case, the three Mod-
IMK deterioration models implemented herein are used, resulting in a total of 12 different
analyses. AnFactor equal to 10 is used for all CPH models following suggestions by [121].
A cyclic lateral load pattern proportional to the first mode is applied to all cyclic pushover
analyses.
Figures 3.17 to 3.19 show results associated with the globalresponse of the building
using the Pinching, Peak-Oriented, and Bilin models, respectively. Figures 3.20 to 3.22
show local results for the three models, in terms of the moment-rotation behavior of the left
end of the beam B1 (see Figure 3.16).
Global results indicate that the use of a CPH model without employing the updated im-
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Figure 3.16: Three-story steel moment frame analyzed with the implemented models
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Figure 3.17: Cyclic pushover analysis of the 3-story frame with the ModIMK Pinching
model
plementation of the ModIMK models that do not explicitly take into account thenFactor
(CPH-original) lead to noticeable differences in the unloading regions. Moreover, both up-
dated CPH and calibrated FLPH models, that make use of the proposed implementation lead
to very similar results and performance. The observed differences are expected when a low
value, asnFactor = 10, is used. This value is used to avoid numerical convergence problems
as shown here and also in [121]. Finally, it should be highlighted that FLPH models with
plastic hinges ofL/6 andL/16 provide identical results. It is observable that models CPH-
updated and FLPH (either with plastic hinge length equal to L/6 or L/16) lead to similar
results. Figures 3.20 to 3.22 show that a similar performance is observed at a local level.
A reduction of 10% in the computation time associated with FLPH models was recorded,
when compared to that associated with the CPH models, even for a small problem. This
value is expected to increase as the number of elements increase.
3.6 Conclusion
Within the member modeling approaches available in the literature, concentrated plastic
hinge (CPH) models have been the reference model for earthquake engineering studies dur-
ing the last decade. However, finite-length plastic hinge (FLPH) models have been recently
shown to be advantageous over the CPH models on some points. Asignificant reduction in
modeling effort, as well as in computational cost, a clear distinction between member and
connection nonlinearities, and more realistic modeling ofyielding progression and hinge
rotations are the most important advantages of the FLPH models.
In this work, results obtained for cyclic analysis using implementation and calibration of
the FLPH models are discussed and compared to those resulting from two implementations
used for updating parameters of the unloading stiffness andother deterioration modes in
the CPH models. All implementations were performed in the Opn System for Earthquake
Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) making use of the ModIMKmaterial models, which
have been widely used for simulating steel, RC, and timber frame structures.
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Figure 3.18: Cyclic pushover analysis of the 3-story frame with the ModIMK Peak-oriented
model





























































Figure 3.19: Cyclic pushover analysis of the 3-story frame with the ModIMK Bilin model
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Figure 3.20: Beam response during the cyclic pushover analysis of the 3-story frame with
the ModIMK Pinching model

















































Figure 3.21: Beam response during the cyclic pushover analysis of the 3-story frame with
the ModIMK Peak-oriented model
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Figure 3.22: Beam response during the cyclic pushover analysis of the 3-story frame with
the ModIMK Bilin model
In terms of the implementation, the main conclusions of thisc apter are:
1. a new unified implementation was developed in the OpenSeesframework, where the
ModIMK material models can now be used in both CPH and FLPH models;
2. the implementation of the ModIMK in the CPH models proved to be significantly
more complex than that done for FLPH models. This results from the use, in this case,
of three separate components, two zero-length springs and an elastic beam-column
interior element. In addition, the elastic stiffness of thezero-length springs needs to
be amplified in order to obtain the correct member flexibilitymatrix, which requires
further adjustments in the updating procedure of all parameters of the springs;
3. in FLPH models, the main difficulty lies, not on the implementation of the Mod-
IMK material models, but in the need to calibrate the elementto consider empirical
moment-rotation relationships;
4. although a calibration procedure is required for the FLPHelements, this procedure can
be used independently of the deterioration model law. For the CPH models, custom
implementations are required if different deterioration model laws are to be used;
5. for FPLH models, once the formulation of the calibration is defined, the implementa-
tion procedure is significantly simpler and applicable to a wide range of deterioration
model laws, thus not restricted to the ModIMK relationships;
6. the FLPH calibration proposed was validated for nonlinear cyclic analysis.
Based on the numerical results shown:
1. in general, CPH and FLPH models can provide reasonable results for nonlinear cyclic
analysis;
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2. for a beam element with anti-symmetric end moments, CPH models provide accurate
results independently of thenFactor that is used to amplify the elastic stiffness of the
zero-length springs;
3. for a beam element with other moment gradients, non-negligible errors are obtained
for the elastic stiffness if thenFactor in CPH models is not large enough (e.g., approx-
imately 5% error is obtained for symmetric bending moments fornFactor = 10); these
errors propagate throughout the analysis;
4. CPH models with largenFactor values give rise to numerical instabilities;
5. calibrated FLPH models provided the most accurate results.
In summary, even though the use of FLPH models in large numerical studies requires
more investigation, the results presented in this work indicate that these models are suitable
for being used in large numerical simulations, being more stable, accurate, and versatile.
3.7 Dissemination
This part of the research program resulted in the following outputs.
1. Scientific paper published in the Journal of Earthquake Engineering (in press)
Scope:Presentation of the unified implementation for use of ModIMKrelationships
in CPH and FLPH models. Results from included examples validate the proposed im-
plementation, which were implemented in OpenSees. Additionally, results highlight
that FPLH models avoid errors and convergence pitfalls of CPH models.
Complete reference:Ribeiro, F., Neves, L., and Barbosa, A. (2015). "Implementation
and calibration of finite-length plastic hinge elements foruse in seismic structural
collapse analysis." Journal of Earthquake Engineering (inpress).
2. Oral presentations made at the OpenSees Days workshops inPortugal (2014) and Italy
(2015)
Scope:This part of the research program resulted in the release of the proposed unified
implementation of the ModIMK models for FLPH and CPH elements i the OpenSees
framework as new models. These new models are entitled Bilin02, ModIMKPeakOri-
ented02, and ModIMKPinching02. The source code of the OpenSe s framework can
be download from "svn://peera.berkeley.edu/usr/local/svn/OpenSees/trunk". The wiki
pages associated with these new models will be released soonand will be available
at "http://opensees.berkeley.edu/wiki/ index.php/Command Manual". In this context,
the candidate presented these new implementation for the ModIMK models at the
OpenSees Days Portugal 2014 and OpenSees Days Italy 2015. The presentation
made at the last workshop was entitled "General Implementatio of Modified Ibarra-




Influence of Connections Brittle
Fractures on Structural Fragility
4.1 Scope
The present chapter builds on Chapters 2 and 3 that proposed aformulation and imple-
mentation of finite element models for simulating member behavior under seismic loading.
Not less important in steel construction is the simulation of the connections between struc-
tural elements. Beam-column connections in steel moment resisting frame are particularly
sensitive and their behavior must be accounted for when assessing structural response. Pre-
Northridge steel moment resisting frame buildings, which represent a large fraction of the
existing steel buildings in the US, have been shown to be susceptible to brittle connection
failures. Even though several experimental and numerical studies have been developed, the
modeling approach proposed in this chapter adds to the current state of the art on two main
points: (i) a new modeling approach for the beam-column and connections is proposed,
which allows for aggregation at the member level of the connection and the beams; and (ii)
the influence of uncertainty of the connection drift capacity and earthquake ground motion
record-to-record (RTR) variability are separately considere on the estimation of building
damage and loss assessment.
A probabilistic assessment of the performance of the 3- and the 9-story Los Angeles SAC
buildings is performed. The drift demands for each structure modeled with brittle beam-
column connections are compared with the results for the structu e modeled with perfectly
rigid connections. In this case, nonlinearities are concentrated on members. Comparison
includes median drift results obtained for the various intensity levels, fragility analysis, and
the repair cost ratio (RCR) with brittle and rigid connection response. New fragility curves
that account for the brittle connections and the uncertainty in connection capacity are pro-
posed. Results obtained in this chapter show that the considerat on of brittle beam-column
connection leads to significantly larger drift demands and,consequently, to higher repair
costs.
4.2 Introduction
Prior to the 1994 Northridge earthquake, welded steel construction was widely accepted in
seismic regions and was especially common in the U.S. west coast. Most steel moment
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resisting frames (SMRF) were designed and constructed using welded-flange-bolted-web
(WFBW) connections [140]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of this type of connection, which
uses complete joint penetration groove welds connecting the beam flanges to the column
flanges and a shear tab connecting the beam web to the column flange. The shear tab was
typically shop welded to the column with fillet or groove welds and then bolted to the beam
web.
Following the 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe earthquakes, brittle fractures in or around
the groove weld between the beam bottom flange and the column flange were observed,
resulting in extreme losses [141]. Based on experimental work developed in recent years to
characterize the behavior of WFBW pre-Northridge connections, the impact of connection
uncertainty on damage and loss assessments has been assessed by Xu and Ellingwood [140]












Figure 4.1: Typical pre-Northridge WFBW connection detail[143]
In this work, a new modeling approach that uses finite-lengthplastic hinge (FLPH) mod-
els to simulate member behavior and concentrated plastic hinge (CPH) springs as fracture
elements is used. This modeling approach allows for separation between member and con-
nection response. This is important as member empirical laws and connection fracture mod-
els can now be applied together and used in probabilistic studies. Moreover, this model
allows for more realistic modeling of the fracture, such as the relationship between the ro-
tation of the connection itself and the rotation of the member plastic hinge. In fact, when
a connection fails, as the connection rotation increases, the member rotation remains un-
changed and equal to the fracture rotation. This phenomenonis accurately simulated with
the proposed model. Connection model parameters are based on experimental data. In ad-
dition, the sensitivity of the building response to connection rotation capacity is explored
and the associated consequences on structural fragility are computed, thus allowing for es-
timating the impact of connection uncertainty on the performance. This topic is still not
sufficiently studied as most of the studies developed to dateh v either neglected the un-
certainty in connection rotation capacity or considered ittogether with the RTR variability
(e.g., [142,144]). The isolated assessment of uncertaintyin connection rotation capacity is
important for performance-based engineering methods. Theproposed modeling approach is




In order to validate the proposed connection model, numerical analysis are executed
to compare results obtained with the proposed modeling appro ch and force-displacement
response obtained in four experimental tests conducted as part of the SAC Steel Project.
After validating the model, a probabilistic assessment of the performance of two SMRF
buildings subjected to various earthquake ground motions is performed. The 3- and the 9-
story Los Angeles SAC buildings, which were designed according to pre-Northridge codes
[138] are used in this work. Following Xu and Ellingwood [140], the rotation capacity
associated with each connection of the buildings is defined through a log-normal distribution
with parameters defined based on the experimental tests performed in SAC Project using
WFBW connections. A correlation factor of 0.7 is consideredb tween connections within
each building [145]. Latin Hypercube Sampling [146,147] isused to generate two-hundred
building samples. The building’s performance is analyzed at ten different intensity levels.
These are obtained by scaling ten ground motion records fromthe SAC Steel Project 10/50
(10% in 50 years probability of exceedance) ground motion set. The drift demands for
each structure modeled with brittle beam-column connections are compared with the results
for the structure modeled with perfectly rigid connections. In this case, nonlinearities are
concentrated on members, thus leading to a ductile member response. Comparison includes
median drift results obtained for the various intensity leve s, fragility analysis, and the repair
cost ratio (RCR) with brittle and rigid connection response.
Results obtained in this chapter show that the consideration of brittle beam-column con-
nection lead to significantly larger drift demands. This increase in drift demands leads to
an increase in the computed probability of exceedance of predefined damage states and to
higher repair costs. The statistical measures derived in this work can be used on the devel-
opment of future probabilistic studies.
4.3 Literature Review
During the 1994 Northridge earthquake extensive damage andlocal failures at the beam-to-
column welded joints in SMRF buildings were observed. However, there have been very
limited visible signs of inelastic action in the joints, such as local flange or web buckling. If
undetected, local failures at the beam-to-column joints are critical, increasing the vulnera-
bility of the structure during post-earthquakes events.
Experimental research performed after the Northridge earthquake confirmed that WFBW
are prone to brittle fracture with little ductility, namelyon the bottom beam-flange. In fact,
Bonowitz and Youssef [141] state that, based on a post-Northridge damage survey, about 70
to 80% of the reported damage occurred in the beam bottom flange. Damage to the shear
connections that could affect gravity load capacity, was quite rare. Additionally, column
web fracture occurred in less than 10% of location already damaged at the beam-column
weld [141,148]. Thus, Maison and Bonowitz [144] state that for these types of connections
it suffices to model the frames with fracture elements at the beams ends in the beam-column
flexural connection.
Based on the research developed in the SAC project numerous numerical models were
proposed to simulate brittle connection fractures. The model proposed by Luco and Cornell
[142] has been widely used in the simulation of pre-Northridge connections and is the mod-
eling approach suggested in FEMA355C [77]. In this model, thfracture element is modeled
as a rotational spring that is placed at each end of an elasticbeam in order to emulate plastic
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hinging (concentrated plasticity) of the beam and possiblefracture of the connections. The
moment-rotation hysteretic behavior of the fracture reproduces that observed in the experi-
mental testing program of moment-resisting beam-column con ections that experienced top
and/or bottom beam flange fracture. The multi-linear moment-rotation hysteretic behavior
proposed by Luco and Cornell [142] was calibrated based on experimental results obtained
in the SAC project.
The typical moment-rotation hysteresis for a fracture elemnt is shown in Figure 4.2(a).
This model consists, in a first phase, in a common elasto-plastic behavior, where a ductile
yielding, characterized by a hardening branch starting at the plastic momentMp, is observed.
Then, in a second phase, which starts when the plastic rotation θf is reached a sudden drop
in strength is observed and the bending moment drops to its residual valueMr. The main
parameter related to the fracture of the connections is the plastic rotationθf . In addition, this
model also considers the possibility of fracture before reaching the nominal plastic moment
Mp, designated as "pre-yield" (also known as "early" or "premature") fracture of the bottom
beam flange. This phenomenon is represented in Figure 4.2(b). In this case after "early"
fracture the moment drops immediately to the residual valueMr.
This model was implemented first in the DRAIN-2DX [149], and further development
and improvement were proposed by Uanget al. [150]. The model was also implemented
in the IDASS software [151]. Preliminary studies developedby Hall [152] and Song [153]
made use of these models to assess the response of steel buildings with damaged welded
connections. After that, several numerical studies were developed in order to study the
SMRF buildings designed for Los Angeles, California, specifically for the SAC project.
In this context, Luco and Cornell [142] and Lee and Foutch [154] used numerical models
that included the effects of brittle connections, panel zone deformation, and interior gravity
frames to compute the expected damage at two hazard levels (probability of exceedance of
































Figure 4.2: Fracture model developed by Luco and Cornell (2000)
Maison and Bonowitz [144] studied the Los Angeles 9-story building considering the
fracture rotations associated with each connection as random variables. Wang and Wen
[155] also used the model proposed by Luco and Cornell [142] and proposed a method
for evaluating structural reliability and redundancy of steel buildings under earthquakes in
terms of maximum column drift ratio. The seismic hazard is expr ssed in terms of annual
exceedance probability of biaxial spectral displacement.A power law relationship between
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MCDR and BSD is then established from regression analyses ofbuilding response under
SAC ground motions for a wide range of intensities. A redundancy factor is developed for
calculating the required design force for structures of different degrees of redundancy such
that a uniform reliability requirement is satisfied.
Finally, Xu and Ellingwood [140] investigated the robustness of pre-Northridge steel
moment frames under column removal, by using a model developed in OpenSees. In this
model, columns and beams are both modeled using nonlinear beam-column elements with
fiber sections, with a bilinear elastic-plastic material model with a 3% strain hardening ratio.
The strength demands obtained with this model were used to determine the probability of
fracture of connection in two three-story buildings. The probability of failure is estimated
based on a model developed and calibrated with experimentalresults from the SAC project.
Xu and Ellingwood [140] noted that panel zone deformations could be neglected in their
collapse simulations due to the small imbalance of beam moments due to gravity loads after
loss of columns. In what concerns the explicit modeling of panel zones, Li and El-Tawil
[156] also stated that these deformations did not contribute s bstantially to the behavior of
the macro-model and, consequently, may be ignored in the simulations. A list of works that
have studied pre-Northridge type buildings are summarizedin Table 4.1 as well as the ob-
tained peak interstory drift ratio (IDR) and percentage of fractured connections (PFC), when
available. These studies have analyzed the influence of conne tio fracture on the seismic
performance of pre-Northridge buildings. Some of them consider probabilistic distributions
of the rotation fracture. However, fracture rotation is assumed to be equal throughout the
building. In this work, connection fracture uncertainty isconsidered in the development
of numerical models able to reproduce the behavior of pre-Northridge SMRF structures.
A new model that is able to simulate both member nonlinearitynd connection fracture is
presented.
Table 4.1: Results obtained by other works on the response assessment of WFBW Pre-
Northridge buildings
Reference Stories Spectral Acc. (g) Peak IDR (%) PFC (%)
Luco and Cornell [142] 3 SAC 2/50 7.1
Maison and Bonowitz [144] 9 SAC 10/50 1.5 35
Luco and Cornell [142] 9 SAC 10/50 2.4 20
Maison and Bonowitz [144] 9 SAC 2/50 4 65
Luco and Cornell [142] 9 SAC 2/50 5.1
Islam [157] 11 0.09 1.1 28
SAC [158] 11 0.12 0.3 16
Uanget al. [150] 13 0.2 1.7 14
Luco and Cornell [142] 20 SAC 2/50 6.0
4.4 Model Development
4.4.1 Beam and Connection FE Model
The developed model is based on: (i) the Finite-Length Plastic Hinge (FLPH) formulation
[102], discussed in Chapter 2, for simulating member respone including nonlinear behavior,
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as well as strength and stiffness deterioration; and (ii) zero-l ngth springs to model the
connections. The zero-length springs are placed at both ends of the FLPH element and are
assigned a rigid-plastic behavior, where the plastic streng h is abruptly reduced to simulate
connection fracture. This model allows for holistically considering empirical models in
simulating member response at the same time that considers the possibility of connection
fracture.
The Modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (ModIMK [127]) moment-rotation relations
are used for their versatility. In Chapter 3 a consistent imple entation of the ModIMK
model was developed in order to be used in both FLPH and in concentrated plasticity (zero-
length springs) models. These models were implemented by the authors in the OpenSees
framework. Details of these models and the corresponding imple entation are given in
Chapter 3.
The Bilin model is used to model plastic hinges of the member.The moment-curvature
relationship is obtained by scaling (by the plastic hinge length) the moment-rotation relation-
ship provided by the empirical laws proposed by Lignos and Krawinkler [4] and described
in Chapter 3. The parameters of the model are obtained from empirical laws proposed by
Lignos and Krawinkler [4]. The Pinching model is used to model th moment-rotation be-
havior of connections. This model includes strength and stiffness deterioration mechanisms.
Connections may fracture at different rotation amplitudesin positive and negative bending.
Different positive fracture rotations,θ+f , and negative fracture rotations,θ
−
f , are typically
defined in positive and negative bending corresponding to bott m and top beam-flange frac-
ture, respectively, which is mainly due to the influence of a slab, a backup bar, or an access
hole [143]. The moments associated with the rotation valuesat which fracture takes place
depend on the model stiffness used to simulate member behavior. These rotation values
are calibrated based on experimental results obtained in the SAC project, which include the
beam rotation as well as the panel zone rotation at first fractu e. After fracture the behav-
ior of the connection model includes a softening branch overa rotation of 0.002 rad. The
softening branch models the flange or weld tear´ing completely through, and thus the mo-
ment capacity decreases. Even after fracture in the top or bottom beam-flange, the strength
capacity in the other flange of the beam remains intact. Thus te behavior of the connec-
tion has a pinched reloading branch, which is defined by threeparameters (Fr,p, Fr,n, and
Apinch) defining the point at which reloading starts, and a residualstrength capacity defined
as a fraction of the fracture moment. TheΛ parameter that controls the cyclic deterioration
is set a large number because, apart from the pinched behavior, no cyclic deterioration is
considered in the connections. Figure 4.3 shows an illustration of the developed model.
The modeling approach described above is exemplified througan example of a simply
supported beam with anti-symmetric end moments. In this example, connection fracture
rotation is set a value larger than the member yielding rotation. A cyclic pushover analy-
sis is performed by controlling the rotation at the right-end node. Seven complete cycles
of increasing rotation (see Figure 4.4(d)) are executed andthree responses are tracked: (a)
global response (Figure 4.4(a)); (b) member response (Figure 4.4(b)); and (c) connection
response (Figure 4.4(c)). In this example, results in the figures indicate that during the first
two cycles the connection has not fractured, even though thebeam element goes into a non-
linear range. During the third cycle, the connection fractures, which is associated with an
abrupt decrease in strength in the positive moment region. Subsequently, after load reversal
(fourth cycle) the fracture closes, which occurs during thesegment with lower slope (below
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(c) ModIMK Model Backbone Curve.
Figure 4.3: Conceptual description of the proposed modeling approach
a consequence, the connection remains rigid. However, aftesignificant member yielding,
connection fails for negative bending moments and a decrease in strength for negative mo-
ment is also recorded. During the following cycles (fifth, sixth, and seventh) the moment
varies between the residual moment of the connection. When tis value is reached, the
connection rotation increases, while the member rotation remains the same. The segments
with lowest slopes correspond to the closing of the fractures. The described model behavior
presents improvements to the behavior of the model proposedby Luco and Cornell (see Fig-
ure 4.2(a)), namely in what concerns differentiation betwen fracture closing and reloading,
which is not possible in the former model. Moreover, this model fits well data driven from




































































































































































































































(a) Global Response (b) Member Response (c) Connection Response.
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4.4.2 Beam and Connection Model Validation
Four beam-column connection tests are used in the validation of the proposed modeling
approach. These correspond to two tests carried out during Phase I and two tests performed
during Phase II of the SAC project. The two Phase I tests are ess ntially used to validate
the modeling approach and fracture rotation parameters. However, these tests were stopped
after the first weld fracture, which hinders its usefulness to perform post-fracture validation.
Tests carried out during Phase II were continued after weld fracture, and are thus used to
validate post-fracture behavior. However, very few tests are available. Additional tests,
performed in other research projects were used to assess thepost-fracture accuracy of the
model. Nevertheless, further work is needed in order to confirm the preliminar validation
carried out in this work.
Figure 4.5 shows the experimental results obtained in the four tests plotted against the
numerical results obtained with the model implemented in OpenSees. The main goal of
these analyses is to verify that the proposed model is functio al and to assess the accuracy
of the results for these reference tests. Figures 4.5(a), 4.5(b), and 4.5(d) correspond to tests
carried out by Bertero et al. and Popov et al. [5] as part of theSAC Project Phase I, whereas
Figure 4.5(c) corresponds to a test carried out in SAC Project Phase II - Task 7 [159]. The
tests setup are represented in the figures. The model correspnd to two perpendicular frame
elements, connected at the base of the vertical element. Thehorizontal member is simply
supported at both ends. Member sizes and geometrical properties of the test set up are
represented at the figures. The beam and column nonlinear properties, namely plastic ro-
tation capacity and deterioration parameters are obtainedthrough the empirical expressions
proposed by Lignos and Krawinkler [4]. A cyclic pushover is performed by applying dis-
placements at the top of the vertical element. Material prope ties are considered following
characterization provided in the test reports. The plastichinge lengths are assumed to be
equal toLp = L/16. The connection fracture rotation is obtained after calibrt on of the
proposed modeling approach, which serve as sensitivity anal sis and validation of the con-
sidered fracture rotations. In these examples, the Krylov-Newton algorithm [126] is used to
solve the nonlinear system of equations. Table 4.2 presentsthe main observations of these
analyses.
In conclusion, the numerical model results fit well the experim ntal results. However, it
depends on the definition of the fracture rotation for the accurate assessment of the global
response. Even though the proposed model is not able to capture low-cycle fatigue induced
fractures, the model shows a great ability to reproduce post-frac ure behavior. It is worth
noting that the reloading branches are very close, as are theresidual segments. The resid-
ual strength capacity is estimated to be 25% of the full member capacity. The pinching
parameters were considered to beFr,p = Fr,n = 0.3 andApinch = 0.8.
4.4.3 Fracture Model Probabilistic Definition
In this Section, the rotation at which fracture occurs,θf , is defined as a random variable.
Based on the limited tests available,θf is defined to follow a log-normal distribution. Top
and bottom beam-flange fracture rotations are considered tobe different.
The probabilistic model used to model the fracture rotationat the bottom beam-flange
weld is based on tests performed in FEMA/SAC Steel Project Phase I, on a total of 12
exterior pre-Northridge steel moment connections designed to simulate the design practice
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>0.010rad (top flange not fractured)
M =30%Mp
F  =F  =0.3
A =0.8





















(b) Test 2 (ID: UCB-PN3)
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(c) Test 3 (ID: SAC/BD-97/02 - Specimen 1.1).
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>0.018rad (no top flange fracture )
M =25%Mp









































































F  =F  =0.3
A =0.8
Fracture of top flange weld
Fracture of bottom flange weld
Figure 4.5: Numerical analyses performed to validate the modeling approach using four
SAC Project tests
prevalent prior to the Northridge earthquake.
Fracture is assumed to take place at the bottom beam-flange when the plastic rotation
reachesθ+f = 0.015 rad (positive bending). Note that the average (total)pl stic rotation
capacity of all the bottom beam-flange connections, including those which early fracture, is
only 0.011 rad. This average value of plastic rotation capacity compares well to the average
total (beam plus panel zone) plastic rotations at first fracture observed in the SAC Phase I
laboratory tests [160]. The 12 tests of pre-Northridge typeconnections with 30- and 36-
in.-deep beams (without slabs) yielded (total) plastic rotati n capacities ranging from 0.0 to
0.021 rad, with an average of 0.010 rad. Also based on these tests, he standard deviation of
the probability distribution is assumed to be 0.007rad.
Fracture at the top beam-flange is characterized through laboratory tests of full-scale
beam-column connections that were continued beyond first (bot om) beam-flange fracture
[161], that prompted the consideration ofθ−f = 0.030rad as a sensitivity case. Due to the
lack of data on top beam-flange fracture, a deterministic factor of 2 is considered to define
the ratio between fracture rotation for negative and positive bending moments (θ−f = 2×θ
+
f ).
This consideration is supported by Maison and Bonowitz [144].
Once fracture occurs, the bending moment (positive or negative) capacity is reduced to
30% ofMy, whereas the connection retains its full moment capacity inopposite bending
direction (based on Andersonet al. [162]). This value is considered to be deterministic in
this study. A sensitivity study performed by Luco and Cornell [142] showed that variation
of the residual strength from 30% to 10% lead to an increase inthe drift demands of less
than 20%. FEMA 273 suggests 20% and SAC studies used 30%, which proved to fit well
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Table 4.2: Observations of the numerical analyses performed to validate the modeling ap-
proach using four SAC Project tests
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Fracture of the top flange
weld followed by fracture
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- both fractures occurred,
in fact, due to fatigue phe-
nomena
the experimental tests.
The possibility of pre-yield fracture is neglected in this model for two reasons: (i) there
is a lack of available data on this phenomenon and, consequently, modeling it would not be
feasible; and (ii) results obtained by Luco and Cornell [142] showed that consideration of
pre-yield fractures have almost no effect on story drift demands.
The inter-component correlation, namely the correlation between fracture rotations among
the different beams of a building plays an important role in the probabilistic assessment of
building performance. The correlation must take into account that the workmanship and
material quality among different connections is expected to be similar. Data from actual
structures, which are scarce, is required to assess the actual impact of inter-component cor-
relation [163]. Data on this regard have been provided by Idota et al. [145] who tested
coupons from each production lot of steel members and then tracked them to their actual
positions in a six-story six-bay steel frame. They suggested a correlation coefficient of 0.65
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for the yield strength of beams or columns belonging to the same production lot. A corre-
lation coefficient of 0.70 is considered in this work among the distribution probabilities of
the different connections based on the values used by Kazantzi et al. [163] and Idotaet al.
[145], as to take into account workmanship quality.
Three pinching parameters also need to be defined in the post-fracture connection behav-
ior, which control the point at which reloading starts. Two of them correspond to the ratio
of moment at which reloading starts in positive and negatived r ction, respectively. These
are taken equal to 0.3. The remaining parameter, which corresponds to the ratio of rotation
at which reloading starts is considered to be equal to 0.8. The sensitivity of the structural
response to variation in these parameters is studied in Section 4.8.
4.5 Analysis Methodology
The building’s performance is analyzed at ten different intensity levels. These are obtained
by scaling ground motion records, which are part of the SAC Steel Project 10/50 (10% in
50 years probability of exceedance) ground motion set, withfactors ranging from 0.3 to 1.8.
For reference, the records scaled by 1.0 and 1.5 correspond to the DBE and MCE intensity
levels, respectively.
The drift demands for each structure modeled with brittle beam-column connections
(brittle connection model) are compared with the results for the structure modeled with
perfectly rigid connections (rigid connection model). It is important to highlight that the
consideration of rigid connections leads to a concentration of nonlinearities in the members
only and, consequently, to a ductile member behavior. For the igid connection model, three
additional intensity levels (with scale factors 2.3, 2.6, and 3.0) are analyzed in order to
allow for more accurate computation of the fragility curves, a the rigid connection model
needs larger intensity ground motions to induce drifts similar to those attained by the brittle
connection model.
In order to assess the influence of connection fracture uncertainty in building perfor-
mance assessment, a sufficiently large number of analyses isr quired. Latin Hypercube
Sampling [146,147] is used to generate two-hundred building samples. Each building dif-
fers from the other in what concerns fracture rotations, which are generated through the
defined log-normal probabilistic distribution. Followingthe approach by Dolsek [164], the
number of LHS samples was decided so that the correlation between random variables is
equal to the objective correlation, i.e. 0.70. Recall that te median connection fracture
rotation for positive bending moments isµθ+f = 0.015rad, and for negative bending mo-
ments isµθ−f = 2 × µθ+f . The standard deviation of the probability distribution istaken as
σθ+f
= 0.007rad. The LA3 building has 18 WFBW connections, while the LA9 building
has 90 WFBW connections (see Figure 4.8). Figures 4.6(a) and4.6(b) show the median
and the standard deviation of the fracture rotations for theLA3 and LA9 buildings for the
two-hundred different samples, respectively.
A reference model that neglects brittle connections is alsoused to allow for response
comparison and evaluation of the influence of connections uncertainty.
The peak IDR is taken as the engineering demand parameter that best describes the
structural response as it offers a compromise between localand global structural behavior
[165]. For each analysis, the Newton-Raphson method is usedto solve the nonlinear system
of equations at each time step. An adaptive scheme was implement d to overcome possi-
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Total number of connections:
200 samples x 24 connections
= 4800
Correlation factor among
connections in each sample = 0.70






















Total number of connections:
200 samples x 90 connections
= 18000
Correlation factor among
connections in each sample = 0.70
Figure 4.6: Median and standard deviation of the fracture rotation of the connections for the
two hundred samples of: (a) LA3 building; and (b) LA9 building
ble convergence problems. The analysis time-step was determin d following a convergence
study where the accuracy of roof acceleration time-historyresponse due to large intensity
shaking was studied using five time steps between 0.01 sec and0.00005 sec. To reduce the
computational time required to perform the analyses, a high-throughput distributed comput-
ing framework based on HTCondor [166], available at Oregon State University was used.
4.6 Case Study Description
4.6.1 Buildings and Site Description
The SMRF buildings studied in this chapter are a subset of themodels developed as part of
the SAC steel project. These buildings are three (3-) and 9-story buildings (denoted LA3 and
LA9, respectively), which were designed for Los Angeles by using pre-Northridge codes
[138]. In both buildings, external frames were designed to resist the lateral seismic loads
and interior frames were designed as gravity frames. Figure4.8 shows one of the moment
resisting frames in the N-S direction. As represented, all bui dings have spans of 9.15 m
in both directions. The 3-story building presents no basement, whereas the 9-story building
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has one basement level. The height of the frames is constant and equal to 3.96 m, except
for the first level of the taller building, which has a height of 5.49 m. The member sizes are
indicated in Figure 4.8. A detailed description of the buildings is presented in FEMA355C
[77] and Luco [139].
4.6.2 Ground Motion Records
Ten ground motion records from the SAC Steel Project are usedSomervilleet al. [167].
The records are part of the 10/50 (10% in 50 years probabilityof exceedance) ground mo-
tion set. This set consists in twenty record pairs corresponding to ten earthquakes. These
records are based on real and simulated ground motions, scaled so that their mean response
spectra matches the 1997 National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) de-
sign spectrum, as reported by Somervilleet al.[167]. The acceleration time histories for Los
Angeles are all derived from recordings of shallow crustal earthquakes on Soil Category D.
As only one ground motion from each pair is used in this chapter, a total of ten different
ground motion records are used. In each pair, the ground motion w th the largest PGA is
used.
The median pseudo-acceleration response spectra of the ground motions is presented
in Figure 4.7. This figure also shows the ASCE 7-10 design spectrum. The two are very
close and similar spectral acceleration values are obtained at the fundamental periods of
both buildings.












































 LA3        0.65g       0.69g
 
 LA9        0.28g       0.26g
Figure 4.7: Median response spectra of the 10/50 SAC ground motion set
4.6.3 Model Definition
A centerline model of each of the SMRFs is defined for each building. Geometric non-
linearities are accounted for during the analysis by considering aP − ∆ leaning column
carrying half of the building’s weight. A rigid diaphragm isassumed at each floor level.
Soil-structure interaction is not considered. Masses and loa s are applied to beam-column
joints. Similarly to the approach in FEMA355C [77], Rayleigh damping is assigned to the
models. As described by Erduran [168], a damping ratio of 2% is assigned to the first mode
(TLA31 = 1.04s andT
LA9
1 = 2.40s) and a higher mode. Following FEMA355C [77], the
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higher mode under consideration is a mode with period of 0.2s(a period close to LA3’s
third modal period and LA9’s fifth modal period).
The modeling approach presented in Figure 4.3 is employed here to simulate beam be-
havior. The connections are defined according to the fracture model presented in section
4.4.3. Member plastic hinge flexural behavior is simulated through the Bilin model, whose
properties are obtained using Lignos and Krawinkler [4] empirical expressions. The main
parameters are summarized in Figure 4.8. All other model parameters are defined as pro-
posed by Lignos and Krawinkler [4] and Lignos and Krawinkler[128]. A plastic hinge
length ofLp = L/16 is considered. The columns are modeled using a force-based fib r-
section distributed plasticity beam-column finite elements with six integration points and an
elasto-plastic constitutive law with a 3% hardening rate assigned to each fiber. For beams,
cyclic deterioration and connection fracture are considere to be the most relevant phenom-
ena. For columns, the most important phenomenon to simulateis the interaction between
axial force and bending moment.
NL-FB-H N l F B H
NL-FMRB N l F L M -R B
- on inear orce- ased Beam-Column Element  with Fiber Section with 3% strain- ardening
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6
Figure 4.8: (a) LA3 building; (b) LA3 Sections, Model Parameters, and Floor Masses; (c)
LA9 building; and (d) LA9 Sections, Model Parameters, and Floor Masses.
4.7 Deterministic Performance Assessment
This Section presents two different analysis. In the first par , the building’s response is ana-
lyzed under the ten earthquake ground motions considering that all connections in the build-
ings are characterized by the median fracture rotation, i.e. θ+f = 0.015rad. In the second
part, the connections fracture rotations are randomly assigned using the defined probabilistic
distributions and the results of two specific analysis, one for each building, are shown.
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In the first part of the Section, a first estimation of the building response and the cor-
responding influence of brittle connections is obtained by performing the analysis for all
ground motions at the DBE and MCE intensity levels. The results obtained for the DBE
and MCE intensity levels are summarized in Table 4.3, namelythe median peak IDR, the
median PFC, and the increase in the median peak IDR (relatively o the rigid connection
case).
Table 4.3: Preliminary results obtained considering brittle connections withθ+f = 0.015rad
for all connections
LA3 LA9
DBE MCE DBE MCE
Median Peak IDR 4.41 % 9.34 % 2.41 % 3.87 %
Median PFC 69 % 97 % 0 % 5 %
Increase in Peak IDR 80 % 146 % 1 % 17 %
The obtained results indicate that a minimal increase in peak IDR is obtained for the
DBE intensity level for the LA9 building and a relatively small increase (17% increase) is
recorded for the MCE level. For the LA3 building, a large increase is observed for both
intensity levels. The increase in peak IDR correlated well with the PFC of both buildings.
In fact, considering the four points defined by the obtained median peak IDRs and PFCs,
the computed linear correlation coefficient is 0.86.
In the second part of the Section, results of individual analysis for the LA3 and LA9
buildings are presented. Two building samples, one for the LA3 and other for the LA9 buld-
ing, are randomly selected, among the total number of generated s mples, to be shown here.
A single ground motion, scaled to the MCE intensity level, isused to assess the response of
the building. Results obtained with the rigid connection model are also represented. Figure
4.9 shows the response of the LA3 building under the third SACearthquake ground motion
(termed as "la03"). Results indicate that peak IDR associated with the brittle connection
model is approximately twice as large as the one associated wi h the rigid connection model
(5.53% for the brittle connection model and 2.75% for the rigid connection model). During
this analysis 72% of the connections failed (13 out of 18, as represented in Figure 4.10(a)).
Figure 4.10(a) also shows that the floor with most fractures recorded a larger drift. Fur-
thermore, Figure 4.9 also indicates that due to the connections fracture (such as the one
represented in Figure 4.9(e)) the vibration properties of the structure are significantly dif-
ferent at the end of the ground motion (observe the difference i the vibration cycles when
almost no ground motion movement exists). In order to investigate this fact, Figure 4.10(b)
shows that ratio between the structural periods of vibration of the intact structure (i.e., before
ground motion starts) and after the ground motion (considering a 30s free vibration period
after the end of the ground motion). The obtained results indicate that a significant increase
(ratio of 2.03) is obtained for the first period. The ratio associated with the second period is
1.41, while for the third period a slight increase is also reco ded (ratio of 1.07). For the rigid
connection model, the increase is residual (maximum ratio of 1.01 for the first mode). This
is due to the fact that no stiffness deterioration is considere in the member modeling.
Figure 4.11 shows the response of the 9-story building when subjected to the eleventh
SAC ground motion (termed "la11") scaled to the MCE intensity. For this example, re-
sults indicate that peak IDR associated with the brittle connection model is almost twice
as large as the one associated with the rigid connection model (4.82% for the brittle con-
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(b) Model with Rigid Connections


















GM: la03 - Intensity Level: MCE
Peak IDR = 2.75%
Peak IDR = 5.53%
Fractured Connections = 13 (72%)
Fracture








(d) Beam Response - Rigid Connections

























Λ = 0.792 rad








(e) Beam Response - Brittle Connections































Figure 4.9: LA3 building - Time-history response: (a) ground motion acceleration; (b)
peak IDR obtained with the rigid connection model; (c) peak IDR obtained with the brittle
connection model; (d) beam moment-rotation response obtained with the rigid connection
model; and (e) beam moment-rotation response obtained withthe brittle connection model.
nection model and 2.88% for the rigid connection model). During this analysis 33% of the
connections failed (30 out of 90 as shown in Figure 4.12(a)).Connections fracture induces
a concentration of nonlinearities in the lower stories, i.e. larger peak IDR’s are recorded
at lower stories. This concentration of large drifts in the lower stories may be due, in part,
to P − ∆ effects and/or to the near-source nature of some of the SAC earthquake records
for Los Angeles. In addition, the model with brittle connections show elongation of pe-
riod. Figure 4.12(b) shows the ratio between the structuralperiods of vibration of the intact
structure (i.e., before ground motion starts) and after theground motion (considering a 30s
free vibration period after the end of the ground motion). Itis worth noting that for this
building the increase in the first period of vibration of the brittle connection model is much
larger than the increase in the other periods. In what concerns the rigid connection model,
no change in the rigid connection model periods is observed.High correlation was found
between the floor with larger number of fractured connections a d the mode shape after the
ground motion. Similar observations were made for the LA3 building.
4.8 Sensitivity Assessment of Fracture Model Parameters
A preliminary sensitivity study is carried out in order to asse s the influence of variation in
the fracture model parameters on the performance of the buildings. This study is based on
simple variation of the fracture rotationθ+f and pinching parameters (Fr,p, Fr,n, andApinch)
and the comparison of the obtained peak IDR.
Figure 4.13 shows pushover analyses carried out with four different connection frac-
tures rotations. All connections in each model are assignedth same fracture rotation. For
θ+f =0.020 rad the maximum base shear that the structures withstand is close to the rigid
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Figure 4.10: LA3 building - (a) Fractured connections; and (b) variation in the periods of
vibration.
connection case. However, a brittle collapse occurs due to the fracture of several connec-
tions at the same time and, consequently, the generation of acollapse mechanism. When the
value of the fracture rotation decreases the base shear associ ted with collapse also decrease
but the type of brittle collapse remains.
Figure 4.13 also shows results when the fracture rotation israndomly assigned to the
connections among the buildings, using the considered probabilistic distribution (µθ+f =
0.015rad;σθ+f = 0.007rad) and the inter-component correlation coefficient of 0.7, the base
shear associated with collapse is lower than the one associated with θ+f =0.020 rad and
larger than the one associated withθ+f =0.007 rad. In this case the capacity curve is char-
acterized by several steps, corresponding to the failure ofdifferent connections. This is the
normal behavior of a structure with brittle connections. This is clearly seen in the LA9
building (Figure 4.13(b)) but not evident in the LA3 building (Figure 4.13(a)) due to the re-
duced number of connections. In the LA3 building after failure of some of the connections,
convergence problems are found which hinders the prosecution of the analyses.
Figure 4.14 shows results of the nonlinear dynamic analysisperformed by varying con-
nection fractures rotations. The ground motion LA04 at DBE intensity level is used in this
analysis. It is worth noting that for both buildings, ifθ+f =0.020 rad, no connections fail and,
as a consequence, the peak IDR is equal to that obtained with the rigid connection model.
When the value of the fracture rotation decreases, the peak IDR increases by more than
twice for some cases. For the LA3 building the peak IDR associated withθ+f =0.010 rad is
larger than the one obtained withθ+f =0.007 rad, which is due to particular ground motion
acceleration history and the time at which connections fractu ed, which is a function of the
fracture rotation. For the LA3 building three analyses werealso performed by randomly
assigning the fracture rotations. Peak IDR are, as expected, within the interval defined by
the results of the deterministic samples.
Finally, the sensitivity of the peak IDR of the LA9 building to the variation of the pinch-
ing parameters was analyzed. In this analysis the fracture rotation is taken asθ+f = θ
−
f =
0.010 rad. The three pinching parameters, which may assume valuesin the interval [0,1] (if
these are equal to 0 or 1 the model is equivalent to the peak-oriented model, i.e. no pinched
reloading is obtained). Five different values of each parameter are considered. Moreover, it
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(e) Beam Response - Brittle Connections


























(d) Beam Response - Rigid Connections
































(b) Model with Rigid Connections


















GM: la11 - Intensity Level: MCE
Peak IDR = 2.88%
Fracture Peak IDR = 4.82%
Fractured Connections = 30 (33%)
Facture
θp = 0.025 rad
θpc = 0.15 rad
Λ = 0.98 rad
θf+ = 0.0089 rad
θf- = 0.0178 rad
Figure 4.11: LA9 building - Time-history response: (a) ground motion acceleration; (b)
peak IDR obtained with the rigid connection model; (c) peak IDR obtained with the brittle
connection model; (d) beam moment-rotation response obtained with the rigid connection
model; and (e) beam moment-rotation response obtained withthe brittle connection model.
is considered that the parameters related to fraction of streng h at which reloading starts are
assumed to be the same in both positive and negative bending directions, i.e.Fr,p = Fr,n.
Results obtained indicate that variation inFr does not introduce significant variation in peak
IDR.Apinch (i.e. the rotation fraction at which reloading starts) doesinfluence the peak IDR,
although with small variations. Thus confirms the validity of the deterministic consideration
of these parameters.
Table 4.4: LA9 Building - Sensitivity analysis to pinching reloading parameters
Peak IDR (%)
Apinch















































































l Model w/ Rigid Connections




Figure 4.12: LA9 building - (a) Fractured connections; and (b) variation in the periods of
vibration.






























































































Figure 4.13: Pushover analysis with different connection fractures rotations: (a) LA3 build-
ing; and (b) LA9 building
4.9 Probabilistic Analysis
4.9.1 Performance Assessment of the LA3 Building
The probabilistic results of the complete set of analyses arpresented in this section for
the LA3 building. First, the median peak IDR of the structurender the ten intensity level,
for the brittle connection model, and the thirteen levels, for the rigid connection model, is
presented in Figure 4.15. Each intensity level is associated with a box, in which statistical
measures of the results are represented. On each box, the central mark is the median, the
edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme
data points not considering outliers. The range of the whiskers are2.7×σ assuming a normal
distribution. The outliers are plotted individually (red dots). The median peak IDR obtained
for the DBE and the MCE intensity levels are 4.31% and 8.14%, respectively. These values
represent an increase, relatively to the rigid connection case, of 76% and 114%, respectively.
The ratio between the peak IDR’s obtained with the brittle and rigid connection models are
represented in Figure 4.16. Moreover, the results associated with the brittle connection
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(a) LA3 Building (b) LA9 Building
Figure 4.14: Nonlinear dynamic analysis with different connection fractures rotations: (a)
LA3 building; and (b) LA9 building
model have a much larger dispersion, namely for intensity levels up to the MCE intensity
levels. Above that, the dispersion, measured for example through the standard deviation











































































(b) Model with Rigid Connections
Figure 4.15: LA3 building - peak IDR associated with: (a) brittle connection model; and (b)
rigid connection model
In Figure 4.17 the PFC associated with the LA3 building is represented. For the DBE
intensity level the median PFC is 66%, while for the MCE levelis 100%. Figure 4.18 shows
the histogram of the PFC for each intensity level. For the lower intensity levels almost all
analysis recorded low values of PFC. The increase in the intensity level increases the PFC.
For intermediate intensity levels (e.g., the DBE) the PFC iseither very large or very low for
most of the analysis. This behavior will be analyzed in furthe detail in the LA9 building.
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Figure 4.16: LA3 building - (a) Ratio of the peak IDR obtainedwith the brittle connection
model and the rigid connection model; and (b) standard deviation of the peak IDR at each
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Figure 4.18: LA3 building - percentage of fractured connections histogram
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The distribution of fractured connections along the building is represented as a function
of the intensity level and as a function of the peak IDR in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. These
figure show the most important modes of collapse for the various ground motion intensities
and recorded response. The size of the circles are associated with the number of times each
connection failed. In addition, the rectangles on the rightside of each floor correspond to
the median peak IDR attained at that floor. For the LA3 building, the observed patterns does
not vary significantly due to the low number of connections. Nevertheless, except for the
lower intensity level, the upper floor of the building recordthe largest number of fractures.
This is due to the use of smaller sections in the upper floors, which results in larger drift
demands for most of them, as can be observed in the IDR profilesrepresented on the right
side of the building.
(a) Intensity: 0.3xDBE (d) Intensity: 0.85xDBE
(f) Intensity: 1.15xDBE(e) Intensity: 1.0xDBE (g) Intensity: 1.35xDBE (h) Intensity: 1.5xDBE
(j) Intensity: 1.8xDBE(i) Intensity: 1.65xDBE











































































































Figure 4.19: LA3 building - distribution of fractured connections in the building as a func-
tion of intensity level
(d) 5.5% < Peak IDR 7.0%≤.
(c) 4.0% < Peak IDR 5.5%≤.(a) Peak IDR 2.5%≤ (b) 2.5% < Peak IDR 4.0%≤
















Figure 4.20: LA3 building - distribution of fractured connections in the building as a func-
tion of peak IDR
Finally, Figure 4.21 shows the relationship between the peak IDR and the PFC. Is is
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worth noting the large dispersion in the obtained results. Again, this is mainly due to the
small number of connection of this building. However, it is clear that for peak IDR’s larger
than 5% almost all analysis led to the fracture of all beam-column connections.





































Percentage of Fractured Connections PFC (%)
y = 0.073*x + 1.1
Data
Linear Regression












































Percentage of Fractured Connections PFC (%)
(a) (b)
Figure 4.21: LA3 building - peak IDR as a function of the percentage of fractured connec-
tions (PFC)
4.9.2 Performance Assessment of the LA9 Building
In what concerns the LA9 building, the median, the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the com-
puted outliers of the peak IDR are presented in Figure 4.22 for the various intensity levels.
The median peak IDR obtained for the DBE and the MCE intensitylevels is 2.47% and
3.84%, respectively. These values represent an increase, relatively to the rigid connection
case, of 4% and 16%, respectively. The ratio between the peakIDR’s obtained with the
brittle and rigid connection models are represented in Figure 4.23. For the LA9 building,
the increase in the peak IDR due to the consideration of brittle connections is much lower
than that associated with the LA3 building. This is believedto be due to the capacity of the
LA9 building to redistribute damage across the structure inan efficient way.
Luco and Cornell [142] and Prakashet al. [149] also observed a less than anticipated
effect of connection fracture on overall building response. Shi and Foutch [169] stated that,
although buildings with fractured connections experiencelarger story displacements than
buildings with connections that do not fail, this effect is smaller than expected indicating
that most existing steel buildings are safe during large earthquakes.
In Figure 4.24 the PFC associated with the LA9 building is represented. Although some
analysis record a large number of fractured connections, the median value of the PFC as-
sociated with the DBE intensity level is 0%, which, would indicate, that for this building
at this intensity level the connections present low risk. For the MCE level the PFC is 8%,
which is still a low value.
Figure 4.25 shows the histogram of the PFC for each intensitylevel. For the lower
intensity levels, very few fractures are recorded. For the int rmediate intensity levels, the
PFC seems to be low, which indicates that the fractured connectio s might be concentrated
in a defined area of the structure. Then, when the ground motion intensity increases a
different trend is observed. Two different regions are clearly observable, for example for the
1.8×DBE level, one is associated with low values of PFC and the othr with large values of
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(b) Model with Rigid Connections
Figure 4.22: LA9 building - peak IDR associated with: (a) brittle connection model; and (b)
rigid connection model










































































Figure 4.23: LA9 building - (a) Ratio of the peak IDR obtainedwith the brittle connection
model and the rigid connection model; and (b) standard deviation of the peak IDR at each
intensity level for the two models
PFC. This indicates that wither the building has few fractured connections or the building
has almost all connections damaged. This bi-modal behaviorindicates, once again, the
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Model with Brittle Connections


































































































































































In order to further investigate the distribution of damage across the building, the distri-
bution of fractured connections is represented as a functioof the intensity level and as a
function of the peak IDR in Figures 4.26 and 4.27. In what concer s the fourth lower in-
tensity levels, most fractured connections are concentrated in the7th and8th floors. For the
intermediate intensity levels, the fractures are divided into two main areas, one that ranges
from the1st to the3rd floors and the other from the7th floor to the top. For the larger inten-
sities the fractures seem to be concentrated at the lower levls. Moreover, a good correlation
is observed between fractured connections and IDR. Despitetha , the IDR’s tend to be quite
uniform along building height, which confirm the hypothesisof good capacity of damage
redistribution.
The analysis of the distribution of fractured connections as a function of the peak IDR
indicates that for peak IDR’s lower than 2.5% very few connections failed and these are
mainly at the lower floors. For peak IDR’s between 2.5% and 4.0% the fractured connections
are mainly at the7th and8th floors. For peak IDR’s ranging from 4.0% to 7.0% the lower
floors concentrate most the damaged connections. Finally, for peak IDR’s larger than 7.0%
the fractured connections are uniformly distributed over th building. Once again, the IDR











(f) Intensity: 1.15xDBE(e) Intensity: 1.0xDBE (g) Intensity: 1.35xDBE (h) Intensity: 1.5xDBE
(j) Intensity: 1.8xDBE(i) Intensity: 1.65xDBE
(b) Intensity: 0.5xDBE (c) Intensity: 0.7xDBE.

















































Figure 4.26: LA9 building - distribution of fractured connections in the building as a func-
tion of intensity level
At last, Figure 4.28 shows the relationship between the peakIDR and the PFC. A clear
trend is observable and a linear regression fits very well theresults. For peak IDR lower
than 9.5% no more than 40% of fractures are expected in this building.
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(d) 5.5% < Peak IDR 7.0%≤.
(c) 4.0% < Peak IDR 5.5%≤.(a) Peak IDR 2.5%≤ (b) 2.5% < Peak IDR 4.0%≤
Rigid
Brittle
(e) Peak IDR > 7.0%
Figure 4.27: LA9 building - distribution of fractured connections in the building as a func-
tion of peak IDR
4.9.3 Fragility Analysis
The last part of this chapter consists in the risk analysis. Computation of the fragility curves
is executed and the RCR of the damaged buildings is estimatedusing both the rigid and
brittle connection models. The fragility curves and the RCRcomputation allows for the as-
sessment of the influence of connection fracture on buildingresponse but also for analyzing
the influence of connection fracture uncertainty on the riska sessment.
Fragility curves are computed using the maximum likelihoodparameter estimates method
proposed by Baker [55]. Four different damage states (DS) are considered as defined in
FEMA351 [170]. The values of the peak IDR thresholds definingthe different DS are listed
in Table 4.5. These values are also supported by other studie, such as Maison and Bonowitz
[144]. Table 4.5 lists the RCR associated with each DS as well. The average RCR of the





RCRi × P (DS = dsi|IL) (4.1)
The values of the RCR for each DS and the total cost of the buildings are estimated
following FEMA351 [170]. The total costs are 1.6M$ and 5M$ for the LA3 and LA9
buildings, respectively.
Figure 4.29(a) shows the fragility curves obtained for the LA3 building. These curves
indicate that for the first two DS (Slight and Moderate damagestates) the influence of con-
nection fracture is negligible. This is due to the low numberof fractures that occur at this
level of deformation. For the Extensive DS the influence of connection fracture is clearly
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Figure 4.28: LA9 building - peak IDR as a function of the percentage of fractured connec-
tions (PFC)
Table 4.5: Maximum values defining Damage States thresholds





visible, increasing the probability of exceeding the thresold value of peak IDR defining
this DS. Finally, for the Complete DS the difference betweenthe fragility curves associated
with the brittle connection model and the rigid connection model is very significant. These
differences have repercussions on the costs associated with the rehabilitation of the building
after the earthquake, which are represented in Figure 4.29(b). In fact, the RCR’s computed
with the brittle connection model and the rigid connection model are significantly differ-
ent. For the DBE intensity level a difference of approximately 35% exists, which leads to a
difference of $560k in the total repair cost.
Table 4.6 shows the fragility curves parameters as defined byBaker [55]. These are
useful for use in performance-based studies. This tables also lists the difference in theβ
parameter, which is associated with the uncertainty in the results, between the brittle con-
nection model and rigid connection model. The uncertainty ithe rigid connection model
arises from the RTR variability. Whereas the uncertainty inthe brittle connection model is
related to the RTR variability and the connection fracture uncertainty. Thus, the difference
between the two provides the uncertainty in the results due to the connection fracture uncer-
tainty. The obtained results indicate that only for the Complete DS there is an increase in
the uncertainty due to connection fracture uncertainty (βConn = 0.05). For the Moderate DS
a negative difference is observed. This is probably due to the low number of intensity levels
analyzed.
Figure 4.30(a) shows the fragility curves obtained for the LA9 building. These curves
indicate that for the first three DS (Slight, Moderate, and Extensive damage states) the in-
fluence of connection fracture is negligible. This is due to the low number of fractures that
occur at this level of deformation. For the Complete DS the influence of connection frac-
ture is clearly visible, increasing the probability of exceeding the threshold value of peak
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Estimated Repair Cost ~ 1.6M$
(a) Fragility Curves (b) Repair Cost
Figure 4.29: LA3 building - fragility curves and repair costra io (RCR) estimation
Table 4.6: Fragility curves parameters associated with LA3building
Brittle Conn. Model Rigid Conn. Model Uncertainty Summary
Damage State θ β θ β βRTR βConn
Slight 0.25 0.33 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.00
Moderate 0.39 0.26 0.38 0.37 0.37 -0.11
Extensive 0.49 0.37 0.71 0.38 0.38 0.00
Complete 0.61 0.40 1.12 0.36 0.36 0.05
IDR defining this DS. Due to the fact that only the Complete DS is affected by the con-
nections fractures, the differences in the RCR, which are represented in Figure 4.30(b), are
much smaller than the ones associated with LA3 building. At the MCE intensity level, the
difference 8%, which yields a difference in the total cost ofrepair of 400k$.
Table 4.7 shows the fragility curves parameters and the diffrence in theβ parameter.
The obtained results indicate that for the Complete DS thereis an increase in the uncertainty
due to connection fracture uncertainty (βConn = 0.04). For the other DS’s the influence of
connection fracture uncertainty is negligible.

































Slight DS - Brittle Conn. Model
Slight DS - Rigid Conn. Model
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Estimated Repair Cost ~ 5M$
(a) Fragility Curves (b) Repair Cost
Figure 4.30: LA9 building - fragility curves and repair costra io (RCR) estimation
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Table 4.7: Fragility curves parameters associated with LA9building
Brittle Conn. Model Rigid Conn. Model Uncertainty Summary
Damage State θ β θ β βRTR βConn
Slight 0.10 0.23 0.10 0.23 0.23 0.00
Moderate 0.14 0.22 0.14 0.22 0.22 0.00
Extensive 0.25 0.18 0.25 0.18 0.18 0.00
Complete 0.37 0.31 0.51 0.27 0.27 0.04
4.10 Conclusion
This chapter is focused on the response assessment of steel mom nt resisting frames (SMRF)
designed according to pre-Northridge codes. During the 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe
earthquakes many brittle fractures were observed, indicating that these type of structures
may be vulnerable to this type of failure. Pre-Northridge buildings represent a large fraction
of the existing buildings in the US. Although several experimental and numerical studies
have been developed, this chapter adds on the current state of th art on two main points:
(i) a new model, that uses finite-length plastic hinge (FLPH)elements to simulate member
behavior and concentrated plastic hinge (CPH) springs as fracture elements, is proposed
allowing for complete separation of member response and connection response; (ii) the in-
fluence of uncertainty on connection capacity on building performance is separated from
that associated with earthquake record-to-record (RTR) variability.
In order to validate the proposed model, numerical analysisare executed in order to
compare results obtained with the proposed modeling approach and force-displacement re-
lationships obtained in five experimental tests. Although the significant capabilities of the
proposed modeling approach, one main limitation is the factthat it is not able to capture
low-cycle fatigue fractures. After validating the model, aprobabilistic assessment of the
performance of two SMRF buildings subjected to various earthquake ground motions is
performed. The 3- and the 9-story Los Angeles SAC buildings,which were designed ac-
cording to pre-Northridge codes [138] are used in this chapter. The drift demands for each
structure modeled with brittle beam-column connections are compared with the results for
the structure modeled with perfectly rigid connections. Comparison includes median drift
results obtained for the various intensity levels, fragility analysis and the repair cost ratio
(RCR) with brittle and rigid connection response.
Results obtained in this chapter show that the consideration of brittle beam-column con-
nection lead to significantly larger drift demands. For the 3-story building, an increase of
100% is obtained for the Maximum Considered Earthquake intensity level, whereas for the
for 9-story building this increase is much lower (around 20%) which is due to capacity to
distribute damage among the building’s connections. This increase in drift demands leads to
an increase in the computed probability of exceedance of predefined damage states and, con-
sequently, to higher repair costs. Although further work isneeded, important numerical and
statistical measures are provided in this chapter for the dev lopment of future probabilistic
studies, which may or may not account for brittle connections.
Future work is also needed in estimating the fracture rotatin of the top beam-flange
connection, for example through laboratory tests of MRF connections with slabs.
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4.11 Dissemination
This part of the research program resulted in the following outputs:
1. Oral presentation made at the National Conference on Seismology and Earthquake
Engineering (Sismica 2016) held in Azores in May 2016
Scope:In this paper, bilinear models accounting for strength and stiffness deterio-
ration of both beams and beam-column connections of pre-Northridge steel moment
frames are studied. Results obtained using OpenSees show that consideration of brit-
tle beam-column connections leads to significantly different fragility functions and
larger repair costs for intensities and damage beyond the design basis earthquakes.
Complete reference:Ribeiro, F., Barbosa, A., and Neves, L. (2016). "Fragility and
Loss Assessment of Pre-Northridge Steel Moment Frames Using the OpenSees Frame-
work". In: National Conference on Seismology and Earthquake Engineering (Sismica
2016). Ponta Delgada, Azores.
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Chapter 5
Influence of Ground Motion Duration on
Structural Damage
5.1 Scope
The accurate assessment of structural response is of paramount i portance in PBEE method-
ologies. Due to this fact, it is fundamental to develop numerical models able to simulate
structural response, including deterioration mechanisms, is fundamental. In spite of this,
accurate assessment of structural response also relies on the proper definition of the ground
motion. Among the parameters involved in ground motion definitio , ground motion dura-
tion is a key parameter for many regions of the globe. Developed studies have shown that
ground motions with different duration may lead to significantly different structural perfor-
mance, which may influence the residual structural capacityto face post-earthquake events.
However, consensus has not been reached in what concerns thei fluence of ground motions
duration on deformation and hysteretic energy dissipated.
This Chapter presents an analytical study evaluating the influe ce of ground motion
duration on structural damage of 3-, 9-, and 20-story SAC steel moment resisting frame
(SMRF) buildings designed for downtown Seattle, Washingto, USA, using pre-Northridge
codes. Results indicate that the duration of the ground influe ces, above all, the combined
damage measures, although some effect on drift-based response measures is also observed
for larger levels of drift. These results indicate that since the current assessment method-
ologies do not capture the effects of ground motion duration, b th performance-based and
code-based assessment methodologies should be revised to consider damage measures that
are sensitive to duration.
5.2 Introduction
Ground motion records used in PBEE must be representative ofthe seismic hazard of the
site. Although different hazard sources can significantly contribute to the seismic action, for
decades, research focused on the effects of short duration shallow crustal ground motions
on the response of structures since there was a lack of groundmotion records from other
sources. The study of structural performance under different hazard sources, for example
under subduction zone ground motions, have been performed only in the last decade.
The objective of this Chapter is to better understand differences in structural damage
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on 3-, 9-, and 20-story ductile steel moment resisting frames (SMRF) when subjected to
long duration or short duration earthquake ground motions.The SMRFs are part of the SAC
steel project and correspond to buildings located in Seattle, Washington, designed using pre-
Northridge codes. These three buildings are representative of the design practice in the US
for decades, and the conclusions of this work can be significat in the assessment/retrofit of
thousands of buildings. Two-dimensional nonlinear finite element models of the buildings
are developed in the Open System for Earthquake EngineeringSimulation, OpenSees [132],
are validated against data available in the literature [77].
A database of 44 ground motions was used to assess the combined influ nce of ground
motion duration and spectral acceleration on structural response. To isolate the effects of
duration, 10 spectrally equivalent ground motion pairs, where shallow crustal records are
scaled to have approximately the same response spectra of the corresponding subduction
zone records, are selected from the initial database following a procedure proposed in Chan-
dramohan et al. [171]. Structural response is investigatedin terms of deformation, energy
dissipation, number of inelastic cycles, and damage state.S ructural damage is assessed
using incremental dynamic analysis for each ground motion and the results are compared at
at least twenty intensity levels.To track damage, the Park and Ang [75] and Reinhorn and
Valles [76] damage indices are used. The results show that buildings with different number
of stories display different deformation and energy dissipation distributions that significantly
affect their post-earthquake structural damage.
5.3 Literature Review
There are several subduction zones around the world [172], where megathrust earthquakes
may occur (e.g., the US Cascadia region in the Pacific Northwest or the Gorringe Ridge
close to Portugal in the Atlantic Ocean). Large subduction zes earthquakes have been
responsible for generating long duration ground motions such as the 2011 Great East Japan
Earthquake (Tohoku, Japan, Mw 9.0), the 2010 Chile earthquake (Maule, Chile, Mw 8.8),
and the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman Earthquake (Mw 9.1, 2004). Thedamage induced by these
earthquakes shows that the structural performance observed is significantly different from
that predicted with crustal earthquakes.
As opposed to large subduction zone earthquakes, shallow crustal motions are typically
shorter in duration and have higher frequency content when compared to the subduction
zone motions. The effect of earthquake duration on civil engineering has been addressed
only in the last decades, and consensus within the scientificcommunity is yet to be reached
[173]. For example, the effect of earthquake duration on liquefaction [174] and slope in-
stability [175] has been shown to be significant, where the longer ground motions pro-
duce increased damage and larger collapse risks. However, previous studies on the sen-
sitivity of structural response measures to ground motion duration reported mixed results
[50,176,177]. For decades, research focused on the effectsof shallow crustal ground mo-
tions on the response of structures since there was a lack of ground motion records for
large magnitude subduction events. The results of the research on the structural response to
shallow crustal motions, along with the mixed findings of some studies on ground motion
duration, made its way into seismic design code provisions currently used in the design and
assessment of building and bridge structures [178]. Thus, to da e, since bridges and build-
ings have not been designed considering explicitly the effect of ground motion duration,
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the response and expected damage under long duration (subduction) earthquakes is largely
unknown, making this a very important topic that requires further investigation.
Among the works available in the literature that address theeffect of duration on struc-
tural response, the main observations can be classified intotwo groups. First, studies that
employ response measures based on peak displacement demands, such as peak drift ratios,
generally do not find strong correlations between duration and the magnitude of the re-
sponse (e.g., [173,179]). Iervolino et al. [179] concludedthat duration of ground motion
is statistically insignificant to displacement ductility and cyclic ductility demand. Hancock
and Bommer [173] analyzed an 8-story RC wall-frame buildingthat was subjected to 30
accelerograms with different durations. Results in Hancock and Bommer [173] indicate that
duration has no influence on peak drift-based measures, suchas peak inter-story drift ra-
tio (IDR). However, results indicate a significant correlation exists between ground motion
duration and cumulative response measures, such as fatiguedamage. Second, studies that
employ cumulative response measures, such as number of inelastic cycles, cumulative in-
elastic strains, and hysteretic energy dissipated, find a positive correlation between ground
motion duration and structural response measures (e.g., [180–182]). Results in the sec-
ond group of studies, indicate that larger energy demands are observed for longer duration
ground motions, thus causing collapse at lower intensities[182]. These conclusions are also
supported by Iervolino et al. [179], Ruiz-Garcia [183] and Song et al. [184].
Although these last three recent studies indicate that the usual approach for duration in-
dependent seismic design and assessment may lead to an overestimation of the structural
capacity to withstand long duration strong ground motions,the cumulative damage induced
by the ground motion has been shown to be dependent on the amplitude, source-to-site dis-
tance, fault type, as well as the duration of the ground motion, hus is not trivial to decouple
the specific influence of duration. In addition, studies on the influence of ground motion du-
ration on structural performance have been developed, until recently, using shallow crustal
ground motions records [179,185], thus not explicitly considering long duration subduction
zone motions. However, the difference between the subduction and crustal earthquakes lies,
not only on the duration, but also on the frequency content. Even though the crustal ground
motions are associated with a rapid and abrupt energy release [186], Tremblay [187] sug-
gests that the longer duration, number of cycles, and energydissipation, associated with
subduction zone ground motions tend to induce more severe consequences. Due to the in-
crease in available data from recent subduction zone earthquakes, mainly from Japan and
Chile, ground motion records from large subduction zone megathrust earthquakes are now
being used [182,188–190]. To isolate the effect of ground motion duration, Foschaar et al.
[189] for example, selected ground motions with similar spectral shape and studied the rela-
tionship between the response and different intensity measur s of ground motion duration.
A comprehensive study on the influence of ground motion duration on structural damage
is developed in this work. The accurate simulation of the structural damage recorded during
an earthquake is fundamental to capture the residual capacity of the structure to withstand
cascading events.
5.4 Ground Motion Selection
Subduction earthquake motions were selected from databases that include earthquake records
from the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake [191], the 2010 Santiago, Chile earthquake
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[192], the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake, the 2010 Southern Peru earthquake, and the
1989 Chi-Chi, Taiwan earthquake. It is worth noting that dueto the high-frequency site
effects, amplifications in the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake records are expected to be
greater than those adopted in the U.S. based on NEHRP site class [193]. Twenty-two ground
motions obtained from these databases had to be filtered and baseline corrected [194]. For
each of these long duration records a corresponding short dura ion record with significant
duration,D5−75, shorter than 25 s, and having a closely matching response spectrum was
chosen from the PEER NGA-West2 database [195]. The spectralordinates of each short
duration record were then scaled, such that the mean spectral ordinates of the scaled record
were similar to those of the long duration record. Among all cndidate short duration records
that had not already been selected, the one with the lowest sum of squared errors was chosen.
The complete ground motion database is presented in Table 5.1. The characteristics of these
ground motion records are shown in Figure 5.1, namely in terms of moment magnitudes and
source-to-site distance for each ground motion, as well as,peak ground acceleration,PGA,
and the significant duration,D5−75, which are detailed in Kramer [196]. Figure 5.1(a) shows
the distribution of earthquake ground motions as a functionof the ground motion duration,
D5−75. Figures 5.1(b) to 5.1(d) show the relationship betweenD5−75 and ground motion
magnitude, source-to-site distance, andPGA, along with the correlation coefficients. These
are the linear Pearson correlation coefficient, which corresponds to the squared root of the
determination coefficient (R2), and the Spearman correlation coefficient, which is a ranks
coefficient and thus independent of the type of distribution. These Figures show that, al-
though determination coefficients are not very large, a correlation between ground motion
duration and magnitude, distance andPGA exist.



















































































Figure 5.1: Ground motion records characteristics and correlation
Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between spectral acceleration at the fundamental pe-
riod of the three buildings and ground motion duration. Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(c) indicate
that correlation between these two measures, although weak, can not be neglected as a
trend can be observed graphically. In the interest of isolating duration effect on structural
response, the comparison is based on ground motion pairs with similar response spectra.
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The selecting and scaling procedure is independent of the hazard at any site. However, for
reference the Seattle MCE values are shown in Figure 5.2 for each building.


































(a)  SEA3 Building














(b)  SEA9 Building









































Figure 5.2: Ground motion spectral acceleration at the fundamental period of the intact
structures versus significant duration for: (a) SEA3 Building; (b) SEA9 Building; and (c)
SEA20 Building
These 44 ground motion records are used to first assess the influ nce of both ground
motion intensity and duration in the structural response and ttained damage. Second, in
order to decouple effect of duration from that related to intensity, ground motion pairs were
defined following Chandramohanet al.[171], to guarantee that both types of ground motions
are spectrally equivalent. In this second analysis, 10 ground motion pairs are considered.
Figure 5.3 shows the response spectra for the 10 crustal and 10 subduction zone motions.
The 10 selected shallow crustal ground motions and subduction zone ground motions are
underlined in Table 5.1. Table 5.1 also lists the scale factors SF applied to the crustal
motions response spectra. These factors are computed as to minimize the mean squared
error of the logarithmic 5%-damped linear response spectral acceleration associated with
each pair of subduction and crustal motions in the period range of interest of each building.
The ratio between the spectral accelerations (Sa(Ti), whereTi are the list of discretized
periods of the response spectra) for each of the ten pairs of subduction/crustal ground motion
ranges between 0.44 to 2.46 (SEA3: 0.54-2.46, SEA9: 0.44-2.28, SEA20: 0.46-2.37) across
the period range of interest for the spectral response. The period range of interest is defined
as0.2T1 to 1.5T1, whereT1 is the fundamental period of the structure after application of
the gravity loads.
Figure 5.3 shows a comparison between the response spectra associated with the Sub-
duction Zone and Shallow Crustal ground motions sets. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show two
ground motion pairs scaled to be used with SEA9 and SEA20 buildings, respectively. These
figures show a very good agreement between the individual response spectra for the two
types of ground motions. For other pairs of ground motion andbuildings, similar results are
obtained, but not shown here in the interest of brevity. Moreover, median spectra of the long
duration and short duration sets are, consequently, very similar. The median spectrum of the
two sets of ground motions associated with the SEA3 buildingis shown in Figure 5.6. This
similarity between the response spectra of the two types of earthquake ground motions is
key in this study so that the effects of duration can be isolated from ground motion spectral
response parameters.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the response spectra associated with the Subduction Zone and
Shallow Crustal ground motion sets: (a) unscaled Subductongr und motions; (b) unscaled
Crustal ground motions; (c) selected 10 Subduction ground motions (unscaled); and (d)
selected and scaled Crustal ground motions.























(b) Crustal Ground Motion


























PGA = 0.51 g
CAV = 8.63 m/s
IA = 2.14 m/s
PGA = 0.44 g
CAV = 53.60 m/s
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Santa Barbara (1978) - Mag.=5.9
Station: Cachuma Dam toe
Subduction GM:
















Figure 5.4: SEA9 Building: Comparison of the Suduction Zonea d Shallow Crustal ground
motion pair number 8: (a) Response Spectra; (b) Shallow Crustal Ground Motion; and (c)
Subduction Zone Ground Motion
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(c) Subduction Ground Motion.
PGA = 0.70 g
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Figure 5.5: SEA20 Building: Comparison of the Suduction Zone and Shallow Crustal
ground motion pair number 6: (a) Response Spectra; (b) Shallow Crustal Ground Motion;
and (c) Subduction Zone Ground Motion













































Figure 5.6: SEA3 Building: Comparison of the Median Acceleration Response Spectra of






















































Table 5.1: Database of Shallow Crustal and Subduction Zone Earthquake Ground Motions
Pair Subduction Crustal
Earthquake Year Station Comp. Mag. R PGA D5-75 Earthquake Year Station Comp. Mag. R PGA D5-75 SF
(km) (g) (s) (km) (g) (s) SEA 3 SEA 9 SEA 20
1 Valparaiso (Chile) 1985 El Almendral L 7.8 63.8 0.22 18.3 Chalfant Valley-02 1986 Zack Brothers Ranch 360 6.2 7.6 0.40 2.6 0.73 0.68 0.58
2 Valparaiso (Chile) 1985 Llolleo L 7.8 41.8 0.33 19.4 Livermore-02 1980 San Ramon-East. Kodak 180 5.4 18.3 0.28 0.7 1.47 2.04 1.92
3 Valparaiso (Chile) 1985 Laligua 200 7.8 44.0 0.13 19.3Mammoth Lakes-02 1980 Convict Creek 90 5.7 9.5 0.16 2.6
4 Valparaiso (Chile) 1985 San Fernando EW 7.8 75.0 0.34 12.6 Gazli, USSR 1976 Karakyr 0 6.8 5.5 0.70 4.6
5 Maule (Chile) 2010 Angol EW 8.8 65.6 0.70 30.2 Irpinia, Italy-01 1980 Brienza 0 6.9 22.6 0.22 4.0 3.38 3.04 2.88
6 Maule (Chile) 2010 Constitucion L 8.8 38.6 0.54 31.8 Managua, Nicaragua-01972 Managua, ESSO 90 6.2 4.1 0.36 4.9 1.99 1.94 1.92
7 Maule (Chile) 2010 Curico NS 8.8 65.1 0.47 37.2 Coalinga-01 1983 Parkfield - St. Corral 3E 90 6.4 34.0 0.11 5.4 5.00 5.00 5.00
8 Maule (Chile) 2010 Hualane T 8.8 50.0 0.45 33.7 Santa Barbara 1978 Cachuma Dam Toe 250 5.9 27.4 0.10 4.3 5.00 5.00 5.00
9 Maule (Chile) 2010 Papudo L 8.8 116.2 0.30 20.1 Lytle Creek 1970 Cedar Springs Pmp. 126 5.3 23.9 0.06 1.1
10 Maule (Chile) 2010 Vina del Mar EW 8.8 66.4 0.34 18.9 San Fernando 1971 Lake Hughes No.1 21 6.6 27.4 0.15 4.4
11 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Miyakoji EW 9.0 64.0 0.84 67.6 Parkfield-02, CA 2004 Parkfield-Cholame 5W 90 6.0 6.9 0.25 1.8 2.79 2.38 2.43
12 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Takahata EW 9.0 122.0 0.20 81.7 Coyote Lake 1979 Gilroy Array No4 360 5.7 5.7 0.25 5.0 0.83 0.87 1.03
13 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Fukushima EW 9.0 99.0 0.32 77.2 Friuli, Italy-02 1976 San Rocco 0 5.9 14.5 0.06 2.8 3.82 3.93 3.99
14 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Iwanuma EW 9.0 85.0 0.26 70.3 L’Aquila, Italy 2009 Celano NS 6.3 21.4 0.09 3.9 3.42 2.95 2.76
15 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Tsukidate EW 9.0 75.1 1.25 56.6Imperial Valley-06 1979 Compuertas 15 6.5 15.3 0.19 12.1
16 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Sakura NS 9.0 122.3 0.49 28.6 Tabas, Iran 1978 Dayhook L 7.4 13.9 0.32 6.7
17 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Haga EW 9.0 95.1 0.24 30.0 Parkfield 1966 Cholame-Shandon No.12 50 6.2 17.9 0.06 14.3
18 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Chiba EW 9.0 138.4 0.14 43.6 San Francisco 1957 Golden Gate Park 10 5.3 13.7 0.09 1.1
19 Tohoku (Japan) 2011 Hirata NS 9.0 73.7 0.35 64.7 Hollister-03 1974 Hollister City Hall 181 5.1 11.5 0.09 3.7
20 Southern Peru 2010 Moquegua EW 8.4 76.7 0.30 22.2 San Fernando 1971 Pasadena-CIT Ath. 0 6.6 27.2 0.10 6.0
21 Southern Peru 2010 Arica Casa NS 8.4 142.8 0.28 10.4Imperial Valley-06 1979 Coachella Canal No.4 L 6.5 50.1 0.124.7
22 Chi-Chi (Taiwan) 1999 CWB ALS NS 7.6 10.8 0.18 13.6 Irpinia, Italy-02 1980 Bisaccia 0 6.2 16.3 0.06 9.6
µ 36.8 4.8 2.77 2.78 2.69
σ 22.6 3.4 1.63 1.60 1.57
min 10.4 0.7 0.46 0.34 0.28







The steel moment resisting frame (SMRF) buildings studied ar a 3-, a 9-, and a 20-story
building (denoted SEA3, SEA9, and SEA20, respectively), which were designed for Seattle,
WA, as part of the SAC steel project [77] using pre-Northridge codes [138], considering a
site class S2 similar to site class D [101]. In the buildings under analysis, the external frames
were designed to resist the lateral (seismic) loads and the in erior frames were designed as
gravity frames. As shown in Figure 5.7, the three-story building presents no basement, while
the nine- and 20-story buildings have one and two basement levels, respectively. The height
of the frames is constant and equal to 3.96m, except for the two taller buildings, which have
a first level with a height of 5.49m. A detailed description ofthe buildings is available in
Gupta and Krawinkler [101].
Two-dimensional centerline nonlinear finite element models of a N-S external frame of
each of the three buildings are developed in the Open System for Earthquake Engineering
Simulation (OpenSees) [132] and used for the structural analysis. A strong-column weak-
beam ductile behavior is assumed for all structures. Brittle mechanisms and connection
fracture modes are not considered. Geometric nonlinearitis are accounted for during the
analysis by considering a P-∆ leaning column. A rigid diaphragm is assumed for each floor.
Soil-structure interaction is not considered. Floor masses ar applied to beam-column joints
whereas loads are applied to beam-columns joints and beam spans following the distribution
of loads used by Luco [139]. Rayleigh damping proportional to the mass and to committed
stiffness is assigned to the models considering a damping ratio of 2% at the fundamental
periodT1 of the intact structure of each building (shown in Table 6.2)and atT = 0.2 sec
for SEA3 and SEA9 buildings, and the fifth mode (T5 = 0.43 sec) for SEA20.
Two variations of a nonlinear finite element model are develop d in OpenSees for the
buildings. In both models, columns are modeled using nonlinear force-based fiber-section
beam-column elements in which an elasto-plastic constitutive law with a 3% kinematic
hardening is assigned to each fiber. Beams are modeled using the force-based finite length
plastic-hinge beam-column formulation presented in Chapters 2 and 3, which models plastic
hinge length explicitly and separates the behavior of beam in the span from that of beam-
column connections. Both models use the modified Gauss-Radau integration scheme.
The difference between the two models lies in the modeling ofthe plastic-hinge em-
ployed for beams, which can be: (i) an elasto-plastic with hardening constitutive law; or (ii)
bilinear model with strength deterioration (Bilin model presented in Chapter 3). Here the
first model is labeled FMRH (Finite-length Modified Gauss-Radau with Hardening), while
the second model is labeled FMRB (Finite-length Modified Gauss-Radau with Bilin Model).
Axial and shear behavior is assumed to be linear elastic. Joint shear deformations and
connection fracture are not considered in this chapter.
5.5.2 Model Validation
The model validation performed here includes the comparison of results of nonlinear static
pushover analysis and periods of the buildings models developed here using OpenSees
with the FEMA355 M1 models [77]. The building periods available associated with the
FEMA355 M1 models correlate well with the ones obtained in the FE models developed
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Figure 5.7: Two-Dimensional Models of Steel Moment Resisting Frames Buildings in Seat-
tle : (a) SEA3 Building; (b) SEA3 Sections, Model Parameters, and Floor Masses; (c) SEA9
Building; (d) SEA9 Sections, Model Parameters, and Floor Masses; (e) SEA20 Building;
(f) SEA20 Sections, Model Parameters, and Floor Masses
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here, as shown in Table 5.2. The FEMA355 models were developed usingDRAIN-2DX
[149]. The elements used in theDRAIN-2DXmodels correspond to concentrated plastic
hinge models with a linear P-M interaction surface for compressive axial loads greater than
0.15Pmax. P − ∆ effects were considered through modeling of a leaning column. Thus,
the main differences between the FEMA355 models and the onesdeveloped here are: (i)
columns are now modeled using fiber section distributed plasticity elements and therefore
account explicitly for the P-M interaction; and (ii) finite-l ngth plastic hinge are modeled
in two different ways: (a) similar to the FEMA models, assuming that the hinges do not
have strength and stiffness degradation (FMRH models); and(b) considering degradation
through use of the ModIMK model (FMRB model).
Table 5.2: Periods of Vibration for OpenSees Models and FEMA355 Model
SEA3 Building SEA9 Building SEA20 Building
OpenSees FEMA355 OpenSees FEMA355 OpenSees FEMA355
1st Mode 1.36 1.36 3.15 3.17 3.82 3.92
2nd Mode 0.43 0.43 1.12 1.13 1.37 1.40
3rd Mode 0.22 0.22 0.60 0.61 0.81 0.82
In all buildings the nonlinear static pushover analyses were p rformed assuming that the
lateral load pattern applied is proportional to the1st mode of vibration of each structure.
Figure 5.8 shows the pushover curves for each of the three buildings and three finite
element models (FMRH, FMRB, and FEMA355 M1 models). For reference, figures also
show the design base shear quantified according to the allowab e stress design method of the
1994 Uniform Building Code [138]. In Figure 5.8, for the SEA3building, it can be observed
that the pushover curve of the model that does not consider strength deterioration (FMRH)
matches relatively well the pushover curve of the FEMA model. For the SEA9 building, a
good match is also found up to approximately 6% of roof drift ratio (RDR). At this RDR,
the moment gradient of the columns is substantially reduceddue to simplified axial force-
bending momentP −M interaction surface considered in FEMA 355 M1 models, leading
to a faster decrease in base shear. At this level of RDR (6%), the peak base shear has
reduced by more than 80%, allowing for a validation of the model up to failure, if failure
is described to correspond to the drift at which the strengthcapacity is reduced by 20% or
more, as commonly assumed in earthquake engineering analyses. For the SEA20 building,
significant differences are observed over the entire range.Such differences are expectable as
a consequence of alternative modeling assumptions such as beam-column joint modeling.
In Figure 5.8(b), it can also be observed that the model FMRB,which considers the
strength degradation in beams, has considerably greater strength deterioration. Note that the
model has zero residual strength at about 6% RDR. Therefore,the results indicate that this
model is valid until collapse, since it is only at this level of RDR that the column bending
moment gradient would start playing an important role.
In summary, the model validation performed here is considere to be sufficient for the
FMRH models. Although no direct validation of the FMRB models with experimental or
numerical results is possible, the definition of component dgradation is consistent with ex-
perimental results from a large database of component testsand P-M interaction is explicitly
considered.
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(a)    SEA3 Building (b)    SEA9 Building
(c)    SEA20 Building.
Figure 5.8: Nonlinear Static Pushover Capacity Curves Considering a1st Mode Lateral
Load Pattern: (a) SEA3 Building; (b) SEA9 Building; (c) SEA20 Building
5.6 Analysis Methodology
Following model validation, first, the buildings are analyzed under all forty-four (44) ground
motions described in Table 5.1 without considering any ground motion scaling. The objec-
tive of this first analysis is to evaluate the importance of duration on damage indices. How-
ever, results obtained in this first analysis are both dependent of duration,D5−75, and ground
motion intensity,Sa(T1). Then, a second analysis is performed in which two groups of ten
(10) ground motions are scaled to identical intensities in IDA analysis [54] . This second
analysis isolates the effect of ground motion duration, as for each intensity considered in the
IDA analysis, the ground motions are selected to have identical response spectral values and
shapes. IDA is performed at at least twenty intensity levels. Response measures recorded
are the peak drift, residual drift, energy dissipated, and number of inelastic excursions at ev-
ery beam section. The spectral acceleration at the fundament l period of the intact structure
is taken as the intensity measure of the ground motions.
In this study, the damage indices are computed at the sectionlevel for each beam hinge
and at the global level by aggregating the damage data for allbe ms. Structural damage is
computed based on the performance of beams only, since theseprovide the largest contri-
bution to the damage, as the design of these buildings was based on a strong column-weak
beam concept. The section damage index is computed consideri g the curvature (χ) and
moment (M) as the deformation (d) and strength (F ) in Equations 1.10 and 1.11. The ele-
ment damage index is taken as the maximum of the section damage index of both hinges in
a beam element, which is modeled as a FLPH element.
If some conditions are met, namely a regular distribution ofmass, strength and stiffness
in plan and height, such as the case of the buildings considered herein, a global value of
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the damage indices can be used to characterize damage in ductle members of steel frames
[197]. Following the approach in IDARC2D [76], the damage index of the global structure








whereDIelement,i is the damage index associated with elementi andλelement,i is the ratio of












Eelement,ih is the hysteretic energy dissipated by elementi. If an element remains on
an elastic state, its hysteretic energy dissipated is zero and according to Equations 5.1 and
5.2 it does not affect the structural damage index. On the othr hand, if a single member has
a damage index of 1.0 locally, the global index may not reach 1.0.
Using definitions in Equations 1.10 to 5.2, the following damage indices are recorded
during the analysis: (i) damage index for each element, (ii)maximum element damage index
over all floors, and (iii) structural damage index obtained through Equation 5.1. The second
damage measure corresponds to the maximum among the damage indices computed for all
beams and all floors. This value is intended to represent the damage state of the beam in
worst condition. The value is saved regardless of the beam/floor where it was attained. The
third and last measure corresponds to a hysteretic energy dissipated weighted average of the
observed damage over all beams at all floor levels. For each ofthe twenty ground motion
intensities considered in this study, median values are computed for each damage measure.
It is worth noting that, when the hysteretic energy dissipated,
∫
Eh, exceeded the ref-
erence low inelastic cyclic energy dissipation capacity defined by Reinhorn and Valles [76]
(Equation 1.11) as4 × (du − dy) × My, it is assumed thatDIRV = 1.0. Although non-
converged analyses can be incorporated in the collapse riskassessment when a fragility/collapse
analysis is performed [41], the scope of this study is to compare the structural damage due to
shallow crustal and subduction zone earthquakes, thus non-converged analyses are ignored.
In all analyses, the Newmark average acceleration method was employed. A maximum
time step of 0.002 sec was used during analysis. This time step was deemed sufficient
following a convergence study where the accuracy of roof acceleration time-history response
due to large intensity shaking was studied using five time steps b tween 0.01 sec and 0.00005
sec. It was observed that a time step of 0.002 sec produces negligible errors (when compared
to a time step of 0.00005 sec) and no significant changes in theresponse are observed when
smaller time steps are used. The Newton-Raphson method is used to solve the nonlinear
system of dynamic equations of equilibrium at each time step. An iterative scheme, which
reduces the time-step, changes the solving algorithm, or slightly increases the tolerance
criterion when a convergence issue was found, was implemented i the OpenSees analysis
procedure.
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5.7 Preliminary Results and Damage Assessment Calibra-
tion
5.7.1 Unscaled Ground Motions
The structural response of the three buildings was initially evaluated using all the unscaled
records present in the database. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the structural response in terms
of peak interstory drift ratio and Park and Ang structural damage indexDIstructuralPA for the
three buildings as a function of the spectral acceleration and significant duration. Figure
5.11 shows similar plots for the remaining damage indices (DIstructuralRV , DI
max−member
PA ,
andDImax−memberRV ) for the SEA3 building. In these figures forty-four points, asociated
with each performed analysis, are represented together with a multiple linear regression
surface that best fits the data. Spectral acceleration is tran formed so that the corresponding
axis is in log-scale. In all figures a black line is also shown representing the maximum
recorded response.
Figure 5.9 shows that there is a clear trend throughout all buildings. At first, for low val-
ues of spectral acceleration, there is no visible influence of ground motion duration on peak
IDR. This is expected due to the existence of very few structural nonlinearities introduced
by ground motions. Second, for intermediate spectral acceleration values the influence of
ground motion duration increases as longer duration motions te d to induce larger peak
IDR. Finally, for large intensity ground motions, long duration motions lead to significantly
larger peak IDR. The coefficients of determination indicatethat the performed multiple lin-
ear regression fit reasonably well the recorded data.
Figure 5.10 indicates that the trends identified in the previous figure hold for the case
of this damage index for the three buildings. Since the obtained regression surfaces asso-
ciated with the Park and Ang structural damage indices are similar for the three buildings,
in Figure 5.11 results for the remaining damage indices are only represented for the SEA3
Building. In this Figure similar trends are identified. Comparison betweenDIstructural and
DImax−member shows that the influence of duration seems to be more relevantfor the mem-
bers.
Figure 5.9: Peak interstory drift ratio as a function of the significant durationD5−75 and
spectral accelerationSa(T1) for the 44 unscaled ground motions for: (a) SEA3 Building; (b)
SEA9 Building; and (c) SEA20 Building
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Figure 5.10: Park and Ang Structural Damage indexDIstructuralPA as a function of the signif-
icant durationD5−75 and spectral accelerationSa(T1) for the 44 unscaled ground motions
for: (a) SEA3 Building; (b) SEA9 Building; and (c) SEA20 Build ng
Figure 5.11: SEA3 Building: Damage indices as a function of the significant durationD5−75
and spectral accelerationSa(T1) for the 44 unscaled ground motions: (a) Park and Ang
maximum damage indexDImax,elementPA ; (b) Reinhorn and Valles Structural Damage index
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5.7.2 Scaled Ground Motions
The structural response of the three buildings was then evaluated using selected scaled
ground motion pairs. Results of the spectrally equivalent ear hquake pair number 6 for
SEA3 and SEA20, and pair number 8 for SEA9 building are shown next. Figure 5.12 shows
the time-history results for the SEA3 building in terms of IDR and ratio between energy
dissipated and total energy dissipation capacity (Eh/Etot) for a left most plastic hinge at
each story level. This figure shows that the difference in thepeak IDR is not significant,
where 2.95% is observed for the shallow motion against 3.09%for the subduction motion.
However, the difference in terms of energy dissipation in the beam of the upper floor is sig-
nificant, being 5.6% for the shallow motion and 20.4% for the subduction motion. Figure
5.13 shows results for SEA9 building. Only results of floors 1, 7, 8, and 9 are shown as these
are the most critical floors, where higher IDRs are attained and more energy is dissipated.
This figure shows that a peak IDR of 3.17% is induced by the subduction motion, while a
peak IDR of 1.65% is induced by the crustal motion. Simultaneously, energy dissipated is
considerably different for all the beams. Energy dissipation ratio is 12.0% for the subduc-
tion motion, while only 2.11% is attained for the crustal motion for the upper floor beam.
Finally, results for SEA20 building are shown in Figure 5.14, in which only the response
of the most critical floors is presented. For the SEA20 building these are floors 1, 17, 18,
and 19. This figure shows that a peak IDR of 2.35% is induced by the subduction motion,
while a peak IDR of 2.14% is induced by the crustal motion. Moreover, the larger energy
dissipation ratio is 14.95% for the subduction motion, while only 4.46% is attained for the
crustal motion.
In summary, results in Figures 5.12 to 5.14 indicate that ground motion duration may be
an important factor that needs to be considered. Moreover, in the next subsection, structural
response of the three buildings is evaluated using IDA.
5.8 Deformation and Energy Demands
The results in this section were obtained using 10 ground motions pairs underlined in Table
5.1. In Figure 5.15 results for Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) are shown for the three
buildings. The intensity levels are chosen to guarantee that IDA structural failure is observed
in all cases. This required twenty (20) intensity levels forSEA9 and SEA20 and twenty
four (24) for SA3. In each figure, the median response is represent d for the crustal and
subduction ground motion sets. Overall, the median response is similar until approximately
4% peak IDR, up until which both types of earthquakes induce similar peak IDRs. Above
the 4% peak IDR, the subduction ground motions seem to inducelarg r deformations than
the crustal ground motions, for the same level of intensity,resulting in smaller spectral
accelerations that cause collapse. This can be explained due to the concentration of damage,
which is discussed in detail in the next paragraphs. It is worth noting that a similar trend
was obtained by Tircaet al. [198] for concentrically braced steel frames.
The residual interstory drift ratio (RIDR) has been referred as a good measure of the
cumulative damage achieved by the structure and, consequently, a good indicator of the post-
earthquake resistant capacity [183]. Figure 5.16 shows theincr mental dynamic analysis
(IDA) curves for the RIDR. Obtained results indicate that, for low intensities of shaking,
shallow crustal ground motions tend to induce larger RIDRs than long duration subduction
zone ground motions. The tendency of the longer duration motions to reduce the RIDR
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Time (sec) Time (sec)
Figure 5.12: SEA3 Building: Response obtained with ground motion pair number 6 (with
scaled crustal ground motion) in terms of Interstory Drift Ratio and ratio between energy
dissipated and total energy dissipation capacity (Eh/Etot) for a specific plastic hinge at each
story level
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Figure 5.13: SEA9 Building: Response obtained with ground motion pair number 8 (with
scaled crustal ground motion) in terms of Interstory Drift Ratio and ratio between energy
dissipated and total energy dissipation capacity (Eh/Etot) for a specific plastic hinge at each
story level
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Figure 5.14: SEA20 Building: Response obtained with groundmotion pair number 6 (with
scaled crustal ground motion) in terms of Interstory Drift Ratio and ratio between energy
dissipated and total energy dissipation capacity (Eh/Etot) for a specific plastic hinge at each
story level
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Figure 5.15: Peak Interstory Drift Ratio (Peak IDR) obtained through Incremental Dynamic
Analysis: (a) SEA3 Building; (b) SEA9 Building; and (c) SEA20 Building
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for lower intensities is thought to be related to the self-centering nature of the model.As
the earthquake ground motion intensity increases, subduction ground motions induce larger
residual deformations due to the increase in cumulative damage that is sustained by the
structural members. It is worth noting that RIDR is affectedby the modeling approach used,
especially when modeling structures to collapse. However,in the interest of the length of
this Chapter, and because damage indices do not account for the RIDR, detailed discussion
of the RIDR is left for future works.












































































































Figure 5.16: Residual Interstory Drift Ratio (RIDR) obtained through Incremental Dynamic
Analysis: (a) SEA3 Building; (b) SEA9 Building; and (c) SEA20 Building
Figure 5.17 shows the median ratio betweenEh andEtot in each plastic hinge at floor
levels for each building. Results are shown forSa(T1) = 0.56g for the SEA3 building,
for Sa(T1) = 0.21g for the SEA9 building, andSa(T1) = 0.15g for the SEA20 building.
These values correspond to the spectral acceleration at thefundamental period of vibration
of the buildings, based on Seattle MCE response spectrum. Note that an increase in the
Eh/Etot ratio corresponds to a reduction in the residual structuralresistant capacity of the
members. Figure 5.17 also shows the median IDR at each story for the same ground motion
intensity levels, on the right side of each building. For theree buildings, it can be seen
that the energy dissipated during subduction zone ground motions is significantly greater
than that dissipated in shallow crustal ground motions, as aresult of longer durations. In
Figure 5.17(a), for the SEA3 building, the maximumEh/Etot ratio is reached at level 3,
with a value of 16%. In Figure 5.17(b) it can be seen that building SEA9 is capable of
redistributing deformations across a wide range of floors, where the peak ratios tend to be
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similar at multiple floors. In this building, the maximum ratio Eh/Etot is 65%. Figure
5.17(c), for the SEA20, shows that the maximum energy dissipated in a plastic hinge is
achieved in the SEA20 building, where the energy dissipation is concentrated in the18th and
19th floors. For this building, the maximum ratioEh/Etot is 68%. For each ground motion
type, a strong correlation between the energy dissipated ateach floor and the interstory
drift ratio is found. Building SEA20, in particular, presents a high concentration of energy
dissipated in higher floors, where peak interstory drift ratios are also recorded, thus showing
that this building may be more vulnerable after the earthquake. Possible reasons for the
concentration of damage in higher floors are: (1) contribution of higher modes, and (2)
smaller cross-sections of the beams in the upper two to threestories (see Figures 5.7(c) and
5.7(d) for building SEA9 and Figures 5.7(e) and 5.7(f) for building SEA20). It is worth
noting, however, that even though a greater demand is expected from subduction events, the
distribution of the demand over the building height is similar for both groups of earthquakes.
In conclusion, at these levels of intensity, although subduction zone ground motions do
not significantly influence peak interstory drift ratios, they impose a greater energy dissipa-
tion demand, that can negatively impact the performance of the s ructures. This highlights
the importance of considering damage indices that account fr the effect of energy dissipa-
tion.
5.9 Damage Assessment
As mentioned before, three groups of results are obtained for each damage index (DIPA and
DIRV ): (i) median damage index for each beam; (ii) median maximumbeam damage index
(regardless of the beam at which the maximums were recorded); an (iii) median structural
damage index. The results for each damage index shown noext were obtained using 10
ground motion pairs underlined in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.18 shows the medianDIPA damage index recorded at three different inten-
sities,Sa(T1) = 0.56 g, Sa(T1) = 0.21 g, andSa(T1) = 0.15 g for SEA3, SEA9, and
SEA20 buildings, respectively. The subduction ground motions consistently lead to higher
damage indices, thus proving to be more damaging than crustal ground motions. The maxi-
mum damage index is achieved in the SEA20 building, which is consistent with conclusions
drawn from Figure 5.17. At the elements where the maximum damage index is recorded in
SEA9 and SEA20 buildings, the index associated with crustalground motions is, at most,
60% of the corresponding value for subduction ground motions.
Figure 5.19(a) shows the median structural damage indices obtained for subduction
ground motions plotted versus the indices obtained for the crustal ground motions for all
IDA intensity levels. Every pair of results for ground motion types were obtained at the
same ground motion intensity levels, as can be seen for an example pair of the IDA results
in Figure 5.15. A similar plot is presented in Figure 5.19(b)but here considering the me-
dian maximum damage index recorded. In both figures, damage indices associated with
subduction ground motions are always greater than the ones associ ted with crustal ground
motions. Damage indices associated with building SEA20 areconsistently larger than the
ones associated with the other two buildings, namely for thes ructural damage index. In
addition to this, damage indexDIRV is always greater thanDIPA, showing that building re-
sponse presents high sensitivity to energy dissipation, which can be considered as a proxy for
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Figure 5.17: Median Ratio of the Energy Dissipated to the Total Energy Dissipation Ca-
pacity (Eh/Etot) at Each Plastic Hinge Section and Median Interstory Drift Ra io (IDR) at
Each Story for a Spectral Acceleration Corresponding to theSeattle MCE intensity levels:
(a) SEA3 Building atSa(T1) = 0.56 g; (b) SEA9 Building atSa(T1) = 0.21 g; and (c)
SEA20 Building atSa(T1) = 0.15 g
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Figure 5.18: Median Park and Ang Damage Index at Each Elementfor a Spectral Ac-
celeration Corresponding to the Seattle MCE Intensity Levels: (a) SEA3 Building at
Sa(T1) = 0.56 g; (b) SEA9 Building atSa(T1) = 0.21 g; and (c) SEA20 Building at
Sa(T1) = 0.15 g
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exceeds the threshold value ofDIPA = 0.4, which according to Park et al. [81] indicates a
non-repairable damage state. For the shallow crustal ground motions this threshold is only
exceeded in the SEA20 building.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the Median Damage Indices Recordd in the Analyses Carried
Out With Shallow Crustal and Subduction Zone Ground Motion:(a) Structural Index; and
(b) Median Maximum Element Value
5.10 Influence of Duration on Deformation-Damage Rela-
tionships
Figures 5.20 to 5.25 show the damage indices associated withsubduction and crustal ground
motions plotted as a function of the peak IDR, for the 10 ground motion pairs underlined
in Table 5.1. Figures 5.20, 5.22, and 5.24, show the computedmedian results of the four
different damage indices, namely the structuralDIPA index, maximumDIPA index, struc-
turalDIRV index, and maximumDIRV index, for the SEA3, SEA9, and SEA20 buildings,
respectively. Figures 5.21, 5.23, and 5.25 show the individual results of the same damage
indices, associated with ground motion pair number 6 for theSEA3 and SEA20 buildings,
and ground motion pair 8 for the SEA9 building. The coefficients of variation (CoV) of the
IDRs for two definitions of the damage index, and at two levelsof damage (DI = 0.2 and
0.4), are also shown in the tables presented in Figures 5.20,. 2, and 5.24.
Similar trends are observed throughout these figures, i.e. similar damage indices are ob-
tained for both subduction zone and shallow crustal motionsf r peak IDR lower than 2.0%,
in terms of the median but also for individual pairs of groundmotions. Up to this point,
in most cases, subduction ground motions induce slightly larger damage indices, but the
differences are not significant. However, beyond 2.0% IDR, the differences are significant
and results clearly show that longer durations impose much larger damage indices at similar
levels of peak IDR. For example, for a peak IDR of 4.0%, the damage index associated with
subduction ground motion is at least 50% higher than that associated with crustal ground
motions. Moreover, it is worth noting that smaller IDR tend to lead to smaller damage in-
dices. However, in some cases larger IDR can be associated with lo er damages (as seen at
the top right of Figure 5.25(a). This phenomenon, denoted "rsurrection from death", was
first identified by Vamvatsikos and Cornell [199] when analyzing IDR under IDA. Results
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in Figures 5.20, 5.22, and 5.24 indicate that the CoV for the subduction records are always
greater or equal to that of crustal records. Results also show t at the same damage index
can be expected from a subduction earthquake with an intensity significantly lower than the
corresponding crustal earthquake intensity. This difference tends to increase as the peak
IDR increases because the slope of the two lines, corresponding to the two types of earth-
quakes, is significantly different. This highlights the limitations of the IDR as a surrogate
for quantifying damage for subduction earthquakes.
As a conclusion, it can be stated that damage measures based on the peak IDR under-
estimate the potential consequences of long duration earthquakes. To accurately compute
structural damage, it is paramount to define more accurate performance measures to use
with both crustal and subduction earthquakes.
(a) Median Park and Ang Damage Index                                        (b) Median Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index



































































DI=0.2 DI=0.4 DI=0.2 DI=0.4
Sub. 60% 60% 64% 62%






DI=0.2 DI=0.4 DI=0.2 DI=0.4
Sub. 50% 53% 27% 55%
Cr. 25% 31% 26% 37%
Figure 5.20: SEA3 Building: Median Damage Indices as a Functio of the Median Peak
Interstory Drift Ratio for Shallow Crustal and Subduction Zone Ground Motions: (a) Park
and Ang Damage Index (DIPA); and (b) Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index (DIRV )
(a) Park and Ang Damage Index - GM Pair #6                                  (b) Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index - GM Pair #6






























































Figure 5.21: SEA3 Building: Damage Indices as a Function of the Peak Interstory Drift
Ratio for Ground Motion Pair Number 6: (a) Park and Ang DamageInd x (DIPA); and (b)
Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index (DIRV )
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(a) Median Park and Ang Damage Index (b) Median Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index



































































DI=0.2 DI=0.4 DI=0.2 DI=0.4
Sub. 52% 53% 18% 58%






DI=0.2 DI=0.4 DI=0.2 DI=0.4
Sub. 62% 60% 49% 62%
Cr. 20% 39% 15% 23%
Figure 5.22: SEA9 Building: Median Damage Indices as a Functio of the Median Peak
Interstory Drift Ratio for Shallow Crustal and Subduction Zone Ground Motions: (a) Park
and Ang Damage Index (DIPA); and (b) Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index (DIRV )






























































(a) Park and Ang Damage Index - GM Pair #8 (b) Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index - GM Pair #8
Figure 5.23: SEA9 Building: Damage Indices as a Function of the Peak Interstory Drift
Ratio for Ground Motion Pair Number 8: (a) Park and Ang DamageInd x (DIPA); and (b)
Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index (DIRV )
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(a) Reinhorn and Valles Damage IndexMedian Park and Ang Damage Index                                      (b) Median



































































DI=0.2 DI=0.4 DI=0.2 DI=0.4
Sub. 25% 24% 27% 25%






DI=0.2 DI=0.4 DI=0.2 DI=0.4
Sub. 26% 60% 28% 24%
Cr. 23% 42% 29% 22%
Figure 5.24: SEA20 Building: Median Damage Indices as a Functio of the Median Peak
Interstory Drift Ratio for Shallow Crustal and Subduction Zone Ground Motions: (a) Park
and Ang Damage Index (DIPA); and (b) Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index (DIRV )






























































(a) Park and Ang Damage Index - GM Pair #6                             (b) Reinhorn and Valles Damage Index - GM Pair #6
Figure 5.25: SEA20 Building: Damage Indices as a Function ofthe Peak Interstory Drift
Ratio for Ground Motion Pair Number 6: (a) Park and Ang DamageInd x (DIPA); and (b)




Structural damage estimation in civil engineering infrastructure due to long duration ground
motions has received less attention than short duration earthquakes. As a result, present
codes as well as performance-based design methodologies are typically based on response
and damage measures calibrated to short duration shallow crustal earthquakes. Subduction
zone earthquakes are responsible for developing ground motions longer than those expected
to develop due to shallow crustal earthquakes. Even though some recent studies have shown
that longer duration ground motions may lead to greater collapse risk, an extensive assess-
ment of the influence of ground motion duration on structuraldamage is still lacking in the
earthquake engineering literature. This Chapter aims at partially bridging that knowledge
gap.
In the present Chapter, the performance of steel moment resis ing frames under sets of 22
short duration and 22 long duration earthquakes is comparedin terms of the expected level
of damage caused by the earthquakes, to evaluate the combined influ nce of ground motion
duration and spectral acceleration. Subsequently, 10 ground motion pairs are selected from
the initial sets and are used to investigate the influence of duration on structural response
in terms of deformation, energy dissipation, number of inelastic cycles, and damage state.
Crustal ground motions are scaled so that spectrally equivalence is guaranteed in each pair.
Incremental dynamic analysis are then performed at at least20 intensity levels.
The obtained results for short and long duration earthquakes indicate that:
• for low values of spectral acceleration, there is no visible nfluence of ground motion
duration on deformations and damage; for large spectral acce erations, longer duration
motions tend to induce larger peak IDRs and damage indices;
• in terms of deformation, the median response between the two sets of ground motions
is similar until approximately 4% peak IDR; above this, the long duration ground
motions tend to induce larger deformations under the same valu s of spectral acceler-
ation;
• the relationship between the peak inter-story drift rationd damage indices was found
to be nonlinear; this level of nonlinearity increases with ground motion duration;
• the 3- and the 9-story buildings presented a relatively homogeneous distribution of
damage over the height, while the 20-story building presented a concentration of dam-
age in the top three floors; this damage concentration was enhanced for the longer
duration motions;
• largest damage indices were obtained for the 20-story building as a consequence of
the concentration of damage; on the other hand, the design ofthe 9-story building
efficiently distributed deformations over the height;
• although further work is needed, residual interstory drift ratio (RIDR) was found to
be different for the two ground motion earthquake types; forthe structural modeling
approach used here, similar levels of RIDR are obtained onlyf r smaller intensities.
The observations in this Chapter on damage accumulation in structural members and on
the relationship between deformation and damage are expected to be similar when studying
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new buildings designed with current codes, for example, when considering connection frac-
ture. Nonetheless, further work will be necessary to evaluate the performance of different
building types under long duration earthquakes and to assess th validity of this statement. In
addition, results in this work indicate that regions affected by subduction zone earthquakes,
such as the Cascadia Subduction Earthquake Zone, should be subjected to an extensive prob-
abilistic assessment of the seismic performance of structures subjected to ground motions
due to all potential sources. Such a study should account forthe relative contribution of the
various seismic sources, for example following the approach presented in FEMA P-695 [83].
If the trends recorded in this work are maintained, these regions should have their design re-
vised to account for the effects of duration. More research is required considering different
types of buildings and different modeling assumptions, namely in what concerns modeling
different failure mechanisms (e.g., low-cycle fatigue, shear failure, or connection failure)
and materials (RC, timber, etc.). Further work is also required n order to develop accurate
relationships between ground motion intensity measures and structural damage indices to
be used within performance-based earthquake engineering frameworks.
5.12 Dissemination
This part of the research program resulted in the following outputs.
1. Scientific paper published in the Earthquake Engineering& Structural Dynamics Jour-
nal (in press)
Scope:Presentation of analytical study evaluating the influence of gr und motion du-
ration on structural damage of 3-, 9-, and 20-story SAC steelmoment resisting frame
(SMRF) buildings designed for downtown Seattle,Washingto, U.S.A..
Complete reference:Barbosa, A., Ribeiro, F., and Neves, L. (2015). "Influence of
Earthquake Ground-Motion Duration on Damage Estimation: Application to Steel
Moment Resisting Frames." Earthquake Engineering & Structu al Dynamics (in re-
review).
2. Oral presentation made by Professor André R. Barbosa at the 10th National Confer-
ence on Earthquake Engineering, Alaska, U.S.A. (2014)
Scope:Presentation of preliminar results of the study on the influece of ground mo-
tion duration on damage of the 9-story building.
Complete reference:Barbosa, A., Ribeiro, F., and Neves, L. (2014). "Effects of sub-
duction zone earthquake motions on a 9-story SAC steel moment resisting Frame."
In: 10th National Conference on Earthquake Engineering, Alaska, U.S.A.
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This Chapter presents a reliability-based framework for quantifying the structural robustness
considering the occurrence of a major earthquake (mainshock) and subsequent cascading
hazard events, such as aftershocks that are triggered by themainshock. These events can
significantly increase the probability of failure of buildings, especially for structures that are
damaged during the mainshock.
The application of the proposed framework is exemplified through three numerical case
studies. The case studies correspond to three SAC steel moment frame buildings of 3-, 9-,
and 20- stories, which were designed for Los Angeles by usingpre-Northridge codes and
standards. Two-dimensional nonlinear finite element models of the buildings are developed
using the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation framework (OpenSees), us-
ing a finite-length plastic hinge beam model and the Modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler
model, and are subjected to multiple mainshock-aftershockseismic sequences.
For the three buildings analyzed herein, it is shown that thes ructural reliability under
a single seismic event can be significantly different from that under a sequence of seismic
events. The reliability-based robustness indicators usedshows that the structural robustness
is influenced by the extent by which a structure can distribute damage.
6.2 Introduction
Structures in earthquake prone regions are susceptible to bing damaged due to intense
ground motion shaking. Traditionally, design and analysisof building structures only con-
siders one single earthquake event, also known as a mainshock. H wever, in reality, struc-
tures can be subjected to cascading events, defined as eventslik ly to be triggered by a major
earthquake, such as aftershocks, fires, explosions, or tsunamis. The focus of this chapter is
placed on sequences of ground motions that include the mainshock as well as aftershocks.
The magnitudes of aftershocks are usually lower than the mainshock, but an aftershock
record may have higher peak ground acceleration (PGA), longer duration, larger intensity,
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and different energy content than the mainshock [184]. The aftershocks have the potential
to produce larger seismic demand for a specific building, e.g. due to larger spectral accelera-
tion at the fundamental period of the building [200]. Structural damage is typically observed
in the large intensity mainshocks. Since the typical time int rval between mainshocks and
aftershocks is small, structural repair or retrofit is not possible and the mainshock-damaged
structures are thus more susceptible to failure when an aftershock occurs. The term failure,
as used herein, is synonymous with exceeding a defined limit state that may render structures
unfit for use [201].
In this chapter, a measure of structural robustness is used to characterize the effect of
aftershocks on the seismic safety of structures. With respect to aftershocks triggered by
mainshocks, a structure is said to be more or less robust depen ing on its capacity to sustain
post-mainshock damage without reaching failure. Three main approaches for quantifying
structural robustness have been proposed in the literature. In the first approach, measures
of structural robustness are derived from probabilistic risk assessments [15]. Bakert al.
[15] defined a measure for quantifying structural robustness as a function of direct and in-
direct risk. Even though this approach is very powerful, thecomplexity and subjectiveness
in the quantification of the direct and indirect risk in largestructural systems hinders the
application of this approach. In the second approach, measur s of structural robustness
are quantified in terms of ratios of structural properties (e.g. damage, energy, or stiffness)
between undamaged and damaged structures [20,24]. While thes measures are useful in
engineering practice, they fail to explicitly describe failures. Finally, in the last approach,
measures of structural robustness are defined as a function of the probabilities of failure of
the intact and damaged structure. Examples of such measuresare the indices presented by
Frangopol and Curley [27] and Lind [28]. It is worth noting tha , as discussed in Starossek
and Haberland [202], both these measures evaluate structural redundancy rather than ro-
bustness. However, for buildings, redundancy is provided by the existence of alternative
load paths which is the main mechanism providing robustness, r ndering these indicators an
adequate indirect measure of structural robustness. Robustness assessment of structures for
cascading hazards is currently lacking in the literature.
There are two main challenges in modeling the effects of aftershock events on structures
for computing structural robustness. The first challenge isr lated to the accurate modeling
of expected mainshock-aftershock seismic sequences. Thishas been discussed extensively
in [52,203–208]. Lucoet al. [207] and Ryuet al. [208] performed mainshock-aftershock
incremental dynamic analyses (IDA [54]) on single-degree-of-freedom models subjected to
artificial sequences of mainshock-aftershock "back-to-back" structural analyses. The sec-
ond challenge is related to accurate modeling of the effectsof damage introduced by the
mainshock on structural performance. To this effect, state-of-the-art modeling for estima-
tion of structural performance/damage can be found in ATC-72 [109]. In the ATC-72 report
emphasis is placed on phenomenological models that capturethe main effects of strength
and stiffness deterioration.
In this study, a framework for the assessment of structural robustness under mainshock
triggered aftershocks is developed. Emphasis is placed on the evaluation of the structural
robustness as a function of the probability of failure (or the reliability index) under differ-
ent damage scenarios. In the probabilistic methodology, nonli ear dynamic time-history
analyses of structural computational models of buildings are used to estimate the recorded
structural damage due to multiple mainshock-aftershock sequences. Mainshock and after-
shock incremental dynamic analyses are carried out following the approach proposed by
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Ryu et al. [208], where artificial mainshock-aftershock sequences arused in the "back-to-
back" nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses. This approach is applied to multi-degree-
of-freedom (MDOF) structural models of the 3-, 9-, and 20-story steel moment resisting
frames (SMRFs) of the SAC steel project [77]. The analyticalbui ding models are devel-
oped using the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation, OpenSees [132], and
were validated using the numerical data available in the literature [77,139]. Important as-
pects of beam strength and stiffness degradation as damage pro resses during the analysis
were also included in the model. To quantify the damage due the mainshock and aftershock,
the buildings are first subjected to a mainshock incrementaldynamic analysis and for each
level of the intensity of the mainshock, the mainshock-damaged structure is then subjected
to incremental dynamic analysis due to the aftershocks.
6.3 Literature Review
Aftershock ground motions may cause weakening and/or collapse of structures already dam-
aged by the mainshock, thus threaten life safety, and resultin significant economic losses.
As a consequence, even when minor damage is present from the mainshock, aftershocks
affect decisions to evacuate (possibly damaged) buildings[42]. In this context, Bazzurro et
al. [209] have developed guidelines for tagging damaged buildings that include nonlinear
structural analyses performed prior to a mainshock to determine the residual capacity of a
given building in several different states of potential damage. The elapsed time between the
mainshock the largest aftershock can range from several minutes to months. It is not realis-
tic that the damaged building is repaired to an intact state immediately after the mainshock
or before the next aftershock [200]. According to Yeo and Cornell [210], it can take two or
more years to reopen mainshock-damaged buildings, which lead to significant financial loss
from business downtime.
Towards the probabilistic assessment of the aftershock ground motion hazard, Yeo and
Cornell [42] proposed a methodology, entitled Aftershock Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Analysis (APSHA), to describe the likelihood of occurrenceof aftershocks after a main-
shock with specific characteristics. Then, the same authors[210] proposed stochastic finan-
cial loss estimation models over the structural life time duto mainshocks and their after-
shock sequences. Jalayer et al. [211] applied these concepts in the L’Aquila earthquake,
calculating the probability of exceeding a limit state in a given interval of time elapsed after
the occurrence of the mainshock event, considering a simplified single degree of freedom
model. There are also studies that present the aftershock hazard deduced from the aftershock
earthquake occurrence rates obtained for California [212].
Recent research, developed during the last decade, has focused on the study of aftershock
risk influence on structural safety, life-cycle losses, as well as the corresponding impact on
design and assessment of building and bridge structures. Luco et al. [52] define the random
residual capacity of buildings in a post-mainshock damage state i (DSi) in terms of the
minimum first-mode ground motion spectral acceleration, atthe fundamental oscillatory
period of the intact structure,T1, and a damping ratio ofξ, that would induce localized or
complete collapse due to an aftershock. The computation of the collapse probability can
be accomplished by convolving the aftershock ground motionhazard (demand) at the site,
e.g., [42], with the probabilistic residual capacity of thedamaged building to withstand
aftershock shaking [52]. Luco et al. [207,208] presented a methodology for evaluating the
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fragility of mainshock damaged structures (i.e. aftershock fragility), by performing IDA
[54] with a sequence of mainshock-aftershock back-to-backstructural analyses.
Li et al. [213] investigated the collapse probability of mainshock-damaged steel build-
ings considering aftershocks with different fault types and spectral shapes. It was found
that structural collapse capacity may reduce significantlywhen the building is subjected to
a large intensity mainshock. Song et al. [184], in turn, studied the impact of earthquake
ground motion characteristics, namely duration and frequency content on collapse risk of
post-mainshock buildings considering aftershocks. The results indicate that post-mainshock
structures with more serious damage states may be more fragile when subjected to the af-
tershocks with longer duration and lower frequency, thus highlighting the importance of
accurately characterize aftershock ground motion.
Moreover, Yin and Li [214], and Yeo and Cornell [42] performed life-cycle cost analy-
ses due to mainshock and aftershock occurrences on buildingstructures, and showed that
aftershocks and downtime are important contributors to total seismic loss. Songet al.
[200] developed a framework for loss estimation of steel structures subjected to mainshock-
aftershock sequences, and concluded that even if the aftershock have little influence on
structural behavior, they may still have a significant effect on the seismic loss due to the
uncertainty in the damage states and in the cost estimation.F nally, Nazari et al. [215] de-
veloped a methodology that can quantify the changes that would be needed in the structural
design of a building to account for aftershock hazards. The obj ctive of the study was to
calculate the difference in terms of structural properties(e.g., strength and stiffness) so that
the same collapse probability was obtained for the mainshock-aftershock and the mainshock
alone cases. An illustrative case study example showed thata 10% increase in both stiffness
and strength would be required to keep the collapse probability equal in both cases.
Although the important works that have been developed recently, there is no established
framework to assess the robustness of structures in post-earthqu ke scenarios considering
cascading events. In this chapter a framework for quantifyig the robustness of structures
considering the occurrence of a major earthquake (mainshock) and the subsequent cascading
hazard events, namely fire and aftershocks, is proposed.
6.4 Framework
6.4.1 General Formulation
This section presents the proposed methodology to assess the robustness of structures sub-
jected to cascading hazards triggered by a mainshock. Figure 6.1 shows the event tree that
illustrates the possible sequences of events that are considered in this methodology. In this
event tree it can be seen that different combinations of hazard events may lead to system col-
lapse. The first situation that may lead to system collapse isthe mainshock itself. That pos-
sibility is analyzed in Step 1. If collapse does not occur, then three combinations of events
are considered: (i) occurrence of a fire/blast following themainshock; (ii) occurrence of
an aftershock following the mainshock; and (iii) occurrencof a fire/blast and an aftershock
following the mainshock. Both the fire/blast and the aftershock may lead to system collapse.
If probabilities associated with the occurrence of each event are known, the total probability
of system collapse can be computed. The probability of failure associated with the original
hazard alone is computed in analysis step (1). In the subsequent analysis steps, the prob-
abilities of failure due to the mainshock-fire/blast (1+2),mainshock-aftershock (1+3), and
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Figure 6.1: Event tree considering cascading hazard eventsfollowing a mainshock
Considering the occurrence of a mainshock followed by a fire or blast and an aftershock,












P (C|ima, dsf , dsm)× dP (ima|imm)
×dP (dsf |f, dsm)× dP (f |imm)× dP (dsm|imm)× dP (imm) (6.1)
whereimm and ima represent the intensity measures associated with the mainshock and
the aftershock, respectively;f is the occurrence of a specific fire scenario or blast scenario
following the mainshock;dsm anddsf corresponds to the damage state of the structure after
the mainshock and after the fire/blast, respectively;IMm, IMa, DSm, andDSf represent
the sample space ofimm, ima, dsm, anddsf , respectively.
Equation 6.1 contains four conditional probability terms:dP (imm) corresponds to the
probability of occurrence of a mainshock with intensityimm; dP (dsm|imm) is the con-
ditional probability of a certain damage statedsm being recorded after the mainshock;
dP (f |imm) is the probability of occurrence of fire or blast following a mainshock char-
acterized byimm; dP (dsf |F, dsm) is the conditional probability of a certain damage state
dsf being recorded after both the mainshock and fire/blast have occurred;dP (ima|imm)
is the conditional probability of occurrence of an aftershock with intensityima following
a mainshock with intensityimm; andP (C|ima, dsf , dsm) represents the probability dis-
tribution function ofC (structural collapse criteria), defined herein through one or more
structural damage indicators [216], conditional onima, dsf , anddsm. If the collapse event
is defined asIMa ≥ ima,c which allows the simplification of Equation 6.1 by integrating










P (C|dsf , dsm)×dP (dsf |f, dsm)×dP (f |imm)×dP (dsm|imm)×dP (imm)
(6.2)
where,
P (C|dsf , dsm) =
∫
IMa
P (C|ima, dsf , dsm)dima = P [IMa ≥ ima,c|DSf = dsf ,DSm = dsm]
(6.3)
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and whereima,c represents the minimum ground motion intensity leading to collapse, which
can be computed through IDA [54].
It is worth noting that not all ground motion intensities large thanima,c lead to collapse
as shown by Vamvatsikos and Cornell [54], who considered thespectral acceleration at the
fundamental period of the intact structure as intensity measure, since the IDA curves are
non-monotonic functions, i.e. exhibit twisting patterns.However, it is considered thatima,c
corresponds to the minimum aftershock intensity leading tofailure.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the uncertainties regarding mainshock, aftershock and
damage introduced by fire/blast are of greater magnitude than that associated with the struc-
tural properties. Therefore, all parameters defining the structure are modeled as determinis-
tic variables and are set equal to their expected values.
6.4.2 Application to Mainshock-Aftershock Sequences
The the presented methodology serves as basis for the developm nt of a framework for the
structural robustness assessment of buildings, which is schematically presented in Figure
6.2. The first step of the analysis corresponds to the definition of the engineering mea-
sures considered to define failure and the thresholds used todefine the performance or limit
states. The following step of the analysis corresponds to the definition of the mainshock
hazard. This depends on the location of the building and the foundation soil. Extensive data
exists on the seismic hazard of locations in Europe, North America, and Japan [e.g., 217].
From this, the mean annual rate of exceeding a ground motion inte sity measure can be
defined and, consequently, a probabilistic distribution ofthe mainshock intensity measure
can be obtained. The most used ground motion intensity measur is the 5% damped linear
elastic spectral acceleration at a fundamental period of the structureT1, which is denoted as
Sa(T1) [e.g. 218]. Herein, the notationS will be used to refer to a spectral acceleration at a
fundamental period of the structure.
Step 2
Define mainshock hazard
Step 3.1 – Generate mainshock
Step 4












Step 3.3 – Damage
evaluation due to
mainshock only
Step 5.1 – Generate aftershock













































Based on the definition of the hazard, a set of mainshock ground accelerograms can be
defined (Step 3.1), considering either real or artificial accelerograms [e.g., 60]. Consider-
ing the uncertainty in the characteristics of the mainshock, several different accelerograms
should be used and methods for estimating the structural response due to the mainshock are
discussed in Baker [218], for example. When probabilistic simulation is employed, a set of
mainshocks following the distribution of the spectral acceleration are used. In Step 3.2, fi-
nite element models are defined, leading at sufficient accuray to characterize the nonlinear
response to collapse, providing reliable estimates of the residual displacements and loss in
stiffness and strength. Details on an example of models thatcan be employed to account
for the strength and stiffness deterioration are describedin the following section. In Step
3.3, the damage caused by the mainshock is evaluated for eachof these samples. In the
present chapter, this is done using an incremental dynamic analysis [54], but other methods
for estimating the damage conditional on the mainshock ground motion intensity measure
can be defined. Based on the results of these analyses, in Step3.4, the probability of failure




P (F |Sm = sm)dP (Sm) (6.4)
whereSm represent the ground motion spectral accelerations associated with the main-
shock at the fundamental period of the intact structure,P (Sm) corresponds to the annual
probability of occurrence of a spectral acceleration associated with the mainshock, and
P (F |Sm = sm) represents the probability of failureF conditional onSm. The probabili-
ties of exceedance of a givenSm are defined considering, for example, the data described
in Petersenet al. [217]. According to Jayaram and Baker [219] the spectral accelerations
follow lognormal distributions. The termF describes a failure event, which is defined as
exceedance of a limit state. When considering a collapse limit state, for example, FEMA356
[220] reports 5% as a limiting value interstory drift ratio in buildings. It is worth noting that
Eq.6.4 is applicable for any limit state.
Based on the properties of the mainshock, the conditional aftershock hazard can be de-
fined in Step 4. The occurrence rate and the distribution of aftershocks have strong cor-
relations with mainshock magnitude [42]. As a consequence,an aftershock hazard should
be defined considering the mainshock amplitude, frequency content, and duration. There-
fore, the simulation of mainshock-aftershock ought to be performed with real sequences
whenever possible. However, for most sites such information in not available, and a general
formulation cannot rely on existence of this data. Thus, artificial mainshock-aftershock se-
quences are used herein, following Lucoet al. [207], Ryuet al. [208], Li et al. [221], and
Songet al.[200]. In Step 5.1 a set of aftershock ground accelerations is defined. In Step 5.2,
damage resulting from mainshock and aftershock is evaluated, following the tasks described
above for the mainshock alone. The probability of failure duthe aftershock conditional on





where the probability of failure considering both mainshock and aftershock, computed in






P (F |Sm = sm, Sa = sa)dP (Sa|Sm = sm)dP (Sm) (6.6)
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and whereSa represent the ground motion spectral accelerations associated with the after-
shock at the fundamental period of the intact structure,P (Sa|Sm = sm) is the conditional
probability of occurrence of an aftershock with spectral accelerationSa following a main-
shock with spectral accelerationSm, andP (F |Sm = sm, Sa = sa) represents the proba-
bility of failure F conditional onSm andSa. Sa is also assumed to follow a lognormal
distribution.
In Step 6, the robustness assessment is performed by using the reliability-based robust-
ness indicator presented in Chapter 1, which is based on the comparison of the reliability
index (β = −Φ−1(pf)) of the undamaged structureβintact, which accounts for the main-





whereβintact = −Φ−1(pf1) andβdamaged = −Φ−1(pf2). The main issue related to the use of
this index is the fact that results do not vary within a definedlimit. In fact, βR may assume
values from 0 to∞, which hamper the comparison among different cases (e.g., buildings
typologies, design methods, etc.).
To overcome this difficulty, a new index was developed in thiswork by manipulation of
the index proposed by Frangopol and Curley [27]. This index,signated Robustness Factor
(RF ), is thus a robustness index based on comparison of reliability measures of the intact









wherePf(int) andPf(dmg) are the probabilities of failure of the intact and the damaged sys-
tem, respectively. TheRF takes values in the interval]0; 1]. When a structure does not
provide any robustness, the correspondentRF is 0. While, a very robust structure results
in RF equal to 1. As shown in Figure 6.3 the variation ofRF as a function of the failure
probability of both the intact and the damaged structure is exponencial.
6.5 Building models
6.5.1 General Description
The steel moment resisting frame (SMRF) buildings studied in this chapter are a subset of
the models developed as part of the SAC Steel project [77]. The buildings included in this
study are a 3-, a 9-, and a 20-story buildings (denoted LA3, LA9 and LA20, respectively)
which were designed for Los Angeles using pre-Northridge codes [138]. In all buildings,
external frames were designed to resist the lateral seismicloads and interior frames were
designed as gravity frames. As shown in Figure 6.4, all buildings have spans of 9.15m in
both directions. The 3-story building presents no basement, while the 9- and 20-story build-
ings have one and two basement levels, respectively. The height of the frames is constant
and equal to 3.96m, except for the first level of the two tallerbuildings, which have a height
of 5.49m, as shown in Figure 6.4. A detailed description of the buildings can be found in
FEMA 355C [77] and Luco [139].
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Figure 6.3: Variation of the proposed rosbustness factor (RF ) as a function of the ratio
bewteen the failure probability of the intact and the damaged structure
Two-dimensional centerline models of an external frame of each of the three buildings
are used for the structural analysis. According to one of themodeling alternatives presented
in Luco and Cornell [142], strong-column weak-beam ductilebehavior is assumed for all
structures. Brittle mechanisms and connection fracture modes are not considered.
Geometric nonlinearities are accounted for during the analysis by considering aP −∆
leaning column. A rigid diaphragm is assumed for each floor. Sil-structure interaction is
not considered. Masses and loads are applied to beam-columnjoints. Similarly to what
was defined in FEMA355C [77], Rayleigh damping is assigned tothe models. As described
in Erduran [168], a damping ratio of 2% is assigned to the firstmode and a higher mode.
Following FEMA355C [77] the higher mode considered is the fifth mode for LA20 and a
mode with period 0.2s for buildings LA3 and LA9 (a period close to the LA3’s 3rd modal
period and the LA9’s 5th modal period).
6.5.2 Component Modeling
The building’s nonlinear behavior is modeled considering aset of four different models for
each structure, as described in Table 6.1. The four models differ in the method used to
simulate the beams. For the first two models, a zero-length plastic hinge element is used,
considering elasto-plastic behavior with hardening and a bilinear model with deterioration
(Bilin model in OpenSees). The third and fourth models used the samematerial models,
but consider a finite-length plastic hinge element. In all four cases, the columns are mod-
eled considering a distributed plasticity model and an elasto-plastic constitutive law with a
3% hardening rate assigned to each fiber. A moment-curvaturesection analysis shows that
this corresponds to a section hardening of 3.0%, consistentwith the assumptions used in
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W30x99 0.029 0.120 0.780 5.76x10
5
3 15x15x1.25 W24x335 W30x99 0.029 0.120 0.780 5.63x10
5







W30x108 0.031 0.136 0.898 5.63x10
5
6 15x15x1.0 W24x229 W30x108 0.031 0.136 0.898 5.63x10
5







W30x108 0.031 0.136 0.898 5.63x10
5
9 15x15x1.0 W24x229 W30x108 0.031 0.136 0.898 5.63x10
5







W30x99 0.029 0.120 0.780 5.63x10
5
12 15x15x1.0 W24x192 W30x99 0.029 0.120 0.780 5.63x10
5






W24x131 W30x99 0.029 0.120 0.780 5.63x10
5
15 15x15x0.75 W24x131 W30x99 0.029 0.120 0.780 5.63x10
5






W24x117 W27x84 0.033 0.123 0.768 5.63x10
5







W24x62 0.039 0.163 0.967 5.63x10
5
20 15x15x0.5 W24x84 W21x50 0.042 0.111 0.650 5.97x10
5
Figure 6.4: Two-Dimensional Models of Steel Moment Resisting Frames Buildings in Los
Angeles : (a) LA3 Building; (b) LA3 Sections, Model Parameters, and Floor Masses; (c)
LA9 Building; (d) LA9 Sections, Model Parameters, and FloorMasses; (e) LA20 Building;
(f) LA20 Sections, Model Parameters, and Floor Masses
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the FEMA355C modeling. Thus, for the columns, the main phenomenon considered is the
interaction between moment and axial load. This assumptionis supported by recent testing
[222], where it is shown that columns such as the ones being modeled do not exhibit dete-
rioration in strength by more than 10% forP/Py ≤ 0.75 even at 8% story drift ratios. For
the buildings under analysis, which were designed using thestrong-column-weak-beam as-
sumption, only minor deterioration in stiffness and strength of columns is expected, and dis-
regarding these effects will have no significant impact on the results. However, for buildings
consisting of slender columns, this assumption may not holdand the effect of deterioration
of the strength and stiffness of the columns should be evaluated.







































Zero-Length vs. Finite-Length Plastic Hinge Elements
Based on what the work presented in Chapters 2 and 3, concentrated plastic hinge models
are used herein as a reference, and the results obtained using the finite length plastic hinge
models are compared with those to ascertain their accuracy.
Elasto-plastic Model with Kinematic Hardening vs. Bilinear Model With Deterioration
In the present chapter, a modified version of the Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler [4,131] phe-
nomenological model, applicable to any force-deformationrelationship, is employed to
simulate beam behavior and compared to a bilinear model withkinematic hardening. This
model was used by Lignos and Krawinkler [4] to model the moment-rotation relationship
of plastic hinges in steel elements. The description and imple entation of this model was
performed in Chapter 2 and 3.
Beams are simulated by using finite length plastic hinge elemnts with a plastic hinge
length ofLp = L/6. All other model parameters are defined as proposed in Lignosa d
Krawinkler [4] and Lignos and Krawinkler [128]. Axial and shear behavior is assumed to
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be linear elastic. Joint shear deformations [e.g. 101] and fracture due to low cycle fatigue
[223] are not included in this chapter.
For the building examples analyzed, the axial load expectedto develop in beams is very
low and the interaction between axial load and bending moment in beams is significantly
less relevant than the deterioration of stiffness and streng h which is expected to occur in
the beams. For this reason, the interaction between axial load and bending moment is dis-
regarded for the beams. The modeling assumptions made in this chapter are intended to
provide a relatively simple structural model and, at the same ti e, accurately simulate the
deterioration of the steel members to collapse. Thus, the modeling of some building com-
ponents was neglected in these models, such as beam-column joints, column base plate
connections, and partially restrained connections. The influe ce of these components in the
robustness of steel structures to cascading events is worthstudying in future works.
6.5.3 Model Validation
The four models described were compared to those developed by Luco and Cornell [224],
also designated asModel M1 [77], for the same buildings. The models in Luco and Cor-
nell [224] were developed using the softwareDRAIN-2DX[149]. The models implemented
herein were developed in OpenSees. The elements used in theDRAIN-2DXmodels cor-
respond to concentrated plastic hinge models and a linear P-M interaction surface was as-
sumed for compressive axial loads greater than0.15Py. While the model in FEMA355C
[77] considered this simplified bilinear P-M interaction surface, the P-M interaction surface
considered herein is obtained implicitly during the analysis since the columns are modeled
using fiber-section nonlinear beam-column elements. A representation of the P-M interac-










Figure 6.5: Fiber section P-M interaction curve
The model validation performed herein includes the comparison of results for both a
nonlinear static pushover and nonlinear dynamic time-history analysis. Furthermore, the
buildings periods available in the literature also correlate well with the ones obtained in the
FE models developed in this chapter, as shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Periods of vibration for OpenSees models and FEMA355C model
LA3 Building LA9 Building LA20 Building
OpenSees FEMA355C OpenSees FEMA355C OpenSees FEMA355C
1st Mode 1.04s 1.03s 2.40s 2.34s 4.10s 3.98s
2nd Mode 0.34s 0.33s 0.90s 0.88s 1.40s 1.36s




The nonlinear static analyses were carried out consideringthe four models described in
Table 6.1 and compared to those presented in FEMA355C [77] and Luco [139]. The lateral
load pattern applied is proportional to the first mode of vibration of each structure.





































Figure 6.6: LA3 building - Nonlinear static (pushover) capacity curve considering a1st
mode lateral load pattern

































Figure 6.7: LA9 building - Nonlinear static (pushover) capacity curve considering a1st
mode lateral load pattern
Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 show the pushover curves for each ofthe three buildings and the
four finite element models used. For reference, these figuresalso show the design base shear
quantified according to the allowable stress design method of the 1994 Uniform Building
Code [138]. It can be seen from these figures that the overall match of the pushover curve
are quite good for the models with hardening . In the elastic range the differences for all
models to the results presented in FEMA355C [77] are small, increasing slightly with the
increase in building height. In spite of the differences forthe 20-story building being dis-
cernible in the elastic range, as shown in FEMA355C [77], such variations are expectable as
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Figure 6.8: LA20 building - Nonlinear static (pushover) capacity curve considering a1st
mode lateral load pattern
a consequence, for example, of alternative joints models. For all buildings, the models con-
sidering an elasto-plastic with hardening constitutive law (FMRH, FZLH, and FEMA355)
presented a similar behavior, showing that the use of beam with hinges models does not
affect significantly the results obtained. For the two taller buildings, a softening behavior is
observable in all models, as a result ofP −∆ effects. When the bilinear model with deteri-
oration is considered (FMRB and FZLB) the post peak force decreases faster, as a result of
the strength deterioration considered for the beams. As a consequence of the strong-column
weak-beam design, plastic hinges form firstly in the beams. The use of the bilinear model
with deterioration (FMRB and FZLB) leads to a faster decrease in the post peak base-shear
force, as a result of softening in the beams and corresponding change in column moment
gradient, once the plastic hinges form.
In summary, the results of the pushover analysis show that the models using an elastic-
plastic constitutive law lead to results similar to those described in FEMA355C [77]. Sec-
ondly, the use of zero-length and beam with hinges does not affect the results significantly,
allowing the use of the finite-length plastic hinges model insubsequent analysis. Finally,
the use of the bilinear model with deterioration for the beams produced larger strength re-
duction.
Nonlinear Dynamic Time-History Analysis
To compare the results described in Luco and Cornell [142] with those resulting from the
models used in this chapter, the structural response is evaluated considering forty (twenty
two-component records) SAC Steel Project LA01-LA40 earthquake records. Forty nonlin-
ear dynamic time-history response analyses are performed for each model and each of the
three buildings. Obtained results are compared to those prent d by Luco and Cornell [142]
in terms of maximum interstory drift ratio. The results are psented in the Appendix. The
mean relative errors obtained for each model and building are presented in Table 6.3. For the
models considering an elastic-plastic behavior (FZLH and FMRH) the results are relatively
close, with a maximum mean error of 7.4%. Larger errors are observed for models FZLB
and FMRB, which are induced by the modes of cyclic deteriorati n included in these mod-
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els. Correlation between the floor levels where these interstory drift ratios are observed for
the models developed by Luco and Cornell [142] and the ones shown in this chapter is also
quite good as shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.11, which presents thetory where the maximum
intertsory drift ratio is attained. The results obtained with models FZLH and FMRH are
ploted against the results driven by Luco and Cornell [142] which serve as benchmark for
this validation.




FZLH FMRH FMRB FZLB
LA3 4.6% 4.0% 5.6% 8.7%
LA9 4.5% 5.1% 6.4% 8.4%
LA20 7.4% 6.3% 9.3% 9.8%






Story of Maximum IDR   


















Story of Maximum IDR   
(Luco and Cornell 2000)
Model FMRH
Figure 6.9: LA3 building - Correlation in the story of maximuinterstory drift ratio be-
tween modelsFZLH andFMRH, and FEMA355C (2000) models M1
The model validation performed is considered to be sufficient for the FZLH and FMRH
models. Even though no direct validation of the FZLB and FMRBmodels with experimental
results is possible, the definition of component deteriorati n is consistent with experimental
results and P-M interaction is considered explicitly. Considering the advantages of the finite
length model described in Chapters 2 and 3 and to include realistic effects of beam properties
deterioration in the analysis, the FMRB model is used in the subsequent analyses.
6.6 Analysis Description
To evaluate the increased probability of failure associated with the occurrence of an after-
shock following a major earthquake, a simulation procedurewas employed that considered
as random variables the spectral accelerations of the mainshock and the aftershock corre-
sponding to the initial fundamental period of the structure. Although the occurrence rate and
distribution of aftershocks are correlated to mainshocks magnitude [42], their amplitude,
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Story of Maximum IDR 
























Story of Maximum IDR 
(Luco and Cornell 2000)
Figure 6.10: LA9 building - Correlation in the story of maximu interstory drift ratio be-
tween modelsFZLH andFMRH, and FEMA355C (2000) models M1












Story of Maximum IDR 
























Story of Maximum IDR 
(Luco and Cornell 2000)
Model FMRH
Figure 6.11: LA20 building - Correlation in the story of maximum interstory drift ratio
between modelsFZLH andFMRH, and FEMA355C (2000) models M1
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frequency content, and duration are very complex to simulate. Thus, artificial mainshock-
aftershock sequences are used herein, following Lucoet al. [207], Ryuet al. [208], Li et al.
[221], and Songet al. [200].
Herein, the reliability index for the mainshockβintact is computed considering the spec-
tral acceleration event space divided in 10 intervals for ten equally likely ground motion
records each denoted as earthquakeEj using a technique known as Stratified Sampling
[225]. The reliability index for the aftershockβdamaged is computed using stratified sam-
pling for the mainshock spectral acceleration and considering the conditional probability
of failure due to aftershock as the probability of exceedance of the minimum aftershock
spectral acceleration leading to failure. The probabilityof failure is computed considering
the combination of 10 mainshock and 10 aftershock ground motion records. In this com-
putation it is assumed herein that the mainshock and the aftershock ground motion spectral
acceleration are uncorrelated.
6.6.1 Numerical and Computational Methods
The mainshock and aftershock are modeled considering a set of 10 accelerograms, each
scaled independently, representing different shaking intensi ies. For performing incremental
dynamic analysis (IDA), each of the 10 mainshocks considered is scaled 10 times, by multi-
plying the correspondent time-history record by the objectiv spectral acceleration,Sm(T1),
divided by the original ground motion spectral acceleration, SGM(T1), corresponding to a
stratified sampling of the spectral accelerations. Each of te mainshocks can be followed
by one of the 10 aftershocks. For each aftershock an IDA is also performed for at least 20
intensity levels. Thus, in this analysis the aftershock ground motion is incrementally scaled
(by multiplying the time-history record bySa(T1)/SGM(T1)), similarly to the procedure of
a regular IDA, performing a number ofn back-to-back analysis, wheren depends on the
aftershock ground motion, the building being analyzed, andthe damage state at the end of
the mainshock. Each aftershock incremental dynamic analysis (AIDA) is computed consid-
ering the polarity of the aftershock (positive and negativedir ctions). A 30s time interval
of free-vibration is considered between the end of the mainshock and the application of the
aftershock ground motion records. This duration is deemed sufficient after a preliminary
study that showed that the maximum nodal velocity observed during the last second of this
30s interval was, for all buildings, smaller than 0.6% of thepeak velocity observed for the
mainshock leading to highest drifts short of collapse.
For each run, the Newton-Raphson method is used for solving the nonlinear system of
equations at each time step. To analyze the structure up to interstory drift ratios of 20%, a
convergence study of the horizontal roof peak displacementand horizontal peak floor ab-
solute acceleration as a function of the integration time step was performed. Time-steps
considered were 0.01s, 0.005s, 0.002s, 0.001s, 0.0005s, 0.0001s, and 0.00005s. It was ob-
served that a time step of 0.002s was sufficiently small to produce negligible errors (when
compared to the 0.00005s) and no significant changes in the response were observed when
smaller time steps were used. In addition, other authors (e.g., Faggellaet al. [226]) have
observed that errors associated with accelerations are larg r than the ones associated with
structural displacements. As a consequence, it is recommended to analyze the errors associ-
ated with structural accelerations in order to guarantee stabilization of the error and conver-
gence of the response. The root mean square errors (RMSE) obtained in these preliminary
analyses are presented in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: RMSE associated with roof acceleration and displacement as a function of the
analysis time-step (considering5× 10−5 as reference time-step)
To reduce the total computational time required for obtaining all the results for these
large number of runs, an embarrassingly parallel computingframework is implemented.
The implemented framework makes use of the OpenSees (v2.4.0, release 5172) sequential
version and a batch-queue system called HTCondor (v7.8.0) [166]. HTCondor is a special-
ized batch system for managing computational-intensive jobs. To make the most use of two
student computer centers of Civil Engineering Departmentsat both Oregon State University
(OSU) and Universidade Nova de Lisboa (UNL), two HTCondor pools are created, consist-
ing of 464-cores at OSU and 96-cores at UNL. To minimize the time needed for simulation
data transfer and post-processing of the numerical results, a OSU-UNL web shared folder is
created using a commercial application.
6.6.2 Ground Motion Records
The ground motion records used in this study are selected from the set of forty SAC Steel
Project LA01-LA40 earthquake records mentioned above, considering earthquakes with the
highest peak ground acceleration. These records were obtained from real and simulated
ground motions, scaled so that their mean response spectrummatches the 1997 NEHRP
design spectrum, as reported by Somervilleet al. [167]. The time histories for Los Angeles
were all derived from recordings of shallow crustal earthquakes on soil category D. The ten
SAC records selected for this study are characterized by a moment magnitudeMW between
6.0 and 7.4, duration between29.9s and59.9s, and peak ground acceleration between0.6g
and1.3g. The ten E1 to E10 ground motion records used correspond to SAC earthquakes:
LA11, LA18, LA19, LA21, LA26, LA28, LA30, LA31, LA36 and LA37.
In order to quantify the probability of failure of the structres, the spectral accelerations
at Los Angeles are estimated from the hazard curves generated for the 2008 National Seis-
mic Hazard Mapping Project (NSHMP) [217] for soil type D. These are approximated by a
log-normal distribution, under the mild assumption that the findings of Jayaram and Baker
[219] also hold for the modified ground motion records.
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6.7 Deterministic Nonlinear Dynamic Time-History Response
Analysis
This section presents results obtained for representativenonlinear dynamic time-history re-
sponse analyses, selected from those described above. The performance of the LA3 building
is assessed considering a mainshock ground motion spectrala celeration of1.2g and0.9g
for the aftershock spectral acceleration. Earthquake ground motions E1 and E4 are used as
the mainshock and aftershock, respectively.
Figures 6.13 and 6.15 show the time-histories response of the LA3 and LA9 buildings,
respectively, in terms of floor acceleration, roof drift ratio, and interstory drift ratio during
four identified time-periods (TP1-TP4): (i) TP1 - duration of the mainshock; (ii) TP2 - free
vibration period of 30s after the mainshock; (iii) TP3 - duration of the aftershock; and (iv)
TP4 - free vibration period of 30s after the aftershock. Thisfigure also shows the floor
accelerations and the interstory drift ratios at the instant when peak interstory drift ratio
is attained during the mainshock and the aftershock, respectively. Regarding the response
of the LA3 building, the peak interstory drift ratio during the mainshock is 4.1% at the3rd
story. While, during the aftershock, the peak interstory drift ratio is approximately 5.7%
also in the3rd story. In what concerns to the LA9 building, during the mainshock the peak
interstory drift ratio is approximately 4.0% at the4th story, whereas during the aftershock
the peak interstory drift ratio is 6.8% at the2nd story. In Figure 6.14 two moment-rotation
responses are shown at two different elements of the LA3 building. It is important to note
that during the aftershock the deformations are much larger, especially for beams, whose
response go beyond the peak strength, i.e. a softening response is observable. Strength














































































































TP3 TP4 TP1TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4TP2
TP1 – Mainshock
TP2 – Free vibration period after the mainshock
TP3 – Aftershock
TP4 – Free vibration period after the aftershock
Figure 6.13: LA3 building - Example of a mainshock-aftershock back-to-back acceleration
and drift response time-histories
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Figure 6.14: LA3 building hinge moment-rotation response at: ( ) bottom of first story in





































































































































































































































































TP2 – Free vibration period after the mainshock
TP3 – Aftershock
TP4 – Free vibration period after the aftershock
Figure 6.15: LA9 building - Example of a mainshock-aftershock back-to-back acceleration
and drift response time-histories
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The deformed shape of the LA3 building at the peak deformation instant is shown in
Figure 6.16. This figure also shows the deformed shapes of theLA9 and LA20 buildings,
in which, for representative analyses, the size of the circles il ustrate the relative scales of
rotations recorded at the end of each element. For the LA3 building, almost all beam ends
had gone into the inelastic regime during the mainshock. Although the damage on the struc-
ture at the end of the mainshock is considerable, as it can be iferred through the number of
plastic hinges formed during the mainshock, the residual deformation is not significant (see
Figure 6.13). At the instant when the peak interstory drift ratio is recorded during the after-
shock, columns on the first story have formed plastic hinges in both ends, which indicates
that an undesirable soft story mechanism is formed. Four plastic hinges have also formed in
second story columns and two in the third one. Effects of higher modes in the instants where
peak interstory drifts are recorded can be observed in the LA9 and LA20 building response






Figure 6.16: Deformed shapes of the buildings at two different instants: (a,c,d) - Peak
interstory drift ratio during the mainshock; and (b,d,f) - Peak interstory drift ratio during the
aftershock, for LA3, LA9 and LA20, respectively.
6.7.1 Aftershock Incremental Dynamic Analysis
For each mainshock-aftershock combination and each mainshock intensity, an AIDA is per-
formed for increasing aftershock intensities in order to compute the failure probability under
this sequence of events. In Figures 6.17 to 6.19, AIDA curvesar shown for four mainshock
ground motion spectral accelerations. Earthquakes E5, E7 and E10 are considered as main-
shock for LA3, LA9, and LA20 buildings, respectively. Ten AIDA curves are then computed
for the ten possible aftershocks. For each mainshock intensity, the results obtained show the
variation of the peak IDR as a function of the aftershock ground motion spectral accelera-
tion.
The value of 10% of interstory drift ratio is considered to beth threshold for fail-
ure [218]. Higher values of interstory drift ratio will leadto violation of the performance
threshold and thus be considered as failure. Previous probability-based studies [e.g. 218]
have concluded that 10% IDR is an adequate threshold to definecollapse in a numerical
framework. Although FEMA356 [220] defines 5% IDR for collapse prevention, to study
the structural robustness (i.e., the capacity of the structu e to sustain damage) this larger
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value allows for the assessment of the nonlinear structuralbehavior under very large de-
formations, which contributes to the accurate evaluation of the reliability-based structural
robustness by allowing for more accurate computation of theprobability of failure.
The obtained AIDA curves illustrate the decrease in capacity w h the increase in the
mainshock intensity. For example for the LA3 building (see Figure 6.17), the aftershock E4
ground motion spectral acceleration that leads the structure to failure is1.7g when the main-
shock ground motion spectral acceleration is1.2g, whereas when the mainshock ground
motion spectral acceleration is2.4g the aftershock spectral acceleration that leads to failure
is 1.1g.
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Figure 6.17: LA3 building - AIDA curves for ten earthquake records and four different
mainshock ground motion spectral accelerations
An alternative approach for assessing the decrease in the post-mainshock building ca-
pacity would be to perform post-mainshock pushover analysis. Figure 6.20 shows examples
of the capacity curves obtained with the LA3 building and three mainshock intensities. The
intact capacity curve is also represented and serves as basefor comparison. Although this
approach is simple and provides useful results, important simplifications must be consid-
ered, namely in the type of lateral load distribution and theway mainshock damage is ac-
counted for. In addition, this approach does not permit the computation of the probability of
failure using the proposed methodology.
6.8 Robustness Assessment Results
Figure 6.21 shows the lowest aftershock spectral acceleration that leads the LA3 building to
fail (Peak IDR = 10%) versus the mainshock spectral acceleration t the fundamental period
of the intact structure (after gravity loads application).The figure corresponds to results
obtained using earthquakeE5 for both the mainshock and the aftershock. It can be seen that
for lower intensities of the mainshock there is little impact of mainshock induced damage on
the aftershock spectral acceleration that leads to failure. Additionally, for increasing main-
shock intensities, the aftershock spectral accelerationshat lead to failure decrease, since
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Figure 6.18: LA9 building - AIDA curves for ten earthquake records and four different
mainshock ground motion spectral accelerations
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Figure 6.19: LA20 building - AIDA curves for ten earthquake records and four different
mainshock ground motion spectral accelerations
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Figure 6.20: LA3 building - Post-mainshock pushover curvesfor three mainshock intensities
the mainshock induced damage reduces the capacity of the structure to sustain additional
damage due to the aftershocks. Since the same accelerogramsa e u ed for generating both
mainshock and aftershock, application of a mainshock only or an aftershock following a low
intensity mainshock (i.e., causing no damage to the structue) are equivalent. Consequently,
the lowest mainshock spectral acceleration leading to failure is identical to the (minimum)
aftershock spectral acceleration that leads to failure forvery low mainshock intensities.
In Figure 6.22 the median aftershock ground motion spectralacceleration that leads the
structures to failure is represented as a function of the median mainshock ground motion
spectral acceleration. A similar trend to that described for Figure 6.21 is observable here,
but now for the entire set of AIDA analyses considered. Figure 6.22 also shows the median
residual displacements after application of the mainshock. The results show a significant
correlation between the increase in residual displacements a d the reduction in the after-
shock leading to failure, indicating that residual displacements could be used as a measure
of damage.
In Table 6.4, the probabilities of failure and the corresponding reliability indices are
presented considering mainshock, aftershock and mainshock+aftershock. The redundancy
indicator,βr, introduced by Frangopol and Curley [27], the vulnerability index proposed
by Lind [28], V , as well as the robustness factor proposed in this work are used to com-
pare robustness of the three buildings. The reliability indices obtained considering only
the mainshock are very similar across structures, showing that the design procedure applied
is consistent. However, the probability of failure consider ng aftershock and mainshock-
induced damage increases much more significantly for buildings LA3 and LA20, than for
LA9.
The results obtained forβr, V , andRF , show that LA9, although less safe than LA3 and
LA20 under a mainshock alone, is significantly more robust. These results can be correlated
to the LA9 building ability to distribute damage over its entire height of the building as
shown in Figure 6.16.
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βmainshock only = 3.72
βmainshock-aftershock = 3.34
Deformed shape (x10) at the end of the mainshock:
Mainshock
Spectral
Acceleration (g)0.5 1.7 2.7
Figure 6.21: LA3 building - Aftershock ground motion spectral acceleration at the funda-
mental period of the intact structure that leads to failure as a function of the mainshock
ground motion spectral acceleration for earthquake E5














































































Figure 6.22: Median lowest aftershock ground motion spectral acceleration at the funda-
mental period of the intact structure that leads to failure (solid line and left vertical axis) and
median residual interstory drift ratio after mainshock (dashed line and right vertical axis) as
a function of the median mainshock ground motion spectral acceleration
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Table 6.4: Probabilities of failure, reliability indexes and redundancy index associated with
the scenarios considered


























Redundancy indexβr 19.32 41.52 11.31
Vulnerability indexV 1.87 1.30 2.61
Robustness factorRF 0.42 0.74 0.20
6.9 Fragility Curves and Repair Cost Estimation
Based on the results obtained in the performed aftershock IDA analysis, fragility curves are
computed and the expected structural repair cost is estimated. The maximum likelihood
method described in Section 1.6 and the FEMA-351 [170] threshold values presented in
Section 4.9.3 (Table 4.5), defining the four Damage States (DS): (i) slight; (ii) moderate;
(iii) extensive; and (iv) complete.
Figure 6.23 shows the aftershock fragility curves associated with the LA3 building. Each
plot (i.e., Figures 6.23(a) to 6.23(d)) corresponds to one of the four DS. In each plot, eleven
curves are represented, which correspond to the analyzed mainshock intensities. Each af-
tershock fragility curve is conditional on the mainshock intensity and the considered DS.
Additionally, the fragility curve parameters,θ andβ, whose derivation is explained in Sec-
tion 1.6, are listed in the tables shown in the figure. The obtained fragility curves indicate
that the probability of exceedance for a defined DS increasesthe mainshock intensity
increases. This is valid for the four considered DS, but the influence of the mainshock in-
tensity on the probability of exceedance is much larger for the most critical DS’s, namely
for the extensive and complete DS. In these cases, the differenc between the no-mainshock
case (the same as mainshock only) and the case with the largest mainshock intensity, is
considerable.
In order to investigate the variation of the fragility curves parameters, Figures 6.24(a) and
6.24(b) show theθ andβ parameters as a function of the mainshock intensity, respectively.
Figures 6.24(c) and 6.24(d) show the ratio between the fragility curve parameter associated
with each aftershock fragility curve and the parameter associated with the fragility curve
of the no-mainshock (or mainshock only) case. Figures 6.24(a) and 6.24(b) show similar
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trends. First, a negligible variation is observed in the parameters associated the slight DS.
Second, the curves associated with the remaining DS’s have similar shapes and most of
them tend to the same final value, namely for theθ parameter. It is important to note that
with such low number of ground motions and performed analysis, parameterβ may not
be particularly accurate. Further investigation of theβ parameter must be carried out. In
this context, Figure 6.24(c) presents a very interesting trend for the variation of the ratio
of the θ parameter. This plot shows that approximately the same ratio is obtained for the
moderate, extensive, and complete DS’s, as a function of themainshock intensity. The slight
DS yields different ratios as very small variation is recorded, regardless of the mainshock
intensity. Finally, Figure 6.24(d) indicates that the aftershockβ parameter associated with
the largest mainshock intensity is much larger, namely for the complete DS, than the one
associated with the no-mainshock case.
Finally, Figure 6.25 shows repair cost ratios (RCR) of the damaged building for mainshock-
aftershock intensity pairs, which are computed following the basics mentioned in Section
1.6. Although RCR curves are computed for all mainshock-aftershock intensities, only six
curves are shown in this figure for simplicity of visualization. As expected, based on the
results of Figures 6.23 and 6.24, for the same aftershock spectral acceleration, the estimated
RCR increases as the mainshock intensity increases. Is is worth n ting that the approximate
value of the total repair cost, shown in the figure is associated with only the structural com-
ponents and is based on reference values provided by FEMA-351 [170] and are associated
with the need to repair the building for the "complete" damage state.
Figures 6.26 to 6.31 show similar results for the LA9 and LA20buildings, respectively.
These results highlight the influence of the sequences of mainshock-aftershock events on the
reduction of structural capacity and, consequently, the importance of the consideration of
aftershock events in structural safety assessments. The fragility function parameter values,
as well as the ratios computed by comparison with the no-mainshock case, can be useful for
future works with these buildings.
6.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, a reliability-based robustness assessment thodology for steel moment
resisting frame structures subjected to post-mainshock seismic events was proposed and ex-
emplified. Robustness is computed through comparison of thestructural reliability index
under a mainshock, considering the undamaged structure, and under an aftershock applied
to the mainshock-damaged structure. Probabilities of failure are computed through simu-
lation, using nonlinear finite element models that explicitly reproduce damage induced by
strong shaking. The methodology is exemplified using back-to-back mainshock-aftershock
nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses.
For structures expected to form strong-column weak-beam failure mechanisms, a finite
element modeling approach was presented in which columns were modeled using force-
based fiber-section distributed plasticity elements and beams were modeled using a recently
proposed phenomenological bilinear model with deterioratn. The models used for the
columns directly account for axial load- bending moment interaction. For the beams, the
deterioration behavior defined for the plastic hinges is fundamental for accurate performance
assessments under mainshock-aftershock sequences. The finite-length plastic hinge element
is used due to its ability to model plastic hinge lengths explicitly and to separate the behavior
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Figure 6.23: LA3 building - Aftershock fragility curves: (a) Slight DS; (b) Moderate DS;
(c) Extensive DS; and (d) Complete DS
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Figure 6.24: LA3 building - Variation of the aftershock fragility curve parameters as a func-
tion of the mainshock spectral acceleration: (a) variationof theθ parameter; (b) variation of
theβ parameter; (c) ratioθ/θSm=0; and (d) ratioβ/βSm=0















































Total repair cost   1.6M$~
Figure 6.25: LA3 building - Estimated structural repair cost ratio as a function of the after-
shock spectral acceleration
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Figure 6.26: LA9 building - Aftershock fragility curves: (a) Slight DS; (b) Moderate DS;
(c) Extensive DS; and (d) Complete DS
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Figure 6.27: LA9 building - Variation of the aftershock fragility curve parameters as a func-
tion of the mainshock spectral acceleration: (a) variationof theθ parameter; (b) variation of
theβ parameter; (c) ratioθ/θSm=0; and (d) ratioβ/βSm=0















































Total repair cost   5.1M$~
Figure 6.28: LA9 building - Estimated structural repair cost ratio as a function of the after-
shock spectral acceleration
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Figure 6.29: LA20 building - Aftershock fragility curves: (a) Slight DS; (b) Moderate DS;
(c) Extensive DS; and (d) Complete DS
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Figure 6.30: LA20 building - Variation of the aftershock fragility curve parameters as a func-
tion of the mainshock spectral acceleration: (a) variationof theθ parameter; (b) variation of
theβ parameter; (c) ratioθ/θSm=0; and (d) ratioβ/βSm=0












































Total repair cost   6M$~
Figure 6.31: LA20 building - Estimated structural repair cost ratio as a function of the
aftershock spectral acceleration
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of beam in the span from that of beam-column connections.
Two-dimensional models of a 3-, 9-, and 20-story steel buildings, designed for the SAC
project for Los Angeles, California, were implemented in the OpenSees framework. For
simulating the mainshock-aftershock sequence of events, ten different mainshock and af-
tershock ground motion records were combined. The spectralaccelerations at fundamental
periods of the buildings were used to simulate mainshock andaftershock intensities that fol-
low lognormal distributions. "Back-to-back" mainshock-aftershock incremental dynamic
analyses are performed for each combination of mainshock-aftershock, while failure is de-
fined in terms of the exceedance of an interstory drift threshold. It is worth noting that the
results presented here are sensitive to the frequency content of the ground motions (both
aftershock and mainshock), period elongation due to cyclicdeterioration in stiffness from
the mainshock, and the definition of the fundamental period of the frame structures. These
important factors are not considered herein, and as discussed in Faggellaet al. [226] can
only be adequately accounted for by using a vector-valued ground motion intensity mea-
sure. The use of vector-valued ground motion intensity measur s falls outside the scope of
this chapter.
Application of the reliability-based robustness assessment showed the importance of
considering the aftershock in the evaluation of safety of structures under seismic events, as
a significant increase in failure probability was observed when mainshock-aftershock se-
quences were considered. Moreover, this study showed that the LA9 building, although
initially more susceptible to failure than the LA3 and LA20 buildings, presented signifi-
cantly higher robustness for the aftershock events (βr = 41.52 for LA9 versusβr = 19.32
andβr = 11.31 for LA3 and LA20, respectively). In fact, robustness is defind in terms
of the increase in probability of failure considering damage, and LA9, although less safe
than LA3 and LA20 under a mainshock alone, presents a lower reduction in reliability index
when cascading events are considered. Thus, it can also be concluded that the probabili-
ties of failure for multiple hazards requires explicit modeling of the hazards and simulation
methods need to accurately model the damage induced by the cascading hazards. Finally,
mainshock-aftershock fragility curves and repair cost ratios were derived based on the re-
sults obtained with the proposed framework. Some thresholdvalues were derived that may
be useful for the development of future probabilistic studies and risk assessment method-
ologies. Interesting trends were identified in what concerns the variation of fragility curve
parameters as a function of mainshock intensity. However, th se need more scrutiny in
future works due to the low number of ground motions considere in this work.
6.11 Dissemination
This part of the research program resulted in the following outputs.
1. Scientific paper published in the Journal of Structural Engineering
Scope:Presentation of the reliability-based framework for quantifying structural ro-
bustness considering the occurrence of a mainshock followed by aftershocks. The
application of the proposed framework is exemplified through the study of the three
SAC steel moment frame buildings.
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Complete reference:Ribeiro, F., Barbosa, A., and Neves, L. (2014). "Application of
Reliability-Based Robustness Assessment of Steel Moment Rsisting Frame Struc-
tures under Post-Mainshock Cascading Events." Journal of Structural Engineering,
140, SPECIAL ISSUE: Computational Simulation in Structural Engineering, A4014008.
2. Poster presentation made at the XV World Congress on Earthquake Engineering (2012)
Scope:Presentation of the general formulation for structural robustness assessment
under post-earthquake cascading events. A case study is presented for a 3-story steel
moment resisting frame located in Lisbon, Portugal. In thisca e study a triggering
mainshock is followed by: (i) an aftershock, or (ii) direct column removal that in-
duces localized damage on the structure (which can lead to partial collapse) and then
followed by an aftershock. Through quantification of the structural safety under a
mainshock alone and comparing it with the safety associatedwith these sequences of
events, it is possible to assess the robustness in these scenarios.
Complete reference:Ribeiro, F., Barbosa, A., and Neves, L. (2012). "Seismic Robust-
ness Assessment of Code Compliant Steel Moment Resisting Frame Under Seismic
Triggered Sequences of Events." In: XV World Congress on Earthquake Engineering.
Lisbon, Portugal.
3. Oral presentation made by Professor André R. Barbosa at the International Conference
on Structural Safety and Reliability, ICOSSAR (2013)
Scope:Presentation of the framework for structural robustness con idering mainshock-
aftershock sequences. A new reliability-based robustnessi dex was presented, which
overcomes issues identified in the most used indices. The applic tion of the frame-
work and the new robustness index is exemplified through the study of the three SAC
steel moment frame buildings.
Complete reference:Ribeiro, F., Barbosa, A., and Neves, L. (2013). "Reliability-
Based Robustness Assessment of Structures Subjected to Post-Main hock Hazard




Robustness Assessment of Structures
Considering Post-Earthquake Fire
7.1 Scope
In this Chapter a probabilistic framework for performance-based structural engineering
(PBSE) for fire following earthquake is proposed. This framework allows for the estimation
of decision variables similarly to what is done in the PEER PBEE. The theoretical aspects of
the framework are detailed herein. However, before applying this framework, a sensitivity
study is carried out in order to contribute to the identification of the most important variables
in steel fire response and to the definition of trends in what concerns to the relationship be-
tween fire intensity and structural performance. In this context, the work is divided in two
main parts, a sensitivity study and an incremental fire analysis. The development of these
preliminary studies is deemed necessary prior to the study of the fire following earthquake
case.
7.2 Introduction
The problem of fire following large earthquakes raises significant concerns in earthquake
prone areas. The evaluation of the occurrence and consequences of fires following earth-
quakes are a highly nonlinear and uncertain problem. This Chapter presents a probabilistic
framework for performance-based structural engineering (PBSE) that includes both earth-
quake and fire performance assessment, namely in the specificcase of fire following earth-
quakes. This probabilistic framework can be seen as an extension of the performance-based
earthquake engineering (PBEE) methodology developed by the Pacific Earthquake Engi-
neering Research (PEER) center in the past decades. The proposed framework represents a
first step towards a rational methodology for fire following earthquake performance assess-
ment of structures.
However, the execution of structural fire analysis can be cumbersome due to large num-
ber of variables influencing structural response. As a consequence, a preliminary study,
which aims at identifying the most important variables affecting the response of steel struc-
tures under and immediately after being subjected to thermal fire loading, is conducted in
this Chapter. Two case study examples are presented, which use the thermal tools of the
Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSes) framework. Structural
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fire analyses are conducted considering different fire scenarios nd a set of seven random
variables. Peak and residual deformations are tracked in order to assess structural response.
In addition, pushover and pushdown analyses are carried outto evaluate the structural ca-
pacity to sustain further load after fire. Tornado Diagram Analysis (TDA) is used to evaluate
the sensitivity of the structural response to each variable.
The results obtained are used to validate the OpenSees Thermal modeling tools, as well
as identify the most important parameters and variables when performing fire analysis. The
relationship between fire loading, deformations, and vertical load bearing capacity, is also
analyzed through incremental fire analysis. These conclusions are important to improve
the efficiency of probabilistic-based engineering methodsconsidering fire demands, namely
by reducing the computational cost associated with the consideration of a large number of
variables. The results of this sensitivity analysis will beused in the future application of the
proposed PBSE for fire following earthquake.
7.3 Literature Review
7.3.1 Structural Fire Simulation
The study of structural fire has received significant attention in the last decades. In fact, de-
spite the widely known advantages of steel structures, namely in what concerns lightweight,
high strengh, appealing architecture, ease of erection, and recyclable materials, issues re-
lated to fire resistance have been identified [227–229]. Extensiv numerical and experi-
mental analyses have been performed to assess the behavior of is lated members and/or
connections as well as building structures under fire loading.
Johansson [230] presents a review of numerical experimentsand put into the context of
traditional compartment fire experiments. Takagi and Deierl in [231] evaluated the design
equations of EC3 and AISC for prediction of member resistance capacity at elevated tem-
peratures through an extensive experimental study and comparison with numerical results.
Among the numerical studies that have been developed, most of the structural fire anal-
yses have been performed using the ABAQUS [232], or the SAFIR[233] finite element
programs. Vassart et al. [234] perform a benchmark study between ABAQUS, ANSYS
[235] and SAFIR. Memari and Mahmoud [229] analyzed the threeSAC Steel Project LA
buildings under single-bay fires using ABAQUS. Eurocode 3 presc iptions were used when
modeling thermal behavior of steel members. Several fire scenarios were considered and
conclusions on local and global response of the three buildings were taken.
Garlock and Quiel [236], using SAFIR program, examined the int raction between the
perimeter column and the beam that frames into it through thes udy of a steel high-rise
building subjected to a large fire. Sun et al. [228] implemented a static-dynamic analysis
in the Vulcan software [237] for performing progressive collapse studies of frame structures
under fire. Several case studies were analyzed and differentcollapse mechanisms were
compared in the context of progressive collapse. Loading ratio, beam sizes, and bracing
system influence on collapse resistance was deeply investigated.
For studying combined hazards, such as the case of earthquake-fire, a versatile and effi-
cient software is required. In this context, the OpenSees framework has been successfully
used in simulating multiple hazard risk scenarios, making it suitable to be used in this work.
In fact, an extensive fire module was implemented in the OpenSe s framework by Jiang et
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al. [238]. Using this framework, Jiang et al. [239] investigated the effect of different brac-
ing system in the progressive collapse resistance of steel frames under fire. Khorasani et al.
[240] implemented in OpenSees a new steel model that proved taccurately capture cooling
phase and efficiently simulate cumulative degradation of steel under multiple hazards.
These studies followed a deterministic approach in modeling fire conditions and struc-
tural response. However, the uncertainty related to this topic require probabilistic studies
to be developed so that general conclusions may be taken and used in Performance-Based
Engineering (PBE) methods. As a consequence, probabilistic studies have recently been
applied to study fire demands [241–244] . For example, Ramroth and Asaro [244] carried
out various types of sensitivity analyses and an uncertainty alysis of a model for the ther-
mal decomposition and heat transfer through a composite panl. Coupling of three models
were accomplished: a thermal model, a model of mechanical property degradation with tem-
perature, and a thermo-mechanical structural model. A total of 11 random variables were
considered and results highlight how the input parameters affected the results, as well as
quantify the expected variability in the model output.
Conclusions of these probabilistic studies contribute to the development of PBE meth-
ods that include fire such as the application of the PEER performance based earthquake
engineering framework to structures in fire proposed by Lange et al. [242].
7.3.2 Performance-Based Fire Engineering
In this context, in this work a preliminary proposal for performance-based structural engi-
neering for fire following earthquake is presented. Quiel and Marjanishvili [245] developed
a multi-hazard analysis by introducing an initial damage onthe structure that is simulated
by direct column removal. Subsequently, the bays adjacent to the removed column are sub-
jected to fire loading. Braxtan and Pessiki [246], Memariet al. [247], and Faggiano and
Mazzolani [248] have also developed studies on the behaviorof steel frames under fire fol-
lowing earthquake.
Despite these relevant works, a single and universally accepted approach for performance-
based structural engineering of building structures for fire following earthquakes has not
been proposed to date. In this work, a performance-based structural engineering framework
for fire following earthquake is developed.
Performance-based structural engineering for fire conditions has received little attention
by the structural engineering community. However, it has been investigated by fire safety
engineers in the past decades and several performance-based assessment and design frame-
works for fire conditions have been proposed in the literature [249–252]. Hamilton [251]
proposed a performance-based fire engineering (PBFE) approch that was developed based
on an adaptation of the PEER PBEE framework, and was proposedt be a single, generally
accepted framework for PBFE.
The work of Hamilton [251] is summarized in the following parag aphs to illustrate
how the PBEE framework can be adapted for PBFE and later to serve as the basis of the
framework being proposed herein for the performance-basedstructural engineering for fire
following earthquake. Table 7.1 lists the required attributes for PBEE and the corresponding
ones for PBFE. It is worth noting that for the first three analytical processes (hazard analy-
sis, structural analysis, and damage analysis) there are two different rows for the different
hazards: seismic hazard and fire hazards. However, for the loss analysis, the model param-
eters and measurable outcomes that can be used as decision variables are identical for both
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seismic and fire hazard.
The first step in a performance-based assessment is the characteriz tion and quantifica-
tion of the hazard. Hamilton [251] developed a PBFE framework f steel structures and
defined the fire intensity measure (IMF - note that the subscript F is introduced to differ-
entiate the fire intensity measure from the ground motion intensity measureIM) to be the
"maximum steel temperature", which corresponds to the maxium temperature in the struc-
tural element. In PBFE, the definition of a realistic "fire hazard curve",ν(IMF ), is of crucial




dP (IMF |FO)dP (FO|F )ν(F ) (7.1)
whereν(F ) corresponds to the probability of ignition,dP (FO|F ) is the conditional proba-
bility of flashover conditional on the occurrence of given igition, anddP (IMF |FO) is the
probability of the structural element reaching a certain temp rature, given flashover. The
IMF proposed by Hamilton [251] was considered to be appropriatesince it can directly
relate the induced temperatures in the steel member to structural EDPs through nonlinear
structural analysis [252,253] and thus would tend to be a good candidate for a "sufficient"
IM . A "sufficient" IM would also have to be a proxy of the model parameters described
in Table 7.1 (compartment geometry, ventilation, etc.). The evolution of a fire in a structure
is usually dependent upon the form of the structure as well asits features. It may therefore
be necessary to develop a suitable catalogue of fires to each structure, to determine the in-
tensity measure and the engineering demand parameters. However, as noted by Hamilton
[251], this is not always the case, as the large deformationsof local collapse (an example
of an EDP) could change the compartment layout, further allowing the spread of fire (hori-
zontally or vertically), and change ventilation conditions, for example. Nonetheless, in the
absence of a more consistent indicator, it was considered byHamilton that the maximum
temperature in the structural element would be a soundIM .
The next step in PBFE is the estimation of the EDPs conditional IMF . This step
corresponds to the time-history response analysis of a nonlinear finite-element model of the
structure. In the estimation ofEDP |IM in a seismic structural analysis, ground motion
records are selected to match characteristics of theIM (see Baker [218], for example) and
the structure is then subjected to these ground motion records. Similarly, in PBFE a fire
loading time-history and different fire scenarios need to bedefined [252]. The characteriza-
tion of realistic scenarios for fire loading needs to be develop d by fire safety engineers.
Once the EDPs have been computed, the next step in the PBFE is the quantification of the
DM. As stated by Hamilton [251], based on the work of Tide [254], fire-damaged structures
can be subdivided into three categories of increasing damage, which can be simply described
as: no damage, damaged but repairable, beyond repair (failure).
With respect to the fire following earthquake, a performance-based design approach has
been presented by Faggianoet al. [255]. Nonetheless, a single and universally accepted
approach for performance-based structural engineering ofbuilding structures for fire fol-
lowing earthquakes has not been proposed to date. In this work, a performance-based struc-
tural engineering framework for fire following earthquake is developed. Thus, a unified
performance-based engineering approach needs to be selected. The main characteristic of
the framework to be used is that it has to be flexible enough to be able to include additional
analytical steps and generalized random variables in orderto adequately account for se-
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quential hazards (e.g., fire following earthquake, mainshock-aftershock). Herein, the PBEE
developed by PEER is selected as the main framework for unifying the performance assess-
ment for fire following earthquake of building structures. The extensions made to the PBEE
framework and its implications in what concerns future implementations are discussed next.
7.4 Framework
The probabilistic framework for PBSE for fire following earthquake proposed in this work
is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Comparing this with Figure 1.12, it can be seen that the PBSE
framework for fire following earthquake considers three additional steps (boxes with red
background) that link the seismic damage analysis to the loss analysis. These three analyti-
cal steps are: (a) probabilistic conditional fire hazard analysis (conditional on the occurrence
of a ground motion with a specific seismicIM), (b) probabilistic conditional fire demand
analysis, and (c) probabilistic conditional fire damage analysis. In these analytical steps the











































Figure 7.1: Probabilistic framework for performance-based tructural engineering for fire
following earthquake
It is worth noting that the sequential nature of the cascading hazards is visible in Figure
7.1. It is assumed that, if the fire occurs, it will take place immediately after the mainshock,
or within a sufficiently short time window such that the previous seismic damage analysis
results still hold. Thus, at the end of the seismic damage analysis step and given that the
mainshockIM has occurred, the structure can be considered to be in a current damage state
DS. The first step in the fire following earthquake analysis isthe conditional fire hazard
analysis and results in an intensity measure,IMF . The fire hazard analysis result,IMF , and
the damage stateDSi are both conditional on the occurrence of the mainshock chara terized
by anIM . In this step several considerations must be made in the analysis, which relate to
the model parameters listed in Table 7.1.
Once the fire intensity measure is computed, the conditionalfire demand analysis step is
performed. The term "conditional" is again employed because the nonlinear finite-element
model analysed has to be able to realistically capture the damage stateDSi and therefore
the structural analysis to fire loading is performed not on the initial intact structure, but on
the mainshock-damaged structural model. The nonlinear finite-element model also needs to
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adequately model the thermo-mechanical parameters of the structural elements and connec-
tions. Once the EDPs are estimated these have to be linked to the DMs. This analytical step
is identical to the PBFE counter part proposed by Hamilton [251].
Under these assumptions, the annual rate of exceedance of a given level of loss is given
a specificIM level is given by:









P (DVF |DMF , DSi)
dP (DMF |EDPF , DSi)dP (EDPF |IMF , DSi)dνF (IMF , DSi|IM)(7.2)
where:
• IM refers to the mainshock and is also needed to define the fire following earthquake
ignition rate [256–258] - see Equation 7.3
• ν(IMF , DSi|IM) corresponds to the joint mean annual rate of occurrence of a fire
that exceeds a given value ofIMF and damage stateDSi, for a structure that was
subjected to a mainshockIM , and is given by the expression:
ν(IMF , DSi|IM) =
∫ ∫
dP (IMF , DSi|FO, IM)dP (FO|F, IM)ν(F |IM)
(7.3)
where all terms shown in Equation 7.1 are first conditioned onIM and dependence
onDSi only shows up in the third term from the right; this is due to that fact that both
ignition and flashover are considered to be independent of the current damage state
DSi, an assumption which does not hold for the case of the fire intensity measureIMF
since the maximum temperature in the structural members will depend on the current
state of damage, namely in what may relate to exposure of rebar, cracked concrete, or
damage to insulation and barriers of steel components, for example.
• the termsP (DVF |DMF , DSi), dP (DMF |EDPF , DSi), anddP (EDPF |IMF , DSi)
are obtained in a similar fashion as in PBFE.
7.5 Sensitivity Study on Structural Fire Response
7.5.1 Description
The objective of this study is to identify the most importantvariables affecting the response
of steel structures under and immediately after being subjected to thermal fire loading. Two
case study examples are presented, which use the thermal tools of the Open System for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) framework.Structural fire analyses are
conducted considering different fire scenarios and a set of seven random variables. Peak
and residual deformations are tracked in order to assess structural response. In addition,
pushover and pushdown analyses are carried out to evaluate the structural capacity to sustain
further load after fire. TDA is used to evaluate the sensitivity of the response to each variable.
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Modeling fire behavior involves several phenomena, namely combustion, heat transfer, among
others. The definition of parametric fire curves depends on the compartment opening factor
O, the thermal inertiab of surrounding infrastructure, geometry of compartment, fire growth
rate and fire load density. In this work, fire load density is considered as a random variable,
while the remaining parameters are assumed to be deterministic. Khorasaniet al. [259]
propose that fire load density,qfd, is given, for "light-weight" compartments, by:
qfd = exp [6.951− 0.0047(Af × 10.76) + 0.5712 ε(qfd)] (7.4)
whereAf is the room plan area inm2, ε(qfd) is a random variable with a standard normal dis-
tribution, andqfd is inMJ/m2. Equation 7.4 is used to define parametric time-temperature
curves as proposed in Eurocode 1 (EC1) [260]. There are two points worth mentioning with
respect to the form of Equation 7.4. First, whenε(qfd) = 0, Equation 7.4 yields a fire load
density that is similar to the characteristic fire load density in EC1(qfk). Second, due to the
assumption thatε(qfd) is standard normal,qfd follows a lognormal distribution.
In this work, a simplified method, which is presented in Eurocode 3 (EC3) [261], is used
to calculate time-temperature curves in steel sections. This method is based on the concept
of section factor (or "section massivity factor"),Smf . This parameter takes into account the
member cross-section area,A, its perimeter exposed to fire,Ph = Smf × A, as well as the
emissivity, conductivity, mass density, and steel specificheat. Herein, the parameters used
to define the section factor are considered as deterministic, thus the temperature inside the
steel elements depends only on the temperature at the surface o the element, which is a
function of the fire load density that is conditional on an assumed fire scenario.
Table 7.2 lists the random variables considered in this study. Live loads are assumed to
follow a Gamma distribution, based on models proposed in theProbabilistic Model Code
(PMC) [262]. Uncertainties related to fire load, and also steel mechanical properties are
also considered in this work. The uncertainty on the mechanical properties is considered at
two levels: (i) ambient temperature (20◦C), and (ii) elevated temperatures. At the ambient
temperature, the yield strength,Fy, and the modulus of elasticity,E0, are taken as random
variables, defined based on values in PMC. In addition, the unc rtainty in the yield strength,
modulus of elasticity, and thermal elongation at elevated temperatures is accounted for by
considering probabilistic models developed recently [263].
While at ambient temperature the reference steel yield streng h is usually associated
with a 0.2% offset,Fy,0.2%, the EC3 provides two reference values for the yield strength at
elevated temperatures: (i) proportional limit strength,FP ; and (ii) effective yield strength,
which is associated with a strain equal to 2%,Fy,2%. According to EC3, degradation of
mechanical properties under increasing temperatures is controlled by three deterministic
reduction coefficientsKy,θ, KP,θ, andKE,θ, associated with the effective yield strength,
proportional limit, and elastic modulus of elasticity, resp ctively. Following the approach
in Khorasaniet al. [263], Ky,θ andKE,θ are considered as random variables, whileKp,θ is
considered to be deterministic and equal to the EC3 proposal.
Khorasaniet al. [263] compiled a big amount of data obtained over the last deca s
in experimental tests of steel members subjected to high temperature. Based on these re-
sults, empirical expressions were proposed to model the variation of steel thermomechan-
ical properties due to thermal variation. The variation is given by reduction coefficients
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Figure 7.2: Thermomechanical model of Eurocode 3 and proposed models by Khorasani
et al. [240] for deterioration of: (a) Young’s modulus; (b) yield strength; and (c) thermal
elongation.
that are normalized values, meaning that the parameter at each t mperature is a function of
the parameter at the ambient temperature. The effective yield strength reduction coefficient
corresponds toKy,θ = Fy,2%/Fy,0.2% and is given by:
ky,θ = 1.7×
exp(logit(k̂∗y,θ) + 0.412− 0.81× 10−3θ + 0.58× 10−6θ1.9 + 0.43× ε(Fy))
exp(logit(k̂∗y,θ) + 0.412− 0.81× 10−3θ + 0.58× 10−6θ1.9 + 0.43× ε(Fy)) + 1
(7.5)
where ε(Fy) is a random variable that follows a standard normal distribuion; k̂∗y,θ =
(k̂y,θ + 10
−6)/1.7, wherek̂y,θ is the normalized effective yield strength based on EC3, and
logit(k̂∗y,θ) = ln(k̂∗y,θ/(1 − k̂∗y,θ)). This expression may yield values larger than 1.0 for
temperatures up to550◦C, as shown in Figure 7.2(b). The normalized modulus of elasticity,
represented in Figure 7.2(a), is given by:
kE,θ = 1.1×
exp(2.54− 2.69× 10−3 × θ − 2.83× 10−6θ2 + 0.36× ε(E))
exp(2.54− 2.69× 10−3 × θ − 2.83× 10−6θ2 + 0.36× ε(E)) + 1
(7.6)
























+ [1.69 + 0.64(θ − 750) − 1.7(θ − 750)0.81 + 3.7× ε(Th)]× 10−3
)2





− 2.32× 10−3 + 0.173 × 10−6 × (θ − 860) + 0.0037 × ε(Th)
)2
860 ≤ θ < 1200◦C
(7.7)
The uncertainty in the proposed models is introduced by variablesε(Fy), ε(E), and
ε(Th) [263]. If these are set to zero, the proposed model is equivalent to a deterministic
approach based on EC3.
These models were implemented by Khorasaniet al. [263] in OpenSees. However,
the model are adapted in this work in order to include the variability of thermomechanical
properties (controlled by the variablesǫ) as input variables.
The models were defined considering collected experimentalda at various temperature
levels, influencing the slopes in Figure 7.2. The uncertainty in he anchor temperature values
used to define the straight lines have not been characterizedexperimentally. However, a pilot
study performed by the authors (not shown herein in the interes of brevity) showed that the
impact of uncertainty in these values is negligible on structural response.
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Table 7.2: Random variables considered and supporting referenc s
Variable Description
Probabilistic Mean value,µ Standard deviation,σ
Ref.
distribution Example 1 Example 2 Example 1 Example 2
LL [kN/m] Live Load Gamma 1.0 2.5 0.52 0.64 Vrouwenvelder [264]
ε(qfd) Fire loadε Normal 0 1 Khorasaniet al. [259]
E [Gpa] Elastic mod. Normal 210 200 6.3 6.0 Vrouwenvelder [262]
Fy [Mpa] Yield strength Log-Normal 355 300 24.9 21.0 Vrouwenvelder [262]
ε(E) Elastic mod.ε Normal 0 1 Khorasaniet al. [263]
ε(Fy) Yield strength reductionε Normal 0 1 Khorasaniet al. [263]
ε(Th) Thermal Elongationε Normal 0 1 Khorasaniet al. [263]
ε refers to uncertainty in the models for material propertiesat elevated temperatures
Structural fire analysis
The structural fire analysis is divided into three main stages: (i) definition of the time-
temperature relationship that corresponds to the idealized fir scenario; (ii) definition of
the time-history of temperatures in structural elements; and (iii) structural fire response
assessment. An efficient and accurate FE model, which accounts for the variation of the
thermomechanical properties of the material, is required.Interaction between mechanical
deformations imposed by external loads and imposed temperatur should also be efficiently
simulated. In this work, the OpenSees framework is used to perf rm structural fire analysis.
Nonlinear static analysis with load control are performed to assess structural performance
under fire. The Newton-Raphson method is used to solve the nonlinear system of equations
and a maximum time-step of ten seconds is considered. An adaptive convergence scheme,
which reduces the time-step or changes the numerical method, is employed when conver-
gence issues are found.
During fire, local member behavior and global structure displacements are tracked in
order to assess structural performance. Computed verticaland horizontal drifts are used to
evaluate beam and column performance, respectively.
Pushover following fire and pushdown following fire analyses
In this work, the capacity of the structure to withstand additional vertical and horizontal
loading following fire is analyzed. Pushover analyses are peformed by a nonlinear static
analysis with displacement control. Likewise structural fire analysis, to solve the nonlin-
ear equations the Newton-Raphson method is used, with an adaptive convergence scheme.
A mass proportional lateral load is applied, after the end offire analysis, for performing
pushover analysis. Structural capacity to resist horizontal load after fire is evaluated through
the computation of the base shear associated with a threshold interstory drift. Pushover anal-
yses are conducted by incrementally increasing the horizontal displacement of the left-end
node of the structures at the upper floor. On the other hand, pushdown analysis is carried
out by applying a uniform vertical load in all beams. Structural capacity to resist vertical
loading after fire is assessed through the computation of thetotal vertical load associated
with a member vertical deflection ofL/50. Pushdown analyses are conducted by imposing
an increase in the vertical displacement of the mid-node of the beam at the top of the heated
compartment. The tolerance convergence criterion of the analyses is based on the norm of
the displacements increment and is equal to10−6.
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of structural response due to the uncertainty in the random variables con-
sidered is evaluated through TDA [265–267]. In TDA, each random variable is perturbed
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from the median value, one at a time, to upper and lower bounds. That is, when one random
variable is selected for perturbation, all other variablesare set at their median values. The re-
sponse for each perturbed input variable is then computed bysu jecting the structural model
to the fire loading. For a given random variable, the range of structural responses obtained
for different perturbations are defined as "swing" of the response, which is considered as a
measure of sensitivity of the response to the perturbation in the given random variable. The
lower and upper bounds are often taken as the10th and90th percentiles of each variable,
respectively. The "swing" in the response is estimated hereusing the dispersion indexID
which is given by:
ID =
max(RX,90%, RX,10%, RX,median)−min(RX,90%, RX,10%, RX,median)
RX,median
(7.8)
whereRX,median, RX,10% andRX,90% are the structural response recorded when random
variableX is equal to its median, percentiles10% and90%, respectively.
7.5.3 OpenSees Thermal Framework - Verification and Validation
The OpenSees framework (v2.4.2, r5540) is used herein for the analysis of steel structures
subject to fire. A displacement-based formulation is adopted when modeling frame mem-
bers. The cross section discretization makes uses of uniaxial fibers [268]. The extended
version of OpenSees, also known as OpenSees Thermal [269], includes improvements on
the material steel model implemented [240], namely in what concerns the cooling phase
[270–272].
Even though OpenSees thermal has been validated and verified, except for the cooling
phase [240,253,269,273–275], an additional verification example is developed herein that
includes the cooling phase. This is particularly importantto make sure that subsequent
pushdown or pushover loads can be reliably applied. The structure used for validation is
based on the study developed by Santiagoet al.[276] and consists in a single beam subjected
to a parametric fire, represented in Figure 7.3(a). Geometrical and material properties are
represented in this figure, which also shows the variation oftemperature on the mid-web
of cross section. The temperature variation along cross section is defined based on data
presented in Santiagoet al. [276]. Figure 7.3(b) compares results obtained using SAFIR
and OpenSees. The results show great agreement between OpenSees and SAFIR results
presented in Santiagoet al. [276]. In results obtained with both software, the responses in
the heating phase and the cooling phase are similar. The small differences in the results are
believed to be caused by formulation differences between thtwo software, namely in what
concerns displacement-based elements and second order effects, and on the assumptions
made when using OpenSees with respect to the temperature profil al ng the height of the
section.
7.5.4 Case study 1
General description
The selected structure for this case study is the "ZSH" structu e [277], which is shown in
Figure 7.4. Two different fire scenarios are considered. In scenario 1, only the left bay is
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Figure 7.3: Verification example: (a) time-temperature curve; and (b) vertical displacement
of mid-span beam as a function of time.
subject to fire loading, thus both columns and beam are heated. In scenario 2, the two bays
are subject to fire and, consequently, all members of the structure are heated.
Modeling approach
The steel frame is composed of IPE80 I-shaped sections with St 37 steel grade, mean mod-
ulus of elasticity and yield strength at ambient temperature of 210GPa and 355MPa, respec-
tively. All supports are pinned. Each member is composed by four finite elements. Cross
sections are discretized in four fibers at each flange and eight along the web. The dead load
and the live load in the model corresponds to a uniformly distribu ed load of 1.60 kN/m that
is applied on the beams.
For defining the parametric curve of fire load scenario, some det rministic parameters
are chosen. In this case study, the opening factorO was taken equal to0.10m1/2, the section
factor equal to370m−1 and compartment area equal to3.6m2. For TDA analysis, the result-
ing median value of fire load density is870.39MJ/m2, which corresponds to a maximum
member temperature of 996◦C. The remaining variables are described in Section 7.5.2 and
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Figure 7.4: Case Study 1: (a) structural model; (b) fire scenario 1; and (c) fire scenario 2.
Sensitivity to uncertain parameters in peak and residual deformations
Figure 7.5 shows, for fire scenario 1, the tornado diagrams associated with peak and residual
deformations. In what concerns the analysis of peak deformations, review of Figure 7.5
indicates a low influence of the yield strength,Fy, and modulus of elasticity,E0, at the
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ambient temperature. Fire load density has a large effect onthe peak values of deflections,
as well as on the residual deformations. In fact,ε(qfd) has the largestID in all response
measures, except in the normalized peak vertical deflection. Nevertheless, it is worth noting
that the dispersion of the response is low, specially for thepeak deflections.
Figure 7.7 shows the dispersion indexID (Equation 7.8) of the seven random variables
obtained by performing structural fire analysis considering fire scenarios 1 and 2. In these
plots ID values increase concentrically, i.e. larger values ofID indicating higher impor-
tance of variables uncertainty are represented in the center of the plot. Figure 7.7(a) to 7.7(d)
show that for peak deflections both scenarios yield similar results. Main differences are ob-
served in residual deflections. Variablesε(qfd), ε(Th), andε(Fy) are the ones with largest
swing and, consequently, largestID.
Sensitivity to uncertain parameters in post-fire structural capacity
Structural capacity to withstand horizontal and vertical lo ding is assessed through compu-
tation of the base shear associated with lateral structuralinstability (estimated to be reached
at an horizontal deflection of approximately 20cm) and the total vertical load associated with
a vertical deflection ofL/50, respectively.
In what concerns post-fire pushover, the uncertainty in the model for the effective yield
strength reduction,ε(Fy), is the random variable that induces larger dispersion in structural
capacity (see Figure 7.6(a)), followed byFy andLL. On the opposite spectrum, the uncer-
tainty in the model of the fire load,ε(qfd), has a low influence on structural capacity to resist
horizontal actions after fire. In fact, after cooling, steelmechanical properties recover their
initial values. Thus, unless large residual plastic strains re achieved during the fire loading,
the influence of fire loading in post-fire structural capacityis negligible, as observed in this
case.
For post-fire pushdown,ε(qfd) andε(E) have the largestID in fire scenario 1 (Figure
7.6(b)). As represented in this figure, two different instability modes are observed, which
lead to the very largeID of these two variables. On the90th percentile analyses (and on
the analyses of the remaining variables) a lateral instabili y mode is observed. Otherwise,
on the10th percentile analyses, the instability occurs due to beam bending. Figure 7.7(f)
shows that, for scenario 2, the dispersion ofε(qfd) andε(E) decreases due to fire loading
symmetry, which leads to the occurrence of a post-fire lateral instability mode in all analyses.
7.5.5 Case study 2
A three-bay three-story steel frame designed by Haukaas andScott [278], shown in Figure
7.8, is the object of this case study. Ten fire scenarios are considered in this case study, as
represented in Figure 7.8.
Modeling approach
The frame is composed of IPE250 I-shaped sections. Geometric pa ameters of the struc-
tural model are considered deterministic. Self-weight is constant in all beams and equal to
187.5N/m. The mean elastic modulus and yield stress are 200GPa and 300MPa, respec-
tively.
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Figure 7.5: Tornado diagrams for fire scenario 1: (a) normalized peak horizontal deflection;
(b) normalized peak vertical deflection; (c) normalized residual horizontal deflection; (d)
normalized residual vertical deflection.










































Figure 7.6: Tornado diagrams associated with post-fire analyses for fire scenario 1: (a)
pushover analysis; and (b) pushdown analysis.
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Figure 7.7: Dispersion index associated with: (a) peak horizontal deflection; (b) peak verti-
cal deflection; (c) residual horizontal deflection; (d) residual vertical deflections; (e) post-fire
pushover load; and (f) post-fire pushdown load.
Live load, whose mean value is equal to 2.5kN/m, is considered following Vrouwen-
velder [262]. Parametric fire curves follow prescriptions of EC3, and are generated consid-
ering an opening factorO equal to0.10m1/2 and25m2 of compartment area. The resulting
median value of fire load density is489.03MJ/m2. Section factors were calculated for the
following cases: beams heated on 3 sides, columns heated on 1side, and columns heated on
2 sides, yielding the values85.2m−1, 17.6m−1, and35.2m−1, respectively. For these three
cases, the peak member temperature associated with the median value of fire load is 553◦C,
253◦C, and 385◦C, respectively.
In the case of fires located in the middle or in the upper floors,nly the surrounding
columns and the beams above fire location are heated following Memari and Mahmoud
[229]. This is supported by experimental tests that concluded that since the heat flow rises,
the temperature at the base of the compartment is approximately equal to the ambient tem-
perature [261].
Sensitivity to uncertain parameters in peak and residual deformations
In Figure 7.9 theID associated with each of the seven random variables are represented
for all fire scenarios in radar plots. Plots (a), (b), and (c) correspond to theID of the peak
horizontal deflections, while plots (d), (e), and (f) correspond to theID of the residual
horizontal deflections. Plots (a) and (d) are associated with fire scenarios 2, 3, and 8, which
correspond to fires located in the first floor. Plots (b) and (e)ar associated with fire scenarios
4, 5, and 9, which correspond to fires located in the second floor. Finally, plots (c) and (f)
are associated with fire scenarios 6, 7, and 10, which correspond to fires located in the upper
story. Fire scenario 1 is present in all plots as a reference scenario. These plots indicate that
the fire load is the most relevant variable for all fire scenarios. The uncertainty in thermal
elongation is the other variable that has shown non negligible indices, namely for peak
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Figure 7.8: Case Study 2: (a) structural model; (b) to (k) show fire scenarios 1 to 10.
deflections. Although the same trend is observable for both peak and residual deflections,
one can conclude that theID associated with residual deflections vary greatly among fire
scenarios. For example in plot (f) it is possible to see thatID associated withε(qfd) in
scenario 1 is significantly larger than that associated withother scenarios, which are close to
zero. Figure 7.10 shows theID associated with peak and residual vertical deflections. This
figure indicates that the same conclusions taken for horizontal deflections hold for vertical
deflections.
Sensitivity to uncertain parameters in post-fire structural capacity
In this case study, structural capacity to resist horizontal load after fire is evaluated through
the computation of the base shear associated with an interstory drift of 8%, which corre-
sponds to an horizontal deflection of approximately 30cm. Asreferred before, a member
vertical deflection ofL/50, which corresponds to a drift of 2%, is considered to assess the
structural capacity to resist vertical loads after fire.
After conducting pushover analyses for all fire scenarios, similar responses were ob-
tained as represented in Figures 7.11(a) to 7.11(c). These figures indicate thatε(Fy) andFy
are the main variables influencing structural capacity to withstand horizontal loads. At the
same time, uncertainty in live load should not be neglected.On the other hand, uncertainty
in fire load does not influence post-fire structural response.Th reversible condition of the
steel properties justify this behavior, as already stated in case study 1.
Figure 7.11 also shows the radar plots of the pushdown analyses (plots (d) to (f)). Mixed
results are obtained in these analyses as theID vary greatly among the variables and be-
tween scenarios. Each variable causes significant variation in at least one fire scenario. The
variable that proved to be significant in terms of sensitivites of the response for most of
the scenarios, and simultaneously induces largestID, is the thermal elongationε(Th). The
influence of the remaining variables is not constant and a general trend cannot be identified.
Sensitivity to vertical load distribution in post-fire stru ctural capacity
Figure 7.12 shows the tornado diagram obtained by imposing pushdown vertical loads on a
single bay following fire scenarios 1 and 2. The locations where the loads where applied are
shown in the figure. As one can observeε(Fy) andFy are the variables that most influence
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Figure 7.9: Dispersion index associated with the peak and resi ual horizontal deflections:
(a) and (d) scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 8; (b) and (e) scenarios 1, 4,5, and 9; and (c) and (f)
scenarios 1, 6, 7, and 10.
Figure 7.10: Dispersion index associated with the peak and resi ual vertical deflections: (a)
and (d) scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 8; (b) and (e) scenarios 1, 4, 5, and 9; and (c) and (f) scenarios
1, 6, 7, and 10.
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Figure 7.11: Dispersion index associated with the pushoverand pushdown forces: (a) and
(d) scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 8; (b) and (e) scenarios 1, 4, 5, and 9; and (c) and (f) scenarios 1,
6, 7, and 10.
the vertical load carrying capacity. This is in contrast with the results in Figure 7.11 for sce-
nario 1, where the most significant variable wasε(Th). In order to illustrate the differences
induced by the different load pattern, Figure 7.13 shows theradar plots of pushdown anal-
yses carried out with the original load pattern (load in all beams) and the modified version
(single bay loads). The differences are also visible when analyzing the collapse mechanisms
for these two fire scenarios, represented in Figure 7.13(b) to 7.13(e). These figures show that
when applying a single bay load the failure occurs in beams while when the load is applied
in two or more bays, the failure mode is a mixed mode which includes failure of beams
and columns. Although for scenario 2 the computedID are not significantly different, for
scenario 1 significant changes are obtained. These observations indicate that for post-fire
assessment of building structures the sensitivity to load patterns and collapse mechanisms
need to be carefully accounted for.
7.6 Incremental Fire Analysis
7.6.1 Description
In order to investigate the effect of fire load variation on the structural response and stabil-
ity, incremental fire analyses (IFA) are performed subsequently. This analysis is inspired
in incremental dynamic analysis [54], but instead of nonlinear dynamic time-history anal-
yses, incremental structural fire analyses are performed. In these analyses all variables are
assumed constant and taken equal to their median value [279], except the fire load that is in-
crementally increased. For each value of fire load, a structue fire analysis is performed and
the structural response recorded. Thirteen different intensi ies are considered here for the
fire load. IFA allows to investigate the relationship between fire load and structural response,
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Figure 7.12: Tornado diagrams associated with post-fire pushdown with the modified load
pattern (single bay loads) for: (a) fire scenario 1; and (b) fire scenario 2.
(b) Scenario 1                           (c) Scenario 2.
(d) Scenario 1 - 1 bay-load         (e) Scenario 2 - 1 bay-load
Figure 7.13: Radar plot and deformed shapes (amplification factor of 10) illustrating the
influence of load distribution in pushdown analysis for fire sc narios 1 and 2: (a) radar plot;
(b) and (c) deformed shapes for vertical pushdown load in allbays; and (d) and (e) deformed
shapes for vertical pushdown load in a single bay.
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namely in what concerns peak and residual deformations. Thirteen different intensities are
considered for the fire load. These include the median value,the10th and90th percentiles,
the median plus and minus standard deviation, as well as another eight intensities. The max-
imum intensity considered is 1500MJ/m2, which corresponds to a large value with only
1% of probability of exceedance, according to the probabilityfunction defined in Section
7.5.2.
Two different analyses are carried out. In the first one, the fire analysis is stopped at
the instant of maximum temperature. At this instant a pushdown analysis is performed in
order to assess the vertical load carrying capacity of the damaged structure. This capacity
is deemed fundamental for fire fighters and rescue teams to actduring fire loading. In the
second analysis, the complete fire analysis is performed. After the end of structural fire anal-
ysis, a pushdown analysis is also carried out. This analysisintends to evaluate the residual
resistant capacity of the structure, which is important forreoccupation decisions, inspec-
tions, and post-fire risk analysis. In both analyses, the pushdown is executed by imposing
and incrementally increasing vertical load. Vertical loadconfigurations are represented in
Figure 7.14. In total, 260 incremental fire analyses are performed, which correspond to
thirteen fire intensities, ten fire scenarios, and two types of pushdown analyses.
(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2 (c) Scenario 3. (d) Scenario 4 (e) Scenario 5
(f) Scenario 6 (g) Scenario 7 (h) Scenario 8. (i) Scenario 9 (j) Scenario 10
Figure 7.14: 3-Story steel frame structure pushdown load distribution for Incremental Fire
Analysis
7.6.2 Peak and Residual Deformations
Figure 7.15 shows peak and residual deflections of the structure. Figures 7.15(a) and 7.15(b)
show peak and residual horizontal deflections, respectively. Figures 7.15(c) and 7.15(d)
show the peak and residual vertical deflections, respectively. Peak horizontal deflections
increase with fire load untilε(qfd)(90%). After this, the peak horizontal deflections either
remains unchanged, which holds for most of the scenarios, ora slight increase with constant
rate is observed for scenarios 1, 6, and 10. This indicates that the horizontal deflections are
not influenced by fire loads larger thanε(qfd)(90%). However, larger fire loads do influ-
ence vertical deflections. In fact, Figure 7.15(b) shows that for a fire load slight above the
ε(qfd)(median) an abrupt increase in the vertical deflections exists for most of the scenarios.
This increase leads to violation of the threshold vertical deflection ofL/250. Only scenarios
6, 7, and 10 do not record this increase. This is due to the factth t in these scenarios fire
occurs at the upper floor. As a consequence, the decrease in members stiffness occur only
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Figure 7.15: Deflections as a function of fire load obtained through incremental fire anal-
ysis: (a) peak horizontal deflections; (b) peak vertical deflections; (c) residual horizontal
deflections; and (d) residual vertical deflections
is less stressed beams and columns leading to lower verticaldeflections. The same observa-
tions can be made for residual horizontal and vertical deflections based on Figures 7.15(c)
and 7.15(d), respectively. Moreover, Figures 7.15(b) and 7.15(d) also indicate that for fire
loads larger thanε(qfd)(median) most of the scenarios lead to violation of the threshold
deflection value ofL/250, for both peak and residual response. In fact, for peak response
most of the scenarios also violate the threshold value ofL/50, which indicates failure.
7.6.3 Vertical Load Carrying Capacity
Figure 7.16 shows the relationship between total pushdown lad and fire load. Figure 7.16(a)
is associated with the pushdown analysis performed at the instant of maximum fire tempera-
ture, while Figure 7.16(b) is associated with pushdown executed after fire analysis. Different
trends are identified in both analyses. First, at the instantof maximum temperature, push-
down load that leads the structure to exceed the threshold value ofL/50 decreases linearly
until the vertical axis is crossed, which is at approximately 900MJ/m2. At this point the
peak deflection is already larger thanL/50, thus indicating that structure is not stable and
any additional load can pose safety threat. Second, the pushdown analysis performed after
fire analysis, leads to a complete different trend. This analysis shows that the pushover load
that leads to violation of the defined threshold is independent of the fire load. It is worth
noting that after fire initial (intact) thermomechanical material properties are restored. Al-
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(b) Pushdown after fire analysis
 
 































Figure 7.16: Pushdown (vertical) load inducing a vertical deflection ofL/50 as a function
of fire load: (a) at the instant of maximum temperature; and (b) after fire analysis
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Figure 7.17: Pushdown (vertical) load inducing a vertical deflection ofL/50 as a function
of: (a) peak vertical deflection at the instant of maximum temp rature; and (b) residual
vertical deflection after fire analysis
though residual deformation exist, this fact leads to restorati n of the resistant capacity of
the structure in what concerns vertical loads.
Figure 7.17 helps to investigate the relationship between vertical deflections and push-
down load. In Figure 7.17(a), which shows the pushdown load as a function of the peak
vertical deflection at the instant of maximum temperature. This figure indicates that the
pushdown load decreases with a very high rate with the increase of the vertical deflection.
After a vertical deflection of about 0.01m the pushdown load is null for all scenarios. As
stated before, for the pushdown performed consecutively tothe fire analysis different obser-
vations are made. Figure 7.17(b) shows that the pushdown load is somewhat independent
of the residual vertical deflection. However, a slight decrease in pushdown load can be seen




A probabilistic methodology for performance-based structural engineering for fire follow-
ing earthquakes was proposed in this Chapter. This methodology is based on the Total
Probability Theorem and builds on methodologies developedrecently, namely work done
by Hamilton (2011). The proposed procedure can be used to compute decision variables
(DV) that relate to expected loss of facilities located in seismic regions considering both
mainshock and fire hazard events. The loss analysis framework is disaggregated into the
following basic probabilistic components: (1) seismic hazard analysis, (2) seismic demand
analysis, (3) seismic damage analysis, (4) conditional firehazard analysis, (5) conditional
fire demand analysis, (6) conditional fire damage analysis, and (7) loss analysis for both
earthquake hazard and fire following earthquake hazard. Theproposed methodology incor-
porates the state-of-the-art modelling of fire hazard analysis and fire structural analysis. A
scalar fire intensity measureIMF is defined and it is assumed to be a sufficient IM.
The proposed methodology is a first step in development of a performance-based struc-
tural engineering approach for fire following earthquake. However, structural fire analysis
can be cumbersome partially due to the large number of variables influencing structural per-
formance and the associated computational cost. Therefore, the objective of the second part
of this Chapter is to identify the most important parametersaffecting structural response
during and after fire. In this work, two case studies are analyzed by using the OpenSees
framework and the recently developed thermal tools. The first ca e study corresponds to
an experimentally tested one-story two-bay steel structure, while the second case study is
based on a 3-story steel moment resisting frame building. Some modifications were intro-
duced in the model code in order to perform sensitivity analyses, which are executed using
the TDA. In TDA, the range of structural responses obtained from perturbations of each
variable is computed, providing an insight on the importance of each variable for structural
fire response.
Structural response is assessed by means of a structural fireanalysis, pushover following
fire, as well as pushdown following fire. Parametric fire curves and steel thermomechanical
properties are probabilistically defined based on recent studies. Structural fire analyses are
conducted with a set of seven random variables and considering different fire scenarios.
In order to assess the structural response during fire, peak and residual deformations are
tracked. In addition, for post-fire structural capacity asses ment, pushover and pushdown
analyses are carried out.
The results show that uncertainty in five of the seven random variables considered pro-
duce significant perturbations in the response. These are the live load, fire load, and three
model errors considered in elevated temperature models. The uncertainty in yield strength
and modulus of elasticity at ambient temperature has impactm inly in post-fire structural
response due to reversible characteristics of steel thermomechanical properties. Although
uncertainty in fire load density tends to be the most relevantp rameter influencing peak de-
formations during fire, the obtained results indicate that it has a negligible influence on the
structural capacity to withstand horizontal loading. Thisis due to the fact that after cooling,
steel mechanical properties have recovered their initial values. As a consequence, unless
significant residual plastic strain are recorded, post-firest uctural capacity is similar to the
intact capacity.
The results of this work are important to improve the efficieny of probabilistic-based
engineering methods considering fire demands. Future work is needed in order to assess
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the influence of these variables considering multiple hazards, for example fire following
earthquake.
Research is still needed to (1) improve the probabilistic description of the conditional
fire hazard analysis, namely in the models that define ignition rates as a function of the IM
used in the seismic structural analysis, which can be obtained through regression analysis
of existing ignitions data for fires following an earthquake; (2) define sufficient and efficient
IMF (scalar or vector-valued) for different structures consisting with different materials; (3)
define appropriate performance objectives for fire following earthquake engineering prob-
lems; (4) relate the target performance objectives and the DVs obtained using the proposed
PBSE methodology with feasible design procedures; and (5) validate the applicability of the
proposed framework through application to a case study making use of the thermal modeling
tools that have been tested and analyzed in a significant partof this Chapter.
7.8 Dissemination
This part of the research program resulted in the following outputs.
1. Scientific paper to be submitted to the Fire Safety Journal(i collaboration with Mr.
Rúben Rosário, FCT-UNL)
Scope:Perform a comprehensive sensitivity study that helps identfyi g the most im-
portant variables in steel fire response. To this effect, twocase studies are presented
and a Tornado Diagram Analysis is performed.
Tentative title:Sensitivity Analysis of Steel Frames Under Fire.
2. Oral presentation made by Professor André R. Barbosa at the First International Con-
ference on Performance-Based and Life-Cycle Structural Engineering (2012)
Scope:Presentation of a probabilistic framework for performance-based structural
engineering (PBSE), which includes earthquake performance ssessment and fire per-
formance assessment, namely in the special case of fire following earthquakes. This
framework can be seen as an extension of the performance-based e rthquake engineer-
ing (PBEE) methodology developed by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research
(PEER).
Complete reference:Barbosa, A., Neves, L., and Ribeiro, F. (2012). "Preliminary Pro-
posal For Performance-Based Structural Engineering For Fire Following Earthquake."
In: First International Conference on Performance-Based and Life-Cycle Structural
Engineering. Hong Kong, China.
3. Oral presentation to be made at the National Conference onSeismology and Earth-
quake Engineering (Sísmica 2016) to be held at Azores in May 2016 (abstract ac-
cepted; paper submitted in January 2016)
Scope:This study aims at identifying the most important variablesaffecting the re-
sponse of steel structures under and immediately after being subjected to structural
fire loading. Two case study examples are presented, which use the thermal tools of
the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSe s) framework.
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Complete reference:Ribeiro, F., Rosário, R., Barbosa, A., and Neves, L. (2016).
"Sensitivity Analysis of Steel Moment Frames Subjected to Structural Fire Using the
OpenSees Framework". In: National Conference on Seismology and Earthquake En-






This thesis is intended to contribute to the study of post-earthquake structural safety and
performance considering multiple secondary hazard events. I pite of the changes in the
design and assessment methods in the last decades, current cod s limit seismic analysis to
the study of an isolated seismic event. However, the occurrence of secondary hazard events,
such as aftershocks, fires, blasts, and tsunamis are frequent aft r major seismic events. In
fact, major historical earthquakes have shown that this conideration may not be sufficient to
guarantee the desired structural performance in accidental scenarios. After a large intensity
earthquake, buildings that have not collapsed are potentially d maged and, consequently,
more vulnerable to secondary events that follow an earthquake. Due to this, an increase in
the probability of failure and in the estimated losses are expected.
Studies on the post-earthquake structural response have only been developed by the sci-
entific community in the last decade. In spite of that, a unified methodology to investigate
the capacity of structures to face post-earthquake multiple hazards has not been proposed.
Such a methodology is fundamental in order to gather data that would allow to integrate
post-earthquake hazards in design and assessment of structures through semi-probabilistic
rules. This thesis adds on the current efforts on two main poits: (1) the development
of numerical tools that are able to simulate the behavior of steel moment resisting frames
(SMRF’s) under multiple cascading hazard events, namely sequential seismic events and
fire following earthquake; and (2) the development of methodol gies to assess the capacity
of structures to resist post-earthquake multiple hazards,namely aftershocks and fire.
As extremely rare events are being studied, the most effective way to assess the influ-
ence of these events on structural safety is to compute robustness metrics associated with
mainshock-damaged structure and the intact structure, considering the secondary multiple
hazard events. Reliability-based measures that allow for estimation of the structural capacity
to face these extreme events are used.
Although the proposed methodologies are general and can be appli d to any structural
typology and material type, this thesis is focused on pre-Northridge SMRF structures. Thus,
the developed numerical tools focus on this type of structures.
The developed numerical models are based on finite-length plastic hinge elements as
these present several advantages over the traditional concentrated plastic hinge approach,
namely in what concerns user modeling effort and computation l cost. Additionally, this
approach allows for monitoring the local response that may be important at least until buck-
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ling of the plastic hinge. The finite-length plastic hinge section behavior can be defined
through fiber sections or by directly assigning moment-curvature flexural response. In the
case moment-curvature laws are applied to define hinge section flexural behavior, a formu-
lation to ensure that the correct stiffness is obtained through ut the analysis is needed.
8.2 Main Outcomes
8.2.1 Development of Enhanced Finite Element Models for Seismic Anal-
ysis
In what concerns the development of numerical tools, a new formulation and implementa-
tion of a finite-length plastic hinge integration scheme that allows for the use of empirically
calibrated moment-rotation laws to define hinge section behavior in finite-length plastic
hinge force-based element integration was developed. Thisformulation is based on section
flexural stiffness modification parameters that are computed a the beginning of the analy-
sis as a function of the user defined plastic hinge lengths. Itis demonstrated that the use
of scaled but not calibrated moment-rotation laws leads to significant errors in both local
and global responses and is therefore not adequate for structural analysis. Nonlinear static
analyses of steel beams and a pushover analysis of a SMRF wereperformed considering
different plastic hinge lengths in order to validate the proposed formulation. Even though
this formulation has only been tested with multi-linear moment-rotation laws, it is, in prin-
ciple, possible to use it with other constitutive laws, where moment-rotation can be related
to moment-curvature by a user-defined plastic hinge length.
Based on this formulation, a calibration of recently develop d Modified Ibarra-Medina-
Krawinkler models (ModIMK) models was performed in order touse these models in both
finite-length plastic hinge elements and in the traditionalconcentrated plastic hinge ap-
proach. The simple case studies analyzed in this study indicated that models using finite-
length plastic hinge elements are more stable, accurate, and versatile than the concentrated
plastic hinge models. The new implementation of the ModIMK was carried out in the Open
System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) framework.
Brittle connections were modeled by adding fracture elements at the end of the finite-
length plastic hinge members. The fracture elements consisted n zero-length rotational
springs. This approach is similar to the concentrated plastic hinge approach, except that the
element interior is composed by a nonlinear element. This pre ents obvious advantages of
clear separation between member and connection nonlinearities and, consequently, enable
different modeling choices to be made on both sides in an independent manner. A case study
of 3- and 9-story Los Angeles SAC Steel Project buildings, which allows for assessing the
influence of considering brittle connections both on the fragility curves computation and in
the estimated repair cost. Obtained results indicate that for low levels of deformation, the
influence of brittle connections is negligible because veryf w nonlinearities exist. For mid
and high levels of deformation are expected when brittle connections are accounted for in
the model. As deformations increase the difference betweenthe results obtained with rigid
connection models and brittle connections models increases. The 9-story building recorded
lower differences between the estimated repair cost obtained with a rigid connection model
and a brittle connection model. This is due to the more efficient distribution of damage
among the elements and long the building height.
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8.2.2 Influence of Ground Motion Duration on Structural Damage
A comprehensive study on the influence of earthquake ground motion duration on structural
damage is performed. The development of this study is important as present codes, as well
as performance-based design methodologies, are typicallyb sed on response and damage
measures calibrated for short duration shallow crustal earthquakes. A case study of the 3-,
9-, and 20-story Seattle SAC Steel Project buildings is presented. The obtained results in-
dicate that for low values of spectral acceleration, there is no visible influence of ground
motion duration on deformations and damage; for large spectral accelerations, longer du-
ration motions tend to induce larger peak IDRs and damage indices. The median response
between the two sets of ground motions is similar until approximately 4% peak IDR. Above
this level, the long duration ground motions tend to induce larger deformations under the
same values of spectral acceleration. Moreover, the relationship between the peak inter-
story drift ratio and damage indices was found to be increasingly nonlinear with increasing
ground motion duration. The largest damage indices were obtained for the 20-story build-
ing as a consequence of the concentration of damage; on the other hand, the design of the
9-story building efficiently distributed deformations over the height.
8.2.3 Robustness Assessment of Structures Considering Post-Earthquake
Aftershocks
A general framework methodology is proposed in order to compute robustness measures
considering aftershocks. Then, a reliability based robustness assessment methodology for
SMRF structures subjected to post-mainshock seismic events is proposed, based on the pro-
posed general methodology. Robustness is computed throughcomparison of the structural
reliability index under a mainshock, considering the undamaged structure, and under an
aftershock applied to the mainshock-damaged structure. A case study of the 3-, 9-, and
20-story Los Angeles SAC Steel Project buildings is presented.
For structures expected to form strong-column weak-beam failure mechanisms, a finite
element modeling approach was presented in which columns were modeled using force-
based fiber-section distributed plasticity elements and beams were modeled using a recently
proposed phenomenological bilinear model with deterioratn. The models used for the
columns directly account for axial load bending moment interaction. For the beams, the
deterioration behavior defined for the plastic hinges is fundamental for accurate performance
assessments under mainshock-aftershock sequences. A finite-le gth plastic hinge model is
used due to its ability to model plastic hinge lengths explicitly and to separate the behavior
of beam in the span from that of beam-column connections.
The obtained results show the importance of considering theaftershock in the evalua-
tion of safety of structures under seismic events, because asignificant increase in failure
probability is observed when mainshock- aftershock sequences are considered. Moreover,
this study shows that the LA9 building, although initially more susceptible to failure than
LA3 and LA20, presents significantly higher robustness for the aftershock events. This
confirms the observations made previously. Thus, it can alsobe concluded that the probabil-
ities of failure for multiple hazards requires explicit modeling of the hazards and simulation
methods need to accurately model the damage induced by the cascading hazards. Finally,
mainshock-aftershock fragility curves and repair cost ratios were derived based on the re-
sults obtained with the proposed framework. Some thresholdvalues were derived that may
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be useful for the development of future probabilistic studies and risk assessment method-
ologies.
8.2.4 Robustness Assessment of Structures Considering Post-Earthquake
Fire
An extension of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research(PEER) Performance-Based
Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) is proposed in order to account f r fire. However, the ap-
plication of this methodology was hindered by the verification of the OpenSees thermals
models. A sensitivity analysis was also carried out in orderto identify the most important
parameters affecting structural response during and afterfire. The obtained results show that
the uncertainty in yield strength and modulus of elasticityat ambient temperature has impact
mainly in post-fire structural response due to reversible characteristics of steel thermome-
chanical properties. Although uncertainty in fire load density tends to be the most relevant
parameter influencing peak deformations during fire, the obtained results indicate that it
has a negligible influence on the structural capacity to withstand horizontal loading. This
is due to the fact that after cooling, steel mechanical properties have recovered their initial
values. As a consequence, unless significant residual plastic strains are recorded, post-fire
structural capacity is similar to the intact capacity. These results are important to improve
the efficiency of probabilistic-based engineering methodsconsidering fire demands. The
assessment of post-earthquake fire is envisioned to be finished n the near future.
8.3 Limitations and Future Developments
In what concerns the development of numerical models, the formulation presented for the
finite-length plastic hinge elements was validated at the section level for bending moments
and rotations only. However, similar approaches may be usedin the future for cases in which
the interaction between bending and axial deformations is considered. In addition, this
formulation is based on a user-defined plastic hinge length.The definition of such variable
may pose an additional responsibility on the analyst as accur te information on the structure
that allows the estimation of this value may not be available. The fact that the plastic hinge
length is kept constant throughout the analysis is also an important simplification, as it
recognized that the plastic hinge length varies from the moment the first yield occurs in the
hinge section to the full plasticity of the section is obtained.
The developed models that account for the brittle connection fracture need to be sup-
ported by additional studies that better estimate the fractu e rotation, especially of the top
beam-flange connections, for example through laboratory tests of MRF connections with
slabs. It is worth noting that this model defines the fractureas a function of the moment at
which the fracture rotation is attained by the member. This is a significant limitation as it
hinders fatigue-based fractures to occur. Fatigue is responsible for most of the fractures in
SMRF’s. However, its characterization is extremely complex and the definition of a sim-
ple model such as the one proposed in this work can improve thequality of the results, if
compared to the assumption of rigid connections.
The seismic hazard modeling follows a simplified approach int is work, namely in what
concerns the characterization of mainshock and aftershock. In future works, the relation-
ship between mainshock and aftershocks should be accountedfor. Moreover, the use of the
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spectral acceleration at the fundamental period of vibration of the intact structure as inten-
sity measure presents significant disadvantages as the variation of the dynamic properties of
the structure due to the mainshock damage is not considered.One possible way to overcome
this issue is the use of vector-value intensity measures. Inthis case, intensity measures may
be accurately computed in both pre- and post-mainshock states.
The modeling of fire loading also follows a simplified approach in this work, mainly
due to the lack of publicly available data on fire testing on buildings. A more complex and
precise model for fire load modeling should be considered in the future.
Future work is envisioned to investigate the influence of panel zones and shear connec-
tions of the gravity frames on the results obtained with the proposed methodologies. Further
work, considering different types of buildings and different modeling assumptions, namely
in what concerns modeling different failure mechanisms (e.g., low-cycle fatigue, shear fail-
ure, or connection failure) and materials (RC, timber, etc.) is also necessary. Further work
is also required in order to develop accurate relationshipsbetween ground motion intensity
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APPENDIX A. CHAPTER 2 - COMPUTATION OF THE SECTION FLEXURAL
STIFFNESS MODIFICATION PARAMETERS
The following code was implemented in thewxMaximasoftware [124].
• Unknowns
β1, β2, β3 (A.1)
• Input data
y : [0, 8/3× LpI , L− 8/3× LpJ , L];
w : [LpI , 3× LpI , 3× LpJ , LpJ ]; (A.2)
mp : [α1 × 6× LpI/L, β1, β3, α2 × 6× LpJ/L];
• Computation of the element flexibility matrix (flexural terms only)
f1 : matrix([0, 0], [0, 0]); (A.3)
– Plastic hinges integration points
for i : 1 to 4 do
(f1 : f1 + transpose(matrix([0, 0], [y[i]/L− 1, y[i]/L])). (A.4)
matrix([0, 0], [y[i]/L− 1, y[i]/L])× w[i])×
(1/(mp[i] ∗ EI));
– Interior region
f1 : f1 + integrate(transpose(matrix([0, 0], [x/L− 1, x/L])).
matrix([0, 0], [x/L− 1, x/L])× (1/(β2 × EI)), (A.5)
x, 4× LpI , L− 4× LpJ);
• Computation of the target flexibility matrix using aCPH model (flexural terms only)
– CPH model parameters
EImod : EI × (nFactor + 1)/nFactor;
Kspring : nFactor × 6×EImod/L; (A.6)
mp2 : [(α1)/(1 + nFactor × (1− α1)), (α2)/(1 + nFactor × (1− α2))];
– Model flexibility matrix
f2 : matrix([1/(mp2[1]× kspring), 0], [0, 1/(mp2[2]× kspring)]);
f2 : f2 + integrate(transpose(matrix([0, 0], [x/L− 1, x/L])).(A.7)
matrix([0, 0], [x/L− 1, x/L])× (1/(EImod)),
x, 0, L);
• Solve the system of equations for obtaining unknowns
eq1 : f1[1, 1] = f2[1, 1];
eq2 : f1[1, 2] = f2[1, 2];
eq3 : f1[2, 2] = f2[2, 2]; (A.8)
sol : solve([eq1, eq2, eq3], [β1, β2, β3]);
230
• Although the previous step already gives a solution for theproblem, it is useful to ob-
tain the solution without dependency onnFactor. Thus, the solution,sol, is evaluated
whenn tends to infinity
limit(sol, nFactor, inf); (A.9)
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Table B.3: LA20 building - Comparison between results obtained with the developed models and the ones developed by Luco and Cornell
(2000)
2
3
6
